
 

 

Lancashire County Council 
 
Pension Fund Committee 
 
Friday, 6th September, 2013 at 10.45 am in The Duke of Lancaster Room 
(Formerly Cabinet Room 'C'), County Hall, Preston  
 
Agenda 
 
Part 1 (Open to Press and Public) 
 
No. Item  
 
1. Apologies    

 
2. Disclosure of Pecuniary and Non-Pecuniary 

Interests   
 

 Members are asked to consider any Pecuniary and 
Non-Pecuniary Interests they may have to disclose to 
the meeting in relation to matters under consideration 
on the Agenda. 

 

 
3. Minutes of the Meeting held on 7 June 2013   (Pages 1 - 6) 

 To be confirmed, and signed by the chair.  
 
4. Exclusion of Press and Public    

 The Committee is asked to consider whether, under 
Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act, 1972, it 
considers that the public should be excluded from the 
meeting during consideration of the following items of 
business on the grounds that there would be a likely 
disclosure of exempt information as defined in the 
appropriate paragraph of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the 
Local Government Act, 1972, as indicated against the 
heading to the item. 

 

 
Part II (Not open to Press and Public) 
 
5. Investment Performance Report   (Pages 7 - 18) 

 (Not for Publication – Exempt information as defined in 
Paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local 
Government Act, 1972.  It is considered that in all the 
circumstances of the case the public interest in 
maintaining the exemption outweighs the public 
interests in disclosing the information). 

 

 
 
 



6. Investment Panel Report   (Pages 19 - 48) 

 (Not for Publication – Exempt information as defined in 
Paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local 
Government Act, 1972.  It is considered that in all the 
circumstances of the case the public interest in 
maintaining the exemption outweighs the public 
interests in disclosing the information). 

 

 
Part I (Open to Press and Public) 
 
7. Private Equity Strategy   (Pages 49 - 60) 

 
8. Property Investment Strategy   (Pages 61 - 76) 

 
9. Consultation on the Future Structure of the Local 

Government Pension Scheme   
(Pages 77 - 94) 

 
10. Annual Report and Accounts of the Fund - 2012/13   (Pages 95 - 170) 

 
11. UK Stewardship Code compliance   (Pages 171 - 190) 

 
12. Fund Shareholder Voting and Engagement Report   (Pages 191 - 246) 

 
13. Urgent Business    

 An item of urgent business may only be considered 
under this heading where, by reason of special 
circumstances to be recorded in the Minutes, the Chair 
of the meeting is of the opinion that the item should be 
considered at the meeting as a matter of urgency.  
Wherever possible, the Chief Executive should be given 
advance warning of any Member’s intention to raise a 
matter under this heading. 

 

 
14. Date of Next Meeting    

 The next meeting of the Committee will be held on 
Friday 29 November 2013 at 10.00am at County Hall, 
Preston. 

 

 
 I M Fisher 

County Secretary and Solicitor 
 

County Hall 
Preston 
 
 

 

 



 
 
Lancashire County Council 
 
Pension Fund Committee 
 
Minutes of the Meeting held on Friday, 7th June, 2013 at 11.15 am in The 
Duke of Lancaster Room (Formerly Cabinet Room 'C') - County Hall, 
Preston 
 
Present: 

County Councillor Terry Burns (Chair) 
 

County Councillors 
 

L Beavers 
D Borrow 
M Brindle 
G Dowding 
J Gibson 
J Lawrenson 
R Newman-
Thompson 
 

M Parkinson 
A Schofield 
K Sedgewick 
D Stansfield 
D Westley 
B Yates 
 

Co-opted members 
 

Bob Harvey, (Trade Union representative) 
Councillor Paul Leadbetter, (Lancashire Leaders' 
Group representative) 
Councillor Mark Smith, (Blackpool Council 
representative) 
Councillor Dorothy Walsh, (Blackburn with Darwen 
Borough Council representative) 
 

County Councillors G Dowding, R Newman-Thompson, A Schofield and D 
Stansfield replaced County Councillors S Perkins, J Oakes, K Iddon and P White 
respectively at this meeting.  
 
Eric Lambert and Noel Mills, Independent Advisers to the Pension Fund were 
also present. 
 
1. Constitution: Chair and Deputy Chair; Membership; Terms of 

Reference 
 

Resolved:  
 
That,  
 
i. the appointment of County Councillors T Burns and M Parkinson as Chair 

and Deputy Chair respectively of the Pension Fund Committee for the 
2013/14 municipal year be noted. 
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ii. the appointment of County Councillors M Parkinson and T Burns as Chair 
and Deputy Chair respectively of the Pension Fund Administration Sub-
Committee for the 2013/14 municipal year be noted. 

 
iii. the membership of the Pension Fund Committee and the Pension Fund 

Administration Sub-Committee be noted. 
 
iv. the Terms of Reference of the Pension Fund Committee and the Pension 

Fund Administration Sub-Committee be noted. 
 
2. Apologies 

 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Ian Grant and Ron Whittle. 
 
3. Disclosure of Pecuniary and Non-Pecuniary Interests 

 
None. 
 
4. Minutes of the Meeting held on 22 March 2013 

 
The Minutes of the meeting held on 22 March 2013 were presented. 
 
Resolved: That the Minutes of the meeting held on 22 March 2013 be 
confirmed and signed by the chair. 
 
5. Exclusion of Press and Public 

 
Resolved: That the press and members of the public be excluded from the 
meeting during consideration of the following items of business on the grounds 
that there would be a likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in the 
paragraph of Part 1 of schedule 12A to the Local Government Act, 1972, 
indicated against the heading to the item.  It was considered that in all the 
circumstances the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighed the 
public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
6. Investment Performance Report 

 
(Exempt information as defined in Paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the 
Local Government Act, 1972.  It was considered that in all the circumstances of 
the case the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighed the public 
interest in disclosing the information) 
 
The Committee considered a report on the performance of the Fund as at 31 
March 2013, focussing on the key areas of: 
 

• the funding position; 

• cash flow; 

• investment performance and allocation; and  
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• risk management of the Fund, including credit, liquidity, investment and 
operational risks. 

 
It was reported that the Pension Fund had been nominated for the European 
Innovation (Public Pension Scheme – below £15billion) Award.  Officers were 
congratulated on the nomination. 
  
Resolved: That the report be noted. 
 
7. Investment Panel Report 

 
(Exempt information as defined in Paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the 
Local Government Act, 1972.  It was considered that in all the circumstances of 
the case the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighed the public 
interest in disclosing the information) 
 
The Committee received a report from the Investment Panel setting out the work 
of the Panel at its meeting held on 1 May 2013.  The Committee's attention was 
specifically drawn to the following key areas: 
 

• The investment context in which the Fund was currently operating 
particularly in the context of the US economy; 

• Investment decisions in respect of credit and fixed income investment 
strategy, and European property funds; 

• Further allocation work i.e. Regulatory Driven and Long Dated Secured 
Investments, and Infrastructure opportunities; and 

• The work being undertaken to develop a Liability and Risk Management 
Strategy for the Fund.   
 

Resolved:  
 
i. That the report be noted. 
 
ii. That a members' briefing be held on the development of a Liability and 

Risk Management Strategy prior to the submission of the Strategy for 
approval by the Committee. 

 
The Committee then returned to the remaining Part I agenda items. 
 
8. Pension Service - Annual Administration Report 

 
The Committee received the 2012/13 Administration Report which set out the 
Service's performance against the standards and targets contained within the 
Service Level Agreement (SLA).  
 
It was reported that performance continued to meet, and in some areas exceed, 
the SLA targets.  The Committee welcomed the report and the £0.300m one-off 
rebate which had been given to the Fund by the County Treasurer following an 
exceptional underspend in the delivery of Your Pension Fund Service in 2012/13. 
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Officers were asked to consider the inclusion of a State (personal) benefit 
statement in Annual Benefit Statements issued by Your Pensions Service. It was 
noted that information would need to be provided by The Department for Works 
and Pensions and officers agreed to look into this suggestion. 
 
Resolved: That the 2012/13 Administration Report be noted. 
 
9. Knowledge and Skills Framework 

 
The Committee considered a report on the establishment of an appropriate 
training programme to ensure that the Committee was able to meet its 
commitments under CIPFA's Knowledge and Skills Framework which had been 
adopted on 3 February 2012. 
 
Members and officers of the Fund already possessed some of the required 
knowledge and skills set out in the framework.  However, it was likely that some 
areas could be strengthened, and it was recommended that a self assessment 
tool which had been developed by Hymans Robertson in conjunction with the 
CIPFA Pensions Network be used to identify any knowledge and skills gaps. It 
was agreed that the process would run as follows: 
 

• access to the web-based training tool to be provided to relevant officers 
and members for them to engage with the training materials; 

• training needs assessment submitted to and returned from officers and 
members; 

• analysis of potential training needs and development identified. 
 
This would be done over the next few months and a training programme for both 
members and officers would then be developed, incorporating the training 
materials available in the toolkit, relevant seminars, conferences and internal 
training days.   
 
Resolved: 
 
i. That the proposed approach to establishing an appropriate member and 

officer training programme, as set out in the report, be agreed. 
 
ii. That appropriate tools be used to identify areas where the knowledge and 

skills of both officers and members require strengthening, and that 
following this, a programme of activity to address any identified 
development areas be developed and undertaken. 

 
10. Strategy for the Procurement of UK and Local Property Investment 

Managers and Independent Valuers 
 

The Committee considered a proposed procurement strategy for the appointment 
of the UK and Local property investment management mandate and independent 
valuation contracts.  
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The Committee was informed that whilst aspects of the contracts for the 
management and independent valuation of the Fund's UK property portfolio had 
been renegotiated to the advantage of the Fund and a temporary arrangement 
had been entered into for the Local portfolio, the contracts had not been fully 
tendered for many years.  It was now proposed to fully market test the UK 
portfolio investment management contract and the contract for the Independent 
Valuer.  This would be undertaken at the same time as seeking an investment 
manager for the Local portfolio.  The new contracts implementation date would 
be 1 April 2014, or earlier, if practicable. 
 
It was noted that the Local property investment management mandate would look 
to maximise opportunities from projects such as the City Deal.  
 
Resolved:  
 
i. That the procurement strategy for the appointment of the UK and Local 

property investment management mandate, and independent valuation 
contracts, as set out in the report, be approved. 

 
ii. That a report on the results of the procurement exercise be presented to 

the Committee prior to the appointment of the property investment 
manager and the establishment of the advisory board. 

 
11. Fund Shareholder Voting and Engagement Report 

 
The Committee considered a comprehensive report on the Fund's shareholder 
voting arrangements and activity, and engagement activity for the period 1 
January to 31 March 2013.  
 
It was noted that the Fund had voted on 421 occasions during this period and 
had opposed or abstained in 26% of votes. 
 
Resolved: That the report be noted. 
 
12. Internal audit annual report 2012 13 including the audit plan 2013 14 

 
The Committee considered the internal audit annual report for the Fund 2012/13.   
 
Based on the internal audit work undertaken during the year, the internal audit 
service was able to provide substantial assurance over the internal control 
environment for the Fund and pension administration. 
 
The Committee also received details of the internal audit plan of work for 2013/14 
which amounted to 85 days.   
 
Resolved:  
 
i. That the internal audit annual report 2012/13 be noted. 
 
ii. That the internal audit plan for 2013/14 be approved. 
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13. External Audit 

Lancashire County Pension Fund Annual Audit Plans 2012/13 
 

The Committee considered the External Audit plan and fees for the audit of the 
County Pension Fund for 2012/13. 
 
Resolved: That External Audit plan and fees for the audit of the County 
Pension Fund for 2012/13 be noted. 
 
14. Urgent Business 

 
None. 
 
15. Date of Next Meeting 

 
It was noted that the next meeting of the Committee would be held on Friday 6 
September 2013 at 10.00 am at County Hall, Preston. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 I M Fisher 

County Secretary and Solicitor 
  
County Hall 
Preston 
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Pension Fund Committee 
Meeting to be held on 6 September 2013 
 

Electoral Division affected: 
All 

Private Equity Strategy 
(Appendix 'A' refers) 
 
Contact for further information: 
Mike Jensen, 01772 534742, County Treasurer's Directorate,  
mike.jensen@lancashire.gov.uk  
 

 
Executive Summary 
 
The Fund has a long standing private equity programme and as part of its 
programme of work to review the investment strategy in relation to each asset class 
the Investment Panel has reviewed the Fund's strategy in relation to private equity, 
which encompasses a wide range of investments from start ups and venture capital 
to large scale buy outs.  
  
The report at Appendix 'A' reviews the private equity portfolio, the current strategy 
and proposes a new private equity strategy, including authorisations required for its 
implementation. 
 
Recommendation 
 
The Committee is asked to approve the new private equity strategy and the 
authorisations required to implement it. 
  

 
Background and Advice  
 
Appendix 'A' is a review of the private equity (PE) strategy, highlighting the nature of 
its investments, the portfolio's construction and risk management. A new strategy is 
proposed, which the Investment Panel believes will enhance returns without taking 
materially greater risk. 
 
Key characteristics of the current private equity portfolio and strategy include: 
 

1. The portfolio is highly diversified, possibly overly diversified; 
2. The portfolio has allocated to some products that require less active 

involvement from the pension fund, but which are more expensive; 
3. The portfolio has some allocation to strategies that have historically been 

more volatile than others, without sufficient compensation for this risk; 
4. The portfolio has re-invested a majority of capital with the same fund 

managers; 
5. The fund has committed unevenly on an annual basis; 
6. The nature of the relationship between the pension fund and its external fund 

manager has been passive. 

Agenda Item 7
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The recommendation for a new private equity strategy requires the following 
approvals: 
 
1. Confirmation of the PE allocation at 7.5% Net Asset Value (NAV) (not 

commitments) as a percentage of the pension fund; 
2. Formally target PE net Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of FTSE All Share + 3% 

(with informal use of additional or alternative benchmarks where appropriate, as 
stated in section 2.2) (the internal rate of return equates to an annualised return 
on the capital invested); 

3. Confirmation of the PE Strategy Limits (set out in section 2.4A); 
4. Confirmation of the Concentration Limits (set out in section 2.4B); 
5. Authority to purchase individual funds in the secondary market, subject to 

external advice; 
6. Authority to invest in co-investment funds, subject to external advice; 
7. Authority to invest in secondary funds, subject to external advice; 
8. Authority to make co-investments that replicate those made by co-investment 

funds that LCPF has committed to; 
9. Authority to make co-investments offered by LCPF's primary or secondary PE 

funds, without external advice, but subject to due diligence from the PE manager 
offering the co-investment. 
 

Consultations 
 
This strategy has been developed in consultation between officers and the Fund's 
Independent Advisers. 
 
Implications:  
 
This item has the following implications, as indicated: 
 
Risk management 
 
Private equity is illiquid and increasing the allocation from 5% of assets under 
management (AUM) to 7.5% reduces liquidity on these additional assets. This is 
compensated by the potential for superior returns (i.e. an illiquidity premium). 
 
The new strategy proposes allocating more capital to fewer funds, thereby reducing 
diversification. However, these investments may be shared across a wider range of 
managers. It is the opinion of the Investment Panel that the portfolio risk will not be 
materially higher. 
 
Co-investing in individual deals alongside a fund manager risks negative selection 
bias, whereby the fund managers offer co-investments in the less attractive 
opportunities. This risk appears modest and is offset by the fee reduction. 
 
Changes in the strategy are expected to be gradual over a number of years, such 
that there will be no sudden changes in the portfolio. 
 
Financial 
 
The proposed increase in the allocation to private equity will be financed by a 
reduction in the allocation to public (listed) equities. 
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Any identification of investment opportunities without the assistance of the external 
fund manager/adviser is likely to result in lower fees. 
 
Any co-investments are likely to be undertaken without paying significant fees to the 
fund manager or consultants. 
 
A more active management of relationships with external advisers has the potential 
to reduce fees and/ or improve returns on investments, and is likely to provide 
access to a range of better opportunities and this is already becoming apparent as a 
range of opportunities for investments with different managers, or managers with 
whom LCPF has only previously dealt through a fund of funds route are now being 
brought forward for the Fund's consideration. 
 
Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 
List of Background Papers 
 
None 
 
Reason for inclusion in Part II, if appropriate 
 
N/A 
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Appendix 'A' 
Private Equity Strategy 
 
1. Overview of the Current Private Equity Portfolio and how it is Managed 

1.1 Overview of Current Portfolio 

The LCPF private equity (PE) fund has NAV (net asset value) of approximately 
£250m, which equates to 5% of the total £5bn pension fund, as at June 2013. This is 
invested across 28 different managers, in 69 funds and gives exposure to over 1000 
underlying companies. The capital has been committed with the support of Capital 
Dynamics: 

 

The vast majority of LCPF's exposure is to buyouts of companies located in 
developed western markets. This is the main arena for global private equity. It also 
has some exposure to venture capital, to Asian funds and to non-primary funds. 

85% of the current NAV exposure is concentrated in 25% of the managers, though 
this does not fully consider the diversification from funds of funds (see chart, below): 

LCPF Exposure by PE Manager (Net Asset Value, 31 Aug 2013) 
 

 
 
The chart above classifies all Capital Dynamics funds together. This includes CD funds of funds, which are diversified across 
many underlying managers. The risk relating to Capital Dynamics is diversified across more managers than it might initially 
appear. 
 

How LCPF Has Invested its Assets

Primary Funds

Primary Funds of Funds

Co-Investment Fund

Manager invests alongside PE managers

Secondary Fund

Direct Investment

Red Rose

Total 28 69

FoF manager identifies new funds with no investments 

at the time of being committed to

Manager buys older Primary funds, from current 

investors, which are >50% already invested

Managed by Capital Dynamics

91

11

1 1

1

Funds Identified by Capital Dynamics

Funds Managed by Capital Dynamics

Managed by Capital Dynamics

Identified by Capital Dynamics

Comments

27 57

No. of 

Managers

No. of 

Funds
NAV (at 31 August 2013)

New funds with no investments at the time of being 

committed to

Alpha, 4% Apax 
Europe, 9%

CapDyn, 
43%

Charterhouse, 
8%

Close/ CBPE, 
4%

ECI, 4%

EQT, 9%

Permira, 6%

Others (20 
Managers), 

14%
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1.2 Fund Types in the PE Portfolio 

Individual Primary Funds 
LCPF's individual primary funds are identified by Capital Dynamics, with a one-off 
finder's fee paid. Fees are also paid to the primary fund managers, typically 2% p.a. 
and 20% of profits ('carry'). The finder's fee is relatively inexpensive, compared to 
funds of funds and allows LCPF to leverage off Capital Dynamics' research. 
 
Primary Funds of Funds 
LCPF has committed to 8 primary funds of funds (FoF), covering USA, Asia and 
Europe; in buyouts and venture capital. The FoF manager then commits to around 
15 primary PE funds. The advantage is greater diversification and also devolution of 
investment decisions to a third party. The main risks are an additional layer of fees 
(approximately 1% p.a. mgt/ 0%-10% carry) in addition to primary manager fees. 
 
Co-Investment Fund 
LCPF has committed to one co-investment fund, managed by Capital Dynamics. 
This invests in around 15 companies, alongside private equity managers. An 
attraction for LCPF is lower fees than a primary fund (approximately 1% p.a./ 12.5% 
carry). Return potential appears broadly comparable to a primary fund. Risks include 
reduced access to the many investments that PE managers choose not to co-invest; 
and a risk of negative selection bias (PE funds offering co-investments in companies 
that they perceive as less attractive) 
 
Secondary Fund 
LCPF has committed to one secondary fund, managed by Capital Dynamics. This 
invests in PE funds that are at least 50% already invested. Attractions of a 
secondary fund for LCPF include the greater certainty of the funds' final 
performance; diversification; secondary funds are often bought at a discount to NAV; 
and avoidance of early years' annual management fees. The negatives are a double 
fee layer (approximately 2% p.a./ 20% to the PE manager and 1% p.a./ 10% to the 
secondary manager). The net result is expected to be moderately lower risk and 
(sometimes) lower return when compared to primary fund investing, with an 
attractive risk-adjusted return. 
 
Direct Investment 
LCPF has invested in one company directly, Red Rose. This was originated by 
Capital Dynamics. Red Rose is lower risk quasi-infrastructure, without the gearing 
typical in PE. 
 
A summary of the typical industry fees paid for different fund types is below. Actual 
fund fees vary by provider and date (sometimes at half these official rates): 
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1.3 The Nature of LCPF's Relationship with Capital Dynamics 
 

LCPF established a private equity business relationship with Crossroads Ltd in 
September 1998. The relationship was governed by a broadly worded contract that 
defined Crossroads similarly to a discretionary fund manager, setting strategy and 
managing daily operations. 
 
When Crossroads was acquired by Capital Dynamics, in 2004, the relationship was 
maintained, with the original contract not revised. 
 
In practice, Capital Dynamics recommends funds for LCPF to invest in, with LCPF 
investing in all funds recommended to date. 
 
1.4 PE Portfolio Performance 

 
The benchmark used to evaluate the PE portfolio is FTSE All Share (Total Return).  

In addition, an informal comparison is made to the British Venture Capital 
Association (BVCA) PE benchmark top quartile fund average return. 

Since inception the reported PE portfolio net IRR is approximately 13%, which 
represents a 3% premium to the FTSE All Share. For comparison, this equates to an 
average return of 1.5x capital invested (i.e. a 150% return achieved over a 10-13 
year fund life). 

Asset Allocation and Risk Management 

Since 1998, LCPF has committed to 54 funds through 18 managers. However, a 
small number of these managers are disproportionately large. 80% of capital was 
committed to half the managers; 35% to one (Capital Dynamics; though this includes 
funds of funds that are then invested in many fund managers).  

In addition, capital was not committed in equal amounts every year. The largest 
committed in any year was £115m and the smallest £3m. This might imply some 
manager specific risk and market timing risk. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LCPF Current PE Portfolio Exposure by Investment Structure

Data at 31 August 2013

PE Mgr FoF Mgr PE Mgr FoF Mgr est. est.

Primary Funds 0.50% 2% 20% 1 15 66%

Primary Fund of Fund 2% 1% 20% 0% to 5% 10 to 20 150 18%

Co-Investment Fund 1% 12% 1 10 to 20 4%

Secondary Fund 2% 1% 20% 10% 10 to 20 150 5%

Direct Investment n/a n/a n/a Red Rose 7%

Fees are approximation of industry averages, not actual fees paid by LCPF

One-Off 

Fees

Funds 

Held

Underlying Cos 

Invested In
Annual Fees Carry

%  of NAV + 

Undrawn 

Commitments

Comments

Shorter life, 

less mgt fees
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Annual Commitments to Private Equity by LCPF (£m) 
 

 
 
1.5 External Consultant's Opinion 

LCPF commissioned a review of its portfolio at June 2011 by consultant BFinance. 
Key conclusions included: 

• LCPF is overdiversified. 30 funds is sufficient; 

• There is a large number of recent fund of funds, which leads to higher fees 
and a delay in return generation. This is regarded as unusual as investors 
often use FoFs as a first step before investing directly.  LCPF has 'regressed' 
in the opposite direction; 

• Reliance on a few well known brand name PE managers, possibly missing out 
on less well known names; 

• A focus on European buyouts, possibly missing opportunities elsewhere; 

• More resources should be used to find better funds and negotiate better 
terms; 

• LCPF could find ways to lower fees, such as through direct co-investments.  
 

2. Future Private Equity Strategy 

2.1 Target PE fund Size 

 
 

It is recommended that LCPF targets a private equity portfolio NAV equal to 7.5% of 
the pension fund, up from 5%. Long term PE investing is well suited to a long term 
pension fund that can accept the illiquidity. 

Due to time delays between capital being committed (by LCPF) and invested (by the 
PE manager) of up to 5 years, commitments have to be around 2x to 2.5x the target 
NAV. There is a risk that commitments will be drawn by PE managers faster than 
forecast, or current investments will be exited slower than forecast. In both 
situations, cash flow will be negative and the fund NAV will rise more than forecast. 

Capital Dynamics has suggested annual commitments of between £100-120m p.a., 
of which around two-thirds will sustain the historic 5% commitment and a further third  
to grow this to 7.5% of the Pension Fund. 
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2.2 Target Return 

LCPF expects a private equity return in excess of the U.K. stock market, as 
compensation for the greater illiquidity and potential volatility. 

• Formally target annualised return ('Net IRR') of FTSE All Share + 3% 
o 3% is a minimum risk premium, with 6%-8% an achievable 'stretch' target; 
o This is expected to equate to a net IRR of 10% to 15%; 
o A PE fund is considered successful if it is rated in the top quartile of funds 

with a similar vintage and strategy; 
o Use alternative fund benchmarks, as appropriate, for funds that can be 

shown to warrant this. 

2.3 Risk Management 

Key risk drivers have been identified in the table below. These were considered in 
setting the Strategy Limits. 
 

 
 
2.4 PE Strategy Limits 

We set strategy limits that reflect the market and also give LCPF the opportunity to 
be over/ under weight the market (see table, below). In addition to formal limits, 
informal guidance is given, to aid risk management. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Risk Driver Importance Risk Management Solution Return Consideration

Market direction High

Fund strategy risk High

Company specific risk High

Manager risk High

Sector risk Medium

Country or region risk Medium/ Low Good companies in a weak or volatile region 

should still perform strongly. No region or 

country is off-limits to fund manager.

Diversify across 40-80 funds, resulting in 

exposure to c.400-1200 underlying companies. 

Implies 5-10 new funds per year.

Need to avoid over diversification reducing 

returns. Marginal risk/return benefit falls as 

diversification increases (is your tenth choice 

fund as good as your first?)

Focus on developed markets, where returns are 

less variable than emerging markets. Prefer U.K. 

liabilities to be matched by U.K. assets if returns 

are equal.

High Risk: Favour managers with strong 

records, as evidence of persistence. Medium 

Risk: Be wary of relying too much on a single 

manager, especially for primary funds.

Risk and return is aligned. LCPF manager 

also has autonomy to commit to younger 

managers if returns warrant additional risk

Diversification across multiple generalist funds 

creates a sector diversified portfolio. Exposures 

should be monitored

Invest equally on a three year rolling basis, to 

avoid market timing

Avoids buying at the top and selling at the 

bottom

Focusing on lower risk/ higher return developed 

market buyouts. Limit exposure to higher risk/ 

(sometimes) lower return venture capital

Risk and return are aligned, but good funds 

can still be found in strategies with poor 

average returns. No strategy is off-limits.

Sector diversification helps reduce volatility. 

Do not expect this to reduce returns.
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A. PE Strategy Limits (by Fund Type and Geography) 

 

Primarily, the best and most consistent returns have been in developed market 
buyouts. There are periods when this has not been the case and the allocation limits 
enable the LCPF to adapt to market changes. 

The central expectation is to commit the vast majority of capital between Europe and 
North America, with a bias to buyouts. 

Supporting Guidance on Private Equity Strategy Limits 

• Venture capital is expected to be not more than 10% of the PE fund 
o Average returns are mostly poor and volatile, but there are periods of 

strong performance, as well as individually strong managers. 

• Emerging market funds are expected to be not more than 10% of the PE fund 
o Emerging market returns in this area have not been sufficient to warrant 

the risks, though this may change. 
 

B. Concentration Limits (by Fund Structure) 

Limits on the concentration by fund structure are proposed (see table, below), with 
the aim of ensuring a minimum level of diversification, but discouraging over 
diversification. These limits reflect the different risk profiles of the different forms of 
investment and are set in two dimensions, the first in relation to limits on the new 
commitment that can be made each year (thus the maximum that could be 
committed to new primary funds in a year is 25% of the total new commitments). The 
second dimension is limits within the total PE portfolio where for example no more 
than 50% of the total portfolio should be in secondary funds.  

Concentration Limits by PE Fund Structure 
 

Assume Pension Fund Value (£m)

5,000

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Fund Type 100% 7.5% 375

1 Buyouts (LBOs) 70% 100% 5.25% 7.50% 263 375

2 Venture Capital (VC) 0% 10% 0% 0.8% 0 38

3 Other PE Sub-Classes 0% 20% 0% 1.5% 0 75

3.1 Max in Any Single Sub-Class 0% 10% 0% 0.8% 0 38

Geography

Europe (incl. U.K.) 50% 75% 3.8% 5.6% 188 281

Non-Europe 25% 50% 1.9% 3.8% 94 188

Developed Markets 90% 100% 6.8% 7.5% 84 188

Emerging Markets 0% 10% 0% 0.8% 0 38

"Emerging Markets" are as defined by MSCI or FTSE listed indices

% of PE Allocation
 % of Pension 

Fund

Example for £5bn 

Pension Fund (£m)
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The central expectation is to commit to 4-6 funds per year, mostly primary, allowing 
for larger commitments to more diversified funds of funds. In addition to initial 
commitments to funds, direct co-investments are allowed in individual companies 
that are held by LCPF's funds. 

 
3. Transition from Current Private Equity Portfolio to Future Portfolio 

 

The transition to the new strategy will take place gradually by investing future 
commitments in line with the proposed new strategy. 

It is not intended to make a single bulk commitment to increase PE exposure from 
5% of pension fund NAV to 7.5% but instead increase annual commitments to 
achieve an equal exposure to all future vintages.  

We may support this by purchasing funds in the secondary market to gain greater 
exposure to past vintages ('back filling'). This enables a faster move from 5% NAV to 
7.5%. This will depend upon both the price and performance of the relevant funds. 

Commitments will be made with the aim of improving returns or lowering costs. This 
may include: 

• Avoid primary funds of funds and instead commit directly 
o This confirms the way most capital is already invested; 
o A fund of fund might be acceptable as a way to gain access to a fund 

manager's research, or in a niche that LCPF can not easily access through 
direct primary funds; 

• Conviction investing rather than a diversified market proxy 
o More actively engage with all LCPF's advisers to source best ideas; 
o Moving to a more concentrated portfolio will be gradual; 
o Decision on size of individual fund commitments is with the LCPF. 

• Source investments from a broader range of fund managers and advisers 
o Reduces concentration risk of current limited relationships; 
o Investments not originated by Capital Dynamics are unlikely to be 

monitored by them and will therefore require closer monitoring by LCPF. 

• Increase exposure to co-investment funds 
o This is a continuation of the existing co-investment strategy; 

Min.
Commitment Limits per individual PE Fund   

(as a % of annual PE commitment target)
Max.

15%

20%

7% 25%

Target

Primary Fund

Co-Investment Fund 15% 7% 25%

100%

30%

40%10%

10%

Secondary Fund

Primary Fund of Fund

Direct Co-Investments by LCPF in 

individual companies (as % of the 

original fund's investment)

20%

20%

50%

50%

40% incl Co-

Investment Funds

100%

Total PE Portfolio 

Limit (% of NAV)

40% incl Direct
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o Can offer a similar return to primary funds, at a lower cost. 

• Make co-investments directly alongside LCPF's external co-investment funds 
o Where available, LCPF may directly invest in the same co-investments as 

its external co-investment fund. The timeliness of co-investing does not 
allow for external consultant advice, so reliance is placed in the co-
investment manager. 

• Make co-investments directly in existing LCPF primary or secondary funds, 
without an adviser; 

o The underlying fund would have already been evaluated by an adviser. 

• Increase investments in secondary funds, where appropriate 
o This is a continuation of the existing secondary strategy; 
o Where available, LCPF may directly invest in the same underlying funds 

as its external secondary manager, without seeking external consultant 
advice placing reliance on the manager's research. 

• Make direct investments in companies, where available (longer term goal). 

Request for Authorisation 
 

To achieve the stated aims, the following is requested: 

• Confirmation of the PE allocation at 7.5% NAV (not commitments) as a 
percentage of the pension fund; 

• Formally target PE net IRR of FTSE All Share + 3% (with informal use of 
additional or alternative benchmarks where appropriate, as stated in section 2.2); 

• Confirmation of the PE Strategy Limits (set out in section 2.4A); 

• Confirmation of the Concentration Limits (set out in section 2.4B); 

• Authority to purchase individual funds in the secondary market, subject to 
external advice; 

• Authority to invest in co-investment funds, subject to external advice; 

• Authority to invest in secondary funds, subject to external advice; 

• Authority to make co-investments that replicate those made by co-investment 
funds that LCPF has committed to; 

• Authority to make co-investments offered by LCPF's primary or secondary PE 
funds, without external advice, but subject to due diligence from the PE manager 
offering the co-investment. 
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Pension Fund Committee 
Meeting to be held on 6 September 2013 
 

Electoral Division affected: 
None 

 
Property Investment Strategy 
(Appendix 'A' refers)  
 
Contact for further information: 
Mike Jensen, (01772) 534742, County Treasurer's Directorate,  
mike.jensen@lancashire.gov.uk  
 

 
Executive Summary 
 
The Fund has a long standing property portfolio and as part of its programme of 
work to review the investment strategy in relation to each asset class the Investment 
Panel has reviewed the Fund's strategy in relation to property in the context of the 
Fund's overall investment strategy and the report at Appendix 'A' sets out the 
strategy which the Panel recommend is adopted going forward. 
 
Recommendation 
 
The Committee is recommended to approve the strategy for property investment as 
set out at Appendix 'A' and in particular: 
 

a) The target long term absolute return target of 8% per annum. 
b) The split of the total property allocation between a diversified core portfolio 

representing 70%-80% of the allocation and a specialist / opportunity portfolio 
representing 20%-30% of the total allocation. 

c) A limit on the gearing in funds in which the allocation can be invested of 50%.  
 

 
Background and Advice  
 
As part of the ongoing programme of developing specific investment strategies for 
each asset class the Investment Panel has considered a revised strategy for 
property investment which is set out in Appendix 'A'.  
 
This strategy brings the investment approach for this asset class in line with the 
investment strategy for the fund as a whole in seeking to look more globally, to look 
to achieve longer term stable returns and to seek out "best ideas". 
 
The most significant changes to the current approach are in terms of the proposal to 
split the portfolio between what is in essence the current diversified core approach 
and a new specialist / opportunity allocation. The diversified core allocation will use 
fund investments to gain geographic diversification, while the specialist / opportunity 
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allocation will use fund investments to take advantage of the expertise of particular 
firms in delivering return in these areas. 
 
Increasing investment in property through the Fund route will expose the Fund to the 
effect of leverage (that is borrowing by the manager of the fund in order to support 
their programme of activity). While this is not something the Pension Fund would 
look to engage with in other investment settings it is common in property funds and a 
limit on the level of gearing to which the Pension Fund might be exposed in any 
individual investment is proposed.  
 
The other significant change is to set an absolute target for longer term performance 
rather than solely use an index relative target, although this will be maintained for 
short term measurement purposes. The 8% net return per annum used for the 
infrastructure portfolio is recommended as the appropriate level for this longer term 
target.  
 
Consultations 
 
This strategy has been developed through a process of consultation between the 
Investment Team and the Fund's existing property manager, and the Fund's 
Independent Advisers, prior to it being endorsed by the investment panel. 
 
Implications:  
 
This item has the following implications, as indicated: 
 
Risk management 
 
The proposed strategy seeks to address the key risks that exist in the current 
property investment approach which derive from geographic concentration and 
sectoral concentration, that is properties in the same place of the same type, through 
creating opportunities for both geographic diversification and investment in a wider 
range of different types of property, building on the existing core of direct property 
holdings. 
 
Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 
List of Background Papers 
 
None 
 
Reason for inclusion in Part II, if appropriate 
 
N/A 
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Appendix A 

PROPERTY INVESTMENT STRATEGY  

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 This report presents an investment strategy for the main property portfolio of 
the Fund discussing the broad categories of investment to be targeted by the 
Fund.   

1.2 This property investment strategy is built on the Fund’s overall investment 
policy for property: 

           "Property is a good diversifying asset. However, by restricting itself to UK 
property the Fund limits its ability to access the benefits of growth in the world 
economy. While UK property investment is likely to continue to be direct it is 
likely that it will be easier to gain the relevant exposure to appropriate 
overseas property through buying unitised products." (Investment Allocation 
Strategy approved by Pension Committee Dec 2010). 

1.3 At its simplest property is an investment in a piece of land or a building giving 
the investor a return as rental income and/or capital value growth.  Capital 
growth may come through time holding the asset and/or be driven by asset 
management initiatives and development.   

1.4 Property investment returns are attractive to pension funds in that they 
provide a combination of a bond-like rental income return (modest risk-return) 
and an equity-like capital growth component (higher risk-return).  The IPD UK 
Monthly Index over 20+ years has recorded an overall return of 9.3% per 
annum, of which 7.2% is income return and 2.1% capital return.  The rental 
income component of the return has typically been stable while the capital 
growth element has proved to be volatile.  

1.5 Risks and returns in property investment come both at a market level and 
from individual asset choice.  The choice of country and region and the choice 
of property sector influence the risks and returns being run.  High growth 
economies offer the potential of property values increasing in line with higher 
rates of growth in GDP, but they may also represent higher risk with 
anticipated future growth already factored in prices being paid.  At an 
individual asset level, there are asset specific risks and opportunities.  The 
property manager has the opportunity to add value through initiatives to 
improve buildings and manage the tenant roster.  Asset specific events, such 
as the loss of an important tenant, illustrate the risks at an asset level. 

2. The Fund's Property Investment Strategy by category 

2.1 The Fund's investment strategy envisages 10% to 20% of the value of the 
Fund being invested in diversified property, being UK and overseas, and 
using both direct and indirect routes. 
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2.2 This paper does not propose what overall property allocation should be put in 
place.  This is a role for the Investment Panel after reviewing the risk and 
return profiles of all investment classes.   

But the following considerations are relevant: 

• With bond coupons historically very low, the property rental return of over 
5% per annum is an attractive return, especially if based on leases with 
some inflation linkage. 

• Having gone through the boom and bust of 2005 to 2009, property values 
now appear to have stabilised and returned to their long-term trend values. 

With the current investment climate generally supportive of property 
investment, a mid-range allocation of 15% has been assumed for this paper.  

Return characteristics of property investments 

2.3 The two components of property investment returns (rental income and capital 
growth) are very different. 

2.4 The bond-like rental income return is stable and reliable showing little 
volatility.  Over 25 years the rental component of the IPD UK monthly index it 
has never exceeded 10% per year nor dropped below 5% per year. 

2.5 Rental income also has a linkage with inflation.  In some leases, this may be 
expressed contractually with rents increasing with inflation, albeit with caps 
and collars to the increases.  With others, the triennial rent reviews will tend to 
follow inflation, but this is not always the case.  In difficult economic times, 
rents tend to fall on re-letting.  It is also expensive to hold property empty.  For 
example, in the UK business rates are payable by the landlord on vacant 
properties.  This drives landlords of properties typically in secondary locations 
with little tenant demand, to let them at whatever price they can just to avoid 
business rates.  This fulfils the objective of releasing as much property as 
possible for occupation, but means that rental income and consequent capital 
values become much more volatile in secondary locations. 

2.6 The equity-like capital growth component of property returns is very variable 
and volatile.  Real property prices do not show the rapid price fluctuations of 
quoted equities, but on a longer time scale, price movements can be just as 
severe.  The 2.1% per annum long term UK capital growth component quoted 
in the introduction hides years of boom and bust.  Extraordinary growth of 
20% to 30% per year was recorded on 1987, 1988, 1994 and 2005 to 2007. 
These periods were followed by busts with years of falling prices.  In 2008 and 
2009 values fell -20% to -30% each year. 

2.7 Asset management and development activity can drive property returns in a 
manner less correlated with general property market/index returns, but such 
activity also involves an acceptance of the risks attached to such activities. 

2.8 Capital values of commercial property fluctuate significantly depending on the 
security of the rental income.  Like bonds, prices depend on the covenant 
strength of the issuer and the length of the lease contract.  Unlike bonds, the 
rental income can be turned on and off as leases are issued and terminate.  
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The value of an office block in a secondary location, for example, can fall as 
much as 30% if a tenant decides not to renew a lease.  Correspondingly it will 
rise again if a new long-term tenant is signed up.  A typical private equity 
property strategy is to seek out buildings that are vacant or with short leases, 
then refurbish some parts, re-let and re-gear the leases, then sell realising the 
capital appreciation embedded in the new longer leases. 

2.9 In practice, property investment can be structured to create a range of 
different risk/reward profiles from stable bond-like annuity income 
performance to volatile equity-like development returns.    

Country property risks and returns 

2.10 Different countries display very different property returns.  This may be part 
timing in that volatility in capital values tends to move in cycles between 
optimism and pessimism, so the starting point of the measure can influence 
the return. 

2.11 There is also a linkage with the economic prosperity of the country.  Property 
prices are affected by macro-economic factors such as GDP and the 
availability of credit and investment as well as country-specific factors. Among 
the various macroeconomic factors, GDP is important with research by the 
Bank of International Settlements suggesting it is "a dominant influence on 
commercial property prices".   

2.12 Property Total Returns by country have been tracked by IPD indices (in local 
currency) for some time, for example as follows: 

 

Country Total Return pa Over 
 % p.a.  
   
South Korea 11.0% 7 years 
France 6.28% 10 years 
   
UK 5.52% 10 years 
   
Japan 4.98% 8 years to 2010 
US 4.56% 10 years 
Germany 2.87% 10 years 

 

The figures are presented to illustrate the variability of country returns 
between countries.  Figures are presented for South Korea as a proxy for 
developing economies with faster growing GDPs as it is the only emerging 
country for which an IPD index is available. 

2.13 UK Property returns have been comparable with returns in all the major 
developed economies, but in recent years have lagged property returns seen 
in faster developing economies, as illustrated by the example of South Korea.  
It does not follow that buying properties in countries with higher GDPs will 
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necessarily produce higher property returns. For example, the faster growth in 
rental income expected in a higher growth country may already be factored in 
the property valuations there.  If that growth rate is not sustained, then 
property values might well suffer disproportionately.  The variability of returns 
emphasises the need to create a diversified portfolio of country returns with 
the opportunity to be over-weight in regions where property values are 
expected to grow the fastest. 

2.14 In terms of price volatility, the UK Property market has shown the most 
volatility of any of the markets in terms of prices rising during the credit-fuelled 
boom of 2005 to 2007.  Other markets show less of a valuation bubble, with 
the German market not showing any bubble effect at all. 

2.15 Property or Real Estate usually involves owning physical property directly or 
indirectly in the countries concerned.  Political and administrative stability and 
the rule of law are therefore also important considerations and unlike traded 
stocks, markets and pricing in the market can be very opaque. 

2.16 Jones Lang Lasalle publish a detailed scoring of countries' transparency of 
their property markets based on ratings for performance measurement, 
market fundamental data, governance of listed vehicles, regulatory and legal 
processes, and transaction process.  Countries are banded as highly 
transparent, transparent, semi-transparent, low and opaque (See Annex 1). 

2.17 If a manager is looking to invest in property internationally, transparency 
scoring is a tool that may be used to determine a universe of investible 
countries with acceptable political and administrative risk. 

2.18 When considering property investment overseas, the tax position also needs 
to be taken into account as it may be very different from the UK.  Property 
taxes differ between countries for all investors, for example, rates of stamp 
duty taxes.  With foreign ownership of property being a sensitive political 
issue, some countries impose irrecoverable withholding taxes and other levies 
on property income going to foreign investors (e.g. the US FIRPTA tax rules 
and Australian capital gains tax on property).  These taxes would not be 
incurred on an equivalent investment in the UK, so a balance must be struck 
between the benefits of diversification and additional costs involved.    

2.19 Investing outside the UK in property just as for all other investment classes 
involves taking currency risk as the assets will be denominated in local 
currencies.  This paper assumes that currency risks will be appraised and 
managed on a Fund-wide basis, not separately for the property portfolio.  

Property investment structures 

2.20 Property investment and divestment is expensive.  Acquisition costs are 
typically up to 5% of the cost of a property and selling costs can be 2%, so it 
is not an investment class to be traded into and out of in the short term. 

2.21 As with quoted equities, property can be held directly or indirectly.  Unlike 
equities, given the size of the individual lot, direct ownership of property is 
only really open to larger investors, such as the Fund.  
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2.22 Indirect exposure to property can be through private funds or listed vehicles.  
Private funds can be open-ended or closed with a pre-determined life span 
and are valued according to the net asset value (NAV) of their properties.  
The value of listed vehicles is determined by the market so while correlated 
with the net asset value, it is subject to another level of volatility reflecting 
investor sentiment at the time to the market, to property in general and to the 
company particular.   

2.23 Direct and indirect investment routes both have a place in a portfolio of 
property assets depending on circumstances.  The following table sets out 
some of the factors to take into account when deciding on the route to follow:  

Direct investment  

Advantages Disadvantages 

Control, over acquisitions, disposals, 
management initiatives, risk profile, 
gearing. 
 
Cost effective and tax efficient 
(management costs less than 0.5% per 
year) 
 
 
 

Requires more in-house management 
 
Requires scale to achieve acceptable 
diversification. 
 
Need to source and appoint professional 
advisers directly. 
 
May require establishing own foreign 
holding company structures. 

Indirect investment  

Advantages Disadvantages 

Buying into existing portfolio (open ended 
or secondary acquisition of closed fund).  
Brings quick allocation to 
countries/markets selected, 
diversification of buildings and tenant 
covenants, possible acquired at a 
discount to net asset value. 
 
Expertise and professional resources of 
fund manager. 
 
Greater diversification of buildings and 
tenants. 
 
Little in-house management burden 
 
Can commit smaller sums 
 
 

Existing portfolios may have legacy 
issues, e.g. potentially onerous 
covenants agreed when competing to 
purchase.  
 
Lack of liquidity, closed end funds are 
illiquid for life of fund (upto 10 yrs) except 
as a secondary sale (often only possible 
at a discount to NAV.  Open ended funds 
can be locked up, redemptions can take 
years. 
 
Lack of control. 
 
Possible lack of alignment of interests of 
different investors. 
 
Funds flows drive timing of acquisitions 
and disposals.  Pressure from investors 
to get commitments invested.  Most 
saleable (i.e. attractive) assets may be 
sold to meet redemptions. 
 
Closed end funds need to dispose of 
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properties in a fixed window in time. 
 
Costs, higher management costs and 
less tax efficient (management costs in 
range 1% to 2.5% per annum).  Funds 
may also have significant performance 
fees or carry of structured as private 
equity. 
 
Exposure to gearing without control 
except broad range permitted in fund 
regulations. 

 

2.24 The use of listed investment companies for indirect investment may remove 
the issues of illiquidity but brings in significant volatility in returns dependent 
on market sentiment.  In the long term, listed company returns are 
comparable to private fund returns, but actual returns may be greatly 
influenced by the timing of the investment. 

The Investment Strategy 

2.25 The aim of the Property Investment Strategy is to deliver solid, reliable 
property returns to the Fund through a diversified portfolio of investments.  It 
aims not only to reduce volatility by seeking exposures across property 
sectors and geographies but also offer the prospect of higher returns through 
appropriate diversification and specialist/opportunity investment.     

2.26 It is proposed that the aim of the property portfolio should be to deliver an 
absolute return to the Fund rather than track a particular property benchmark.  
Such an approach promotes long term value decision-making over shorter 
term drivers to meet a particular index benchmark performance.  However, 
the volatility of returns means that evaluation of performance against an 
absolute return benchmark is most meaningful when undertaken over longer 
periods of time. 

2.27 For performance reporting purposes, it is proposed that an absolute 
benchmark of 8% per year is used, the same as for the infra-structure 
investment allocation.  In judging the results of individual constituents of the 
property portfolio, especially in the shorter term, then specialist property 
benchmarks may be used. 

2.28 As the absolute benchmark reporting will only become meaningful after a 
number of years, it is proposed the performance of the property portfolio is 
also measured against the existing broad IPD UK property index. This 
performance measure will also measure the value of adding diversity into the 
property portfolio beyond the existing direct UK portfolio.     

2.29 The portfolio construction will be influenced not only by the net returns 
available, but also by the correlation and volatility of returns across sectors 
and geographies.  The value leakage between gross and net returns needs to 
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be taken into account because it varies significantly depending on the 
investment route chosen 

Proposed property allocations 

2.30 It is proposed that the mainstay of the property allocation should be to a core 
property portfolio with additional investments seeking some diversification and 
higher returns. Where core strategies might have an IRR of 6-8% per annum, 
the specialist income/opportunity strategies would be expected to return IRRs 
of 8-12% per annum:   

 

Banded ranges Example 

£m 

Value of Fund 5000 

Percentage allocation to property 15% 

Total Property Allocation 750 

Diversified Core Portfolio Range 70% 525 

to to 

80% 600 

Specialist / Opportunity Portfolio Range 20% 150 

to to 

30% 225 
 

This combination of core and specialist holdings offers the prospect of at least 
achieving the 8% per annum absolute return benchmark proposed if not 
exceeding it. 
 

3. The Diversified Core Portfolio 
 

3.1 The Diversified Core Portfolio is proposed to be between 70% and 80% of the 
property allocation. 

Definition of Core Property  

3.2 Property professionals place property in bands in terms of its risk and return 
characteristics as Core, Core +, Value Added and Opportunity.  This 
describes the quality of construction, the location, the length of lease and 
quality of the tenant.  For the Fund’s portfolio Core is taken to be Core and 
Core + property. 

3.3 Core property is the very best property in leading locations typically with 
tenants with high quality covenants holding long leases.  Core + properties 
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are similar properties but in slightly less favourable locations, slightly shorter 
leases and weaker tenant covenants.  

3.4 Rental yields are lowest with Core properties, but they may be considered as 
being the safest stores of value and offering the prospects of both steady 
rental and capital growth, making them appropriate mainstream investment 
assets for a pension fund seeking long term secure growth.  Some long 
leases have explicit inflation linkage.    

3.5 Even with core property, the property investment manager needs to be active 
and pursue asset management opportunities within the portfolio to maximise 
the value of the properties. 

Existing Core Portfolio 

3.6 The Fund currently has a £434m direct UK property portfolio comprising 44 
properties managed by Knight Frank under an advisory mandate.  It is 
invested in Core and Core + property and represents around 9% of the Fund.  
With projects underway and under late-stage consideration the portfolio will 
increase to £460m.  Since inception in 1988, it has performed to its IPD 
benchmark. 

3.7 In addition the Investment Panel has approved £125m for investment in two 
European core property funds, Invesco £50m and M&G £75m.  To date £40m 
has been invested/committed to M&G, £25m through secondary purchases 
(reducing the entry cost) and £15m committed to new units (as yet uncalled).  
A commitment to Invesco has yet to made. 

Proposed Core Portfolio 

3.8 The proposed core portfolio represents 70% to 80% of the Fund.  Taking the 
mid-range at present, this represents a portfolio of £563m. 

3.9 To create a diversified core portfolio, the Fund needs to seek diversification 
both across geographies and across property sectors.  Management of the 
portfolio involves targeting geographies and sectors most likely to produce the 
consistent long-term absolute returns required by the Fund.  Given the high 
cost of property acquisition and disposal, investments are anticipated to be for 
the long term. 

3.10 In seeking returns across geographies, the Fund needs to look to country core 
property returns that show little correlation between themselves and the 
prospects of returns in excess of the UK.  M&G, for example, run their 
European Property Fund and an Asian core property fund.  The Asian fund is 
marketed on the basis that it provides core property returns that show little 
correlation with the core property returns of UK and Europe. 

3.11 Diversification may also be gained by looking across property sectors.  The 
present portfolio is based on a mix of commercial property (offices, industrial 
premises, retail, retail parks, logistics and hotels).  Other property sectors, for 
example, residential and agricultural, offer the prospect of stable returns not 
so correlated with commercial property.  Residential property investment 
returns have been particularly stable compared with the volatility of 
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commercial property values through the global financial crisis.  Residential 
property investment has long been a significant part of overseas core property 
funds and the present return to longer term renting in the UK is opening up 
this sector to institutional investment again.   

3.12 A possible route to achieving diversification across property sectors and 
geographies is through the use of derivatives rather than acquiring actual 
property.   There are a number of brokers offering or looking to offer 
derivatives that pay property index returns.  At the moment there are some 
total UK market instruments and proposals to launch property sector specific 
instruments.  The difficulty with property derivatives is that they tend to be 
traded in very low volumes so can suffer illiquidity, though this is less of 
concern if held to maturity. While there may not be an immediate role for 
property derivatives in the Fund, it is an area that should be kept under 
review, particularly if country property return derivatives became available. 

3.13 The total value leakage between gross and net returns is also an important 
factor that needs to be taken into account when building a diversified core 
portfolio.  It gives UK investment and direct investment, in particular, an 
intrinsic advantage over indirect funds, which suffer higher management costs 
and tax charges.  Taking recent results, the UK Direct portfolio produced a 
gross return of 5.6% per annum and a net return of 5.00% per annum. Based 
on recent accounts from the Invesco and M&G European Property Funds, in 
order for the Fund to receive the same net annual return of 5.00%, the 
Invesco European Property Fund would have to have to achieve an annual 
gross return of 7.33% and the M&G European Fund a 6.8% annual gross 
return (Annex 2).  With core returns expected in the 6% to 8% per annum 
range, the 1% to 1.5% annual gross return differential that an indirect 
overseas fund must achieve just to match the direct UK portfolio is a 
significant challenge to the fund manager.  

3.14 One way that a manager may boost returns is through the use of gearing.  If 
you can buy a quality real estate asset with a long lease and a good tenant 
covenant at a rental yield of 7% per annum, then if you can fund a part of the 
acquisition with debt paying say 4% per annum then gearing of this sort 
appears attractive provided volatility of returns stays within acceptable 
bounds. 

3.15 Gearing is commonplace in property funds to boost returns: 
 
Fund Gearing 

Loan to Value (LTV) 
Annual return on 
gross asset value 

Annual return on 
net asset value 

    
M&G European 23% 6.1% 6.6% 
Invesco European 37% 3.9% 4.5% 
M&G Asian 17% 7.5% 7.8% 
Invesco Core US 10% 5.6% 5.8% 
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The above table shows that property fund managers’ use of gearing recovers 
about half the intrinsic cost disadvantage of fund structures compared with 
direct investment discussed above. 

3.16 If investing in indirect funds, exposure to some gearing is inevitable.  To 
minimise the risks involved, the Fund should only invest in property funds with 
limited gearing (to a proposed maximum of 50%).   

3.17 The risk (and opportunity) in gearing is that movements in capital values are 
magnified.  For example, if the property market moves by 10%, while an 
ungeared investment will increase or decrease in value by 10%, a fund with 
50% gearing will rise or fall by 20%.  In view of the increased volatility brought 
by gearing, the Fund currently does not have any leverage in its direct UK 
portfolio.  However, such gearing does offer experienced managers a way of 
achieving out-performance against property benchmarks.  

3.18 The Fund’s current property holdings, being around £450m in its direct UK 
portfolio and £125m approved for investment in two core European property 
funds represents the full proposed allocation to core property.  The 80:20 split 
between direct UK investment and indirect overseas investment is appropriate 
given the intrinsic advantage of UK direct.  The diversification to only core 
Northern European property means that the Fund is unable to benefit from 
diversification into markets less correlated with the UK and those developing 
countries with higher forecast GDPs or from diversification into other property 
sectors such as an exposure to residential property. 

3.19 It is proposed that the Fund build a diversified core property portfolio based on 
the existing UK direct core account surrounded by fund investments offering 
exposure to core property returns in other sectors and overseas countries 
favouring those with less correlation with the UK and those with prospects of 
returns higher than expected in the UK.  A property manager able to adjust 
fund weightings between regions and countries may be appropriate to take 
account of changing circumstances.  CBRE, for example, run a global 
multimanager core property product, presently returning 9% per annum net to 
investors.  The existing approved European core funds could have a place in 
the portfolio, but the scale of the allocation would need to be reduced in order 
to include other funds offering some alternative geographical diversification 
and exposure. 

3.20 The investment mandate of the existing direct UK portfolio will need to be set 
as an absolute return mandate to be achieved from continuing investment in a 
wide range of UK property.  The UK property investment mandate 
procurement process currently in its planning stage will incorporate the overall 
property strategy as well as prudential limits as to the level of risk that the UK 
portfolio may take in terms of lot size, single tenant exposure, construction 
risk, development and acquisition of vacant properties.  The new UK direct 
investment mandate is planned to be a discretionary mandate with an 
advisory-board style consultation mechanism as used by many indirect 
property funds.   
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3.21 It is proposed that investment due diligence be commissioned to assist the 
Fund is designing its core property portfolio with a view to creating a 
diversified portfolio minimising correlation of returns between components 
where possible and constructing a portfolio able to deliver the 6% to 8% 
annual absolute returns required. 

 
4. Specialist / Opportunity Portfolio 

 
4.1 The proposed investment strategy sees between 20% and 30% of the 

property investment allocation being invested in specialist or opportunity funds 
or other similar vehicles seeking a higher return overall than core property in 
the range 8% to 12% per annum.  Taking the mid-range and current Fund 
value this represents an amount of around £187m. 

4.2 The higher returns flow from investments in properties perceived as riskier or 
from asset management and development initiatives.  A number of investment 
groups have achieved these higher returns consistently over many years.  For 
example, the Blackstone Group has run opportunistic property funds since 
1991.  Eight funds over 20 years, typically over $1bn invested in each have 
returned a net IRR to investors of 16% per annum.  Returns for different 
vintages range from 9% to 40%. 

4.3 Blackstone and similar specialist managers may invest in value add, 
opportunity or distressed property.  For example, a run-down office block may 
be bought, refurbished, remarketed and re-let with better quality tenants on 
longer leases, thereby achieving a significant valuation uplift.  This type of 
investment opportunity needs specialist knowledge and experience and is 
best accessed through private equity-style funds or listed property 
development companies 

4.4 Investors may also look at very specialist sector investments, for example, 
hotels, student accommodation, health-care facilities, and care-home 
facilities.  These types of investments typically generate higher income 
distributions but perhaps at the cost of a depreciating specialist infra-structure.  
The specialist knowledge and management required means that these types 
of investments are again best accessed through indirect routes. 

4.5 Specialist hotel funds, for example, search out key quality hotels in the best 
locations.  The lease terms are typically geared to the hotel's performance 
and include covenants regarding levels of refurbishment expressed as a 
percentage of turnover.  For example, Invesco has two funds with nearly 
€800m invested.  It concentrates on hotels in key locations, such as airports, 
which are focused on the business traveller.  Revenues from such locations 
are likely to be reliable.  In 2011, Invesco's hotel fund returned a net 11.3% 
(income 7% and capital growth 4.3%) while the core portfolio returned 9.3% in 
the same period.  

4.6 The illiquid nature of indirect property investment funds does mean that there 
can be distressed fund opportunities.  Where an investor wishes to redeem its 
holding, but is either in a closed end fund of a fixed life or in an open end fund 
which has a significant redemption queue, then opportunities do arise to 
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acquire units at a significant discount to net asset value.  Provided that the 
Pension Fund is confident in the underlying property holdings of the 
distressed fund, the discount to net assets on acquisition can provide a 
significant boost to performance and more than offset the intrinsic cost 
disadvantage of funds generally.  Investment groups such as Partners have 
used this strategy very successfully to produce some impressive results.  

4.7 Many investment managers are currently marketing property debt funds to 
replace the loans previously sourced with banks.  These funds have not been 
considered here as they have been covered in the Fund’s credit investment 
allocation.  

4.8 It is proposed that investment due diligence be commissioned to assist the 
Fund in building out a portfolio of specialist/opportunity property investments 
with a view to achieving an absolute return in the range 8% to 12% per 
annum, with some funds expected to exceed the 12% return.  The type of 
structure envisaged would be: 

25% Global value-add property   e.g. Blackstone 

25% UK value-add     e.g. Moorfield 

25% Global opportunity property  e.g. Partners Group 

25% Specialist income   e.g.  Invesco Hotel fund 

As many of the funds available are closed end private-equity style funds, 
consideration will also need to be given to spreading investment across fund 
vintages.  The investment due diligence is expected to define the composition 
of the specialist/opportunity allocation and propose a short-list of possible 
funds for approval by the Investment Panel, on which fund-specific due 
diligence would then be commissioned.   
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Annex 1 

LCPF Property Strategy       

Property Market Transparency Index 

 

  

Country Property Market  Transparency Ratings 2012 (Jones Lang Lasalle) 

Ranking 
 Transparency 

Score Ranking 
Transparency 

Score 

Highly Transparent Markets 
Semi Transparent 
Markets 

1 United States 1.26 29 Taiwan 2.6 

2 United Kingdom 1.33 30 Brazil - Tier 2 2.75 

3 Australia 1.36 31 Turkey  2.76 

4 Netherlands 1.38 32 China - Tier 1  2.83 

5 New Zealand 1.48 33 Greece  2.84 

6 Canada  1.56 34 Israel  2.85 

7 France  1.57 35 Philippines 2.86 

8 Finland  1.57 36 Slovakia  2.9 

9 Sweden  1.66 37 Russia - Tier 1  2.9 

10 Switzerland  1.67 38 Indonesia  2.92 

Transparent Markets 39 Thailand  2.94 

11 Hong Kong  1.76 40 Romania  2.96 

12 Germany  1.8 41 South Korea  2.96 

13 Singapore  1.86 42 Puerto Rico 2.96 

14 Denmark  1.86 43 Mexico  2.97 

15 Ireland  1.96 44 Russia - Tier 2  2.98 

16 Spain  2.06 45 Chile  3.01 

17 Belgium  2.07 46 China - Tier 2  3.04 

18 Norway  2.08 47 UAE - Dubai  3.05 

19 Poland  2.11 48 India - Tier 1  3.07 

20 Italy  2.16 49 India - Tier 2 3.08 

21 South Africa  2.18 50 India - Tier 3  3.15 

22 Austria  2.22 

23 Malaysia  2.32 

24 Czech Republic  2.34 

25 Japan  2.39 

26 Hungary  2.53 

27 Brazil - Tier 1  2.54 

28 Portugal 2.54 
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Annex 2 

LCPF Property Strategy       

Comparison of fund cost structures  

  

Invesco M&G Internal 
Year 

ended  
Year 

ended Portfolio 
30-Sep-

12 31-Jul-12 
31-Mar-

12 

Income Return 5.04% 4.57% 4.70% 

Capital Return 1.28% -0.14% 0.30% 

Net Return to investors 6.32% 4.43% 5.00% 

         

Analysed as: 

         

Property Valuation increase/(decrease) 5.14% -1.00% 0.30% 

Rental income return  5.60% 7.02% 5.30% 

Gross return 10.74% 6.02% 5.60% 

         

Amortisation of acquisition costs 1.00% * n/a  n/a 

Return leakage/cost 3.42% 1.59% 0.60% 

Net return to investors 6.32% 4.43% 5.00% 

Total cost as a percentage of gross 
return 31.84% 26.41% 10.71% 

Gross return required to match UK net 
return 7.33% 6.80% 5.60% 

      
*:  Invesco amortises its acquisition costs over 5 years through NAV, others charge 

acquisition costs 
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Pension Fund Committee 
Meeting to be held on 6 September 2013 
 

Electoral Division affected: 
None 

 
Consultation on the Future Structure of the Local Government Pension 
Scheme 
(Appendices 'A' and 'B' refer)  
 
Contact for further information: 
George Graham, (01772) 538102, County Treasurer's Directorate,  
george.graham@lancashire.gov.uk  
 

 
Executive Summary 
 
The Minister responsible for the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) 
together with the Local Government Association have launched a consultation 
process aiming to identify options for changes in the way the LGPS is run which 
could have the potential to reduce the costs of running the scheme and therefore 
contribute to the longer term sustainability of LGPS. 
 
Central to this consultation, is the belief set out in a number of speeches by the 
minister that there are currently too many LGPS funds and that fewer larger funds 
will be more efficient and effective in a range of ways. 
 
Set out at Appendix 'B' is a proposed response to the consultation on behalf of the 
Fund.  
 
Recommendation 
 
The Committee is asked to approve the draft response to the consultation on 
structural reform of the LGPS set out in Appendix 'B'. 
 

 
Background and Advice  
 
In May this year Brandon Lewis MP the minister responsible for the Local 
Government Pension scheme made a speech setting out his view that in addition to 
the various reforms being made to the scheme itself there is a need to undertake 
structural reforms to change the way in which the LGPS is run. 
 
The Minister is coming at this very strongly from the view that there are too many 
small funds within LGPS which therefore creates an unnecessarily high cost base 
with insufficient skill and critical mass. This is a debate which has been alive in 
London for some considerable time as each London Borough has its own fund and 
there is a view that some form of merger would create the opportunity to both reduce 
costs and improve returns.  

Agenda Item 9
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Following this speech during July the Government and LGA have launched a 
consultation seeking views on how the structure of LGPS might be reformed. A copy 
of the consultation document is attached at Appendix 'A'. 
 
Appendix 'B' sets out a draft response to this consultation on behalf of the Fund. The 
basic line taken is in favour of increasing collaboration, an area where the 
Lancashire fund already has strong credentials and against forced mergers. There 
are a number of reasons for this. Firstly forcing mergers is likely to create some 
significant issues around accountability to stakeholders in the new much larger 
funds. Secondly a belief that while funds can be too small the converse is also true 
and funds can be too big and that therefore LGPS should be aiming for the right size 
funds, although there is no evidence to indicate that larger funds necessarily perform 
better than smaller ones. 
 
The key factor which is emphasised in the draft response is that all moves which aim 
to professionalise the way in which LGPS funds are run are supported as this in itself 
has the potential to drive both performance and bring out areas where costs can be 
reduced. Again this is an area where the Fund has significant and useful recent 
experience. 
 
The consultation closes around the end of September and it is expected that the 
Government's proposals, if any, will be announced around the beginning of the new 
calendar year.  Depending upon the nature of these proposals primary legislation 
may be required which would mean that any implementation could be a reasonable 
time in the future.  
 
Consultations 
 
No specific consultations have been undertaken, although discussions about the 
issues raised in this consultation, although a informal discussions have taken place 
between North West LGPS funds whose responses are along similar lines to the 
proposed Lancashire County Pension Fund response. 
 
Implications:  
 
This item has the following implications, as indicated: 
 
Risk management 
 
As referred to in the draft response any structural changes to LGPS funds would 
create a range of new risks which will need to be managed, the principal one being a 
loss of focus during the period of change. The consultation process itself and the 
uncertainty which it causes also creates risks, for example in some cases around 
staff recruitment and retention which funds will need to address over the coming 
months. 
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Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 
List of Background Papers 
 
None 
 
Reason for inclusion in Part II, if appropriate 
 
N/A 
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Call for evidence on the future structure of the 
Local Government Pension Scheme 

Background 

In 2010, the Government commissioned Lord Hutton to chair the Independent Public 
Service Pensions Commission. The purpose of the Commission was to review public 
service pensions and to make recommendations on how they could be made sustainable 
and affordable in the long term, while being fair to both taxpayers and public sector workers. 
Lord Hutton’s final report was published on 10 March 2011. Among its recommendations, 
the report made clear that the benefits of co-operative working between local government 
pension scheme funds and achieving administration efficiencies more generally should 
investigated further. The Local Government Pension Scheme currently costs local taxpayers 
£6billion a year in employer contributions.

Recommendation 23: Central and local government should closely monitor the benefits 
associated with the current co-operative projects within the LGPS, with a view to 
encouraging the extension of this approach, if appropriate, across all local authorities. 
Government should also examine closely the potential for the unfunded public service 
schemes to realise greater efficiencies in the administration of pensions by sharing 
contracts and combining support services, including considering outsourcing.

Lord Hutton went on to comment about the need for change and improved scheme data. At 
paragraph 6.1 he said: 

In its interim report, the Commission noted the debate around public service pensions is 
hampered by a lack of consensus on key facts and figures and a lack of readily available 
and relevant data. There are also inconsistent standards of governance across schemes. 
Consequently it is difficult for scheme members, taxpayers and commentators to be 
confident that schemes are being effectively and efficiently run. It also makes it more difficult 
to compare between and within schemes and to identify and apply best practice for 
managing and improving schemes. 

On 16 May 2013, the LGA and DCLG held a roundtable event on the potential for increased 
co-operation within the Local Government Pension Scheme, including the possibility of 
structural change to the current 89 funds. 25 attendees represented administering 
authorities, employers, trade unions, the actuarial profession and academia.

The roundtable aimed to bring objectivity and transparency to the subject through open 
debate. There was a full discussion of the possible aims of reform and the potential benefits 
of structural change, together with the further work needed to provide robust evidence to 

!""#$%&'()!)
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support emerging options. The meeting focused on the issues to be addressed by reform 
rather than the detailed arguments for any of the potential ways forward that have been 
proposed.

The roundtable heard about the projects being undertaken to look at the options for 
structural reform of the Scheme in London and Wales and considered the range and 
relative priorities of the desired outcomes of reform, the data requirements for determining a 
start point and target and the next steps for delivering those outcomes. 

On 22 May at the National Association of Pension Funds’ local authority conference, the 
Local Government Minister Brandon Lewis said: 

I am determined that we make progress and make it as quickly as reasonably possible. I 
can therefore announce this morning, that we will consult later in the year on a number of 
broad principles for change. This will be your opportunity to tell us what reforms could be 
made to both help improve your investment performance and reduce your fund 
management costs.  

The consultation will not set out some pre-determined solution to what is undoubtedly a 
complex and contentious issue. I am neither ruling anything in nor ruling anything out at this 
stage. However, the clear message from me this morning is that I am not wedded to the 
existing number of 89 funds in England and Wales. If it takes a smaller number of funds to 
improve the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the scheme, I shall not shy away from 
pursuing that goal.

I have talked a fair amount about the need for robust data to inform decisions. I am 
therefore working with the LGA and others to launch a call for evidence, which will both 
inform our consultation and help all involved formulate their views in response to the 
consultation.

You will be aware that work is well underway to establish a shadow national pensions board 
for the Scheme. I have met with the LGA and local government trades unions on several 
occasions to discuss the sort of work that I would like the board to undertake. 

This document sets out the call for evidence from DCLG and the LGA, working with the 
Shadow Scheme Advisory Board, and explains how it will feed into the forthcoming 
consultation.

The call for evidence 

At the roundtable, the following high level and secondary objectives for structural reform 
were proposed:

High level objectives

1. Dealing with deficits 
2. Improving investment returns 

Secondary objectives

1. To reduce investment fees
2. To improve the flexibility of investment strategies 
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3. To provide for greater investment in infrastructure  
4. To improve the cost effectiveness of administration
5. To provide access to higher quality staffing resources 
6. To provide more in-house investment resource 

The roundtable also agreed that, although there is a wide range of data available on Local 
Government Pension Scheme funds, it is currently widely dispersed and would benefit from 
enhancement, collation and further analysis. It also considered how best to achieve a high 
level of accountability to local taxpayers, particularly if services are to be shared or funds 
merged.

In your response to this call for evidence, it would be helpful if you could have particular 
(although not exclusive) regard to the following questions and provide evidence in the form 
of annexes to support your answers. 

Question 1 – How can the Local Government Pension Scheme  best achieve a high 
level of accountability to local taxpayers and other interested parties - including 
through the availability of transparent and comparable data on costs and income - 
while adapting to become more efficient and to promote stronger investment 
performance.

Question 2 – Are the high level objectives listed above those we should be focussing 
on and why? If not, what objectives should be the focus of reform and why? How 
should success against these objectives be measured? 

Question 3 – What options for reform would best meet the high level objectives and 
why?  

Question 4 – To what extent would the options you have proposed under question 3 
meet any or all of the secondary objectives? Are there any other secondary 
objectives that should be included and why? 

Question 5 – What data is required in order to better assess the current position of 
the Local Government Pension Scheme, the individual Scheme fund authorities and 
the options proposed under this call for evidence? How could such data be best 
produced, collated and analysed? 

Timetable 

Responses to this call for evidence should be submitted in electronic form to Victoria 
Edwards at: LGPSReform@communities.gsi.gov.uk

The closing date for submissions is 27 September 2013. 

The submissions will then be analysed by DCLG and the LGA, working with the Shadow 
Scheme Advisory Board. You may be asked to provide further clarification and/or evidence 
to support your answers during that process. 

The analysis of submissions will then inform a formal consultation on the options for change 
to be published by DCLG in the early autumn. 
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Call for evidence on the future structure of the Local 

Government Pension Scheme – Response on behalf of the 

Lancashire County Pension Fund 

 

The Lancashire County Pension Fund provides the Local Government Pension 

Scheme (LGPS) in the County of Lancashire providing a means of pension saving 

for nearly 144,000 scheme members and 253 employers ranging from local 

authorities to multi-national companies and small local charities. The Fund had 

assets at the end of March 2013 of just over £5bn and is one of the top ten LGPS 

funds by this measure.  

The Fund has a successful record of collaboration and successfully provides 

pensions administration services on a shared service basis to Cumbria County 

Council and the Lancashire Police and Fire-fighter's schemes. The Fund has also 

jointly procured a range of services including actuarial services with neighbouring 

funds. 

The Fund welcomes the opportunity to respond to the call for evidence on the future 

structure of the LGPS and looks forward to the process of reform continuing in the 

positive and constructive manner that has been evident in most of the country to 

date.  

In answering the questions posed in the call for evidence we start from, the 

proposition that there is no inherent logic that says that larger funds perform better 

than smaller funds, or that small is beautiful. In investment terms the LPFA Fund one 

of the larger funds has tended to underperform while the Orkney Fund one of the 

smallest has tended to perform very well. Equally the very large Greater Manchester 

Fund has performed well and Shetland performs poorly. Thus we can read nothing 

into the size of funds and a disruptive top down driven series of fund mergers to 

create a small number of regional "super-funds" would be likely to be costly and 

detract from performance in the medium term as funds focus on the merger process. 

The thinking behind the call for evidence seems to be that a smaller number of larger 

funds will inevitably pay less and perform better. There is no evidence to support 

this. The Lancashire fund already pays managers' lowest tier of fees due to the size 

of mandate which it awards and is able to negotiate "most favoured nation" terms 

which mean that it will always pay the manager's lowest fee, While it is accepted that 

this is not the case for smaller funds the scale of savings which might be achieved 

through squeezing managers are insignificant in the context of the real issue which 

faces LGPS funds which is the scale of funds' liabilities and hence the size of the 

deficit which needs to be addressed, through the delivery of successful investment 

and liability management strategies. 

Appendix B 
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A central theme in the Minister's speech at the NAPF Local Government Conference 

launching the call for evidence was the need to professionalise the running of LGPS. 

We would support this and in the running of the Lancashire County Pension Fund we 

have already taken steps to move away from the traditional model of most funds 

which sees the running of the Pension Fund as something undertaken by certain key 

staff effectively in their spare time. In most cases the financial scale of local authority 

pension funds is much greater than that of their host authorities and we do a 

disservice to scheme members if we do not place sufficient management focus and 

skill into the way in which we exercise our responsibilities for these funds. 

Dealing with the questions in the Call for Evidence in turn 

Question 1 – How can the Local Government Pension Scheme best achieve a 

high level of accountability to local taxpayers and other interested parties – 

including through the availability of transparent and comparable data on costs 

and income – while adapting to become more efficient and to promote 

stronger investment performance. 

The first question to deal with here is to whom should funds be accountable? There 

is a strong argument that as pensions are deferred pay funds should be accountable 

to beneficiaries, equally given that the deferred pay is funded by the taxpayer there 

should be accountability to the employer who represents the taxpayer. Both are valid 

cases and while the focus has understandably been on employers and taxpayers the 

importance of accountability to beneficiaries must not be underestimated and we 

welcome the proposals in the consultation on governance arrangements to 

strengthen the voice of beneficiaries in the oversight of schemes.  

Accountability might be thought to mean any combination of the following: 

• The ability to influence the level of contribution rates; 

• The ability to influence investment strategy and risk appetite; 

• The ability to challenge performance in the fields of both investment and 

administration 

So how is accountability best exercised? Certainly the publication of information in 

an accessible and understandable form is central to this and there are already 

requirements on funds to publish a great deal of information and to formally consult 

on the production of a range of key policies and strategies.  

Our view would be that the current range of requirements on Funds in relation to 

what has to be published and consulted on and the degree of prescription on the 

content of particular documents encourages a tick box mentality which actually stifles 

the process of engagement with stakeholders that would result in enhanced 

accountability. Somewhat more freedom within an overall regime which encourages 

openness and dialogue seems likely to encourage innovation in terms of 

engagement with various different groups of stakeholders.  
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Generally neither employers nor employees are able to "shop around" between 

pension funds and therefore while comparative information on fund performance 

may be interesting the "killer" pieces of information are the absolute return achieved 

by the Fund and the funding level. If a relative performance benchmark is required 

the best one that we have identified is performance relative to the assumptions made 

by the actuary in setting contribution rates. Out performance against this measure 

means that any deficit is being eroded quicker than planned, thus it is meaningful in 

the fund specific context.  

There is potentially a degree of conflict between the overall objectives of the Fund 

which are to ensure that resources are available to ensure benefits can be paid and 

the desire or employers and taxpayers for reduced contribution rates. The Fund must 

have regard to the affordability and sustainability of contribution rates, but we cannot 

reach a situation where employers are given some form of veto mirroring the council 

tax referendum process. This could result in funds being run in an imprudent manner 

and would be acting entirely counter to the best interests of scheme beneficiaries. 

Thus we need to be clear how far accountability to stakeholders should go and the 

tension highlighted above may become greater with the increased involvement of the 

Pensions Regulator and the greater read across that seems to be intended from the 

governance arrangements that apply in private sector funds where accountability to 

key stakeholders such as sponsors seems relatively weak and the interests of 

beneficiaries predominate. This is likely to be appropriate in the private sector where 

schemes are trust based. The situation in the public sector is different and this must 

be understood and reflected in the arrangements that are arrived at.  

 Question 2 – Are the high level objectives listed above those we should be 

focussing on and why? If not, what should be the focus of reform and why? 

How should success against these objectives be measured? 

While the sentiment of these two objectives is right the focus is wrong. We would 

suggest that the objectives should be framed in terms of: 

• Ensuring that funds are available to meet pension promises when due (i.e. the 

management of fund cash flows) 

• Achieving a fully funded and sustainable scheme within the timescale set by 

the actuaries. (i.e. the elimination of the deficit) 

The delivery of increased investment returns is simply one tool to achieve these 

objectives and in some cases may not be the appropriate tool to use if it 

fundamentally changes the investment risk balance in a way that is inappropriate to 

the overall liability profile. 

Reform of any sort needs to make the achievement of these objectives more likely in 

the medium term than the maintenance of the status quo.  
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The way in which we have framed the two objectives makes them susceptible to 

simple and easily understandable measurement.  

• In terms of fund cash flows this is the net flow of cash (i.e. excluding 

unrealised gains and losses on investments) into the fund from all sources, 

further sophistication could be added by splitting the measure between 

dealings with members and investment income. 

• In terms of funding level each triennial valuation will create a "glide path" that 

shows the funding level improving over time. The simple measure is for actual 

funding to be measured against this glide path. The actuarial firms now 

provide funds with tools using rolled forward data which allow a reasonable 

estimate of the funding position to be made at any point in time. 

• To reinforce the funding level investment performance should also be 

measured against the actuarial assumption the reason for this being that in 

many cases it is the movement in liabilities rather than poor investment 

performance that has caused deficits not to reduce in line with the glide path, 

therefore there is some merit in looking at investment performance as an 

independent secondary measure associated with the funding level. 

Using two primary measures and one secondary measure in this way provides a 

relatively easily understandable way of gauging success by looking at outcomes 

rather than at inputs. 

Question 3 – What options for reform would best meet the high level 

objectives and why? 

Our clear preference is to create a climate where greater collaboration between 

funds is encouraged on the grounds that this creates the opportunity to achieve at 

least some of the secondary objectives outlined within the call for evidence without 

diluting the current level of accountability to scheme employers and beneficiaries. 

As stated above we do not accept the argument that larger funds are necessarily 

better than smaller funds. What is important is whether the strategy is right and its 

implementation is managed properly and that those overseeing the Fund have 

access to the appropriate levels of advice, knowledge and skill to be able to deliver a 

strategy that is right for a fund of any particular size. 

It is clear that in order to deliver the sorts of strategy that will help LGPS deliver 

improved funding levels and address the issue of liabilities there is a need to build on 

the various concentrations of intellectual capital which exist across LGPS but which 

are not necessarily available to all funds. There are means of doing this which do not 

need to involve the structural upheaval which the merging of funds would 

necessitate.  

These might include the creation of investment management teams shared between 

funds, and thus provide all funds with access to a level of in house resource able to 
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challenge the easy nostrums sold by many of the investment consulting firms who 

operate as the de facto overall managers of some LGPS funds.  

There is, perhaps, the opportunity for some smaller funds to achieve the same or 

better returns with lower fees by the creation of some form of pooled investment 

vehicle, e.g. five or six small funds pooling their active equity mandates as one 

mandate in order to achieve a critical mass for investment. Equally there are things 

larger funds could do, in the form of market led solutions, which could offer 

assistance to smaller funds and some benefit to the larger fund. For example as a 

way of achieving some turnover in a private equity portfolio the larger fund could 

parcel some of its investments into its own fund of funds and sell interests to smaller 

funds. This would allow the smaller funds to achieve access to a valuable form of 

investment that they might otherwise not be able to achieve and allow the larger fund 

both to turn over a portfolio which can be desirable to achieve better balance for 

example in terms of exposure to different vintages and achieve an income stream 

from management fees although this is unlikely to be as much as the 1 and 10 (plus 

the 2 and 20 in the underlying funds) that exist in a more commercial fund of funds.  

Our feeling is that means of encouraging greater sharing and, importantly, joint 

funding of expertise between funds is desirable, This can be achieved without 

impinging on the sovereignty that exists in the individual fund and Pension 

Committee which would result in reduced accountability. 

It may be the case that there should be a minimum size for funds either in terms of 

membership or assets, but given that funds outside London cover County areas 

(whether Shire or Metropolitan) these would seem unlikely to fall below any logical 

minimum based on the current range of sizes of funds. London is, we would suggest, 

a different issue, but one which London funds should sort out amongst themselves. 

The key question for the proponents of fund mergers is how accountability to the 

employers and tax payers is to be retained in a situation where a fund covers say 

two counties and the administering authority is one of them. The logic would be that 

there would have to be some sort of movement to the model in South Yorkshire 

where there is in effect a separate joint authority. However, this ignores the 

complexity local government in the shire areas, Thus South Yorkshire can easily 

achieve representation of all the individual constituent districts within a manageable 

committee. If we were to posit the merger of the Lancashire and Cumbria funds as 

an illustration to achieve one representative per local authority ignoring other 

employers and beneficiaries the Committee would be 22 as a minimum, This sort of 

arrangement would be unmanageable but as direct representation is reduced in a 

structure that is more separate from a single administering authority with which 

employers have a much wider relationship and engagement they will begin to feel 

that the Fund is unaccountable and remote to a greater degree than is the case at 

present. Clearly any sensible arrangements for managing such a Fund would seek to 

counteract this, but it is an almost inevitable effect. 
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It is also, though equally the case that the single fund in Northern Ireland operates 

through the appointment of its equivalent of the Pensions Committee through the 

formal public appointments process and currently has no councillors on the 

committee. Clearly Northern Ireland does represent a unique set of circumstances, 

but this move to a sort of "professional trustee" model analogous to the private 

sector is more likely to address the sorts of conflict of interest issue which the 

Pension Regulator will see in the current arrangements. It does, however, make 

achieving direct accountability to the various stakeholders directly affected by the 

decisions of the Pensions Committee much more difficult to achieve. 

Thus it would seem that if we are to maintain some form of direct accountability 

some form of enhanced collaboration will result in the greater professionalisation of 

the operation of the scheme that the Minister wants to see.  

Question 4 – To what extent would the options you have proposed under 

question 3 meet any or all of the secondary objectives? Are there any other 

secondary objectives that should be included and why? 

In general terms the secondary objectives while logical in their own right do not flow, 

as might have been expected from the primary objectives. With one exception they 

represent sensible objectives which it is difficult not to support. To take each of them 

in turn: 

Reduced Investment Fees 

Collective investment vehicles and the development of concentrations of in house 

expertise to both run money directly and negotiate with external managers clearly 

give the opportunity to do this. The scale of reductions achievable will be limited to 

those which already achieved by the larger funds which have secured "most 

favoured nation" status in their fee agreements. 

To improve the flexibility of investment strategies 

The greatest opportunity here is not related to structural reform of the LGPS but the 

application of the EU Public Procurement rules to the appointment of managers for 

segregated accounts. This significantly hampers the flexibility and speed with which 

funds can act if they need to. A situation which makes available greater levels of in 

house resource particularly with skill and expertise in the techniques which allow 

liability risks to be managed will certainly increase flexibility. However, funds will 

need to be prepared to make the upfront investment in their in house teams in order 

to maximise the potential benefits. 

To provide greater investment in infrastructure 

This is not an appropriate objective for inclusion here. Pension Funds exist to secure 

the resources necessary to meet the pension promises made to beneficiaries. Funds 

will invest in infrastructure if appropriate opportunities with the correct risk and return 
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characteristics are presented to them. We are not currently being overwhelmed with 

a rush of such opportunities. A greater level of in house expertise which we would 

seek to promote through collaboration will, however, provide the opportunity  to 

investigate and fully examine proposals more effectively as they come forward. 

To improve the cost effectiveness of administration 

The Lancashire and Cumbria funds provide a strong case study in the financial and 

other benefits that can be achieved through collaboration in the area of 

administration. The administration service in Lancashire took on work previously 

delivered by a poorly performing private sector contractor and has both improved the 

quality of service delivered to scheme members and the fund as a whole. This has 

delivered considerable savings for Cumbria as well as upfront investment in new 

technology which provides the bedrock for improved customer service. This 

demonstrates what can be achieved by willing partners without the unnecessary 

distraction of mergers.  

To provide access to higher quality staffing resources 

To provide more in house investment resource 

Certainly the ability to create stronger in house teams should deliver this, but we 

would argue that this does not in itself require either collaboration or the creation of 

larger funds. It is a matter for administering authorities to decide how they want to 

run their funds. Traditionally many have chosen to see the running of the pension 

fund as an add on to the work of one or more members of staff within the finance 

department. Having reflected on this we have taken a different view and recruited a 

strong in house team with backgrounds in the financial services world, a decision 

that has paid dividends both in terms of improved performance and reduced fees as 

well as the identification of strategies which reduce the exposure of the fund to equity 

volatility while maintaining returns. While the benefits achieved by the team have 

justified the investment there is a danger in creating small pockets of expertise and 

sharing a resource such as we and some other funds have developed is a simple, 

and relatively low cost, method of delivering these benefits across the whole of 

LGPS. If any message should come through clearly in our response it would be that 

if we professionalise the running of LGPS structure is irrelevant. The running of 

pension funds is a big business in its own right, most are many times larger in 

financial terms than the budgets of their administering authorities and we should not 

treat it as a part time adjunct to other work. 

Question 5 – What data is required to better understand the position of the 

Local Government Pension Scheme, the individual Scheme fund authorities 

and the options proposed under this call for evidence? How could such data 

be best produced, collated and analysed?   
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We are somewhat perplexed by the fact that the data available within the LGPS is 

suddenly inadequate. If data has been as poor is portrayed for so long it has been 

within CLG's gift, as the regulator for the sector to remedy the situation. 

We outlined our suggested measures of success in answer to question 2 and we feel 

that these should be central to any revised collection of data. However, we would 

accept that there is a benefit in collecting other cost and volume data for funds in 

order to promote the process of continuous improvement across LGPS. However, to 

be of real use these data must be comparable.  

At the heart of achieving comparable data are clear and easily understood definitions 

of the data items to be reported, which should preferably avoid funds having to apply 

judgements to source data in order to allocate items to the correct headings. 

Anecdotal evidence would indicate that there are differences of understanding of the 

current definitions across LGPS funds. 

There are a range of concerns expressed around the way in which charges between 

host councils and funds are calculated, which are leading some to call for more 

prescription in this area. Given the professional obligations on the section 151 

officers of administering authorities we do not feel more prescription is justified. 

However, it is entirely right that Pension Committees should periodically review and if 

necessary challenge the levels of cost charged to Funds by the administering 

authority. There are ways of making these charges more transparent, for example in 

the case of Pensions Administration the Lancashire Fund has a clear service level 

agreement with the County Council which sets a cap on the per member charge of 

the lower quartile of shire county funds in the SF3 return. A per member charge is 

the way in which an external provider would charge and this provides a clear 

comparison in terms both of performance and value for money. The promotion of 

similar quasi-contractual arrangements for other elements of the costs charged to 

funds would promote greater transparency and understanding. 

There are significant issues with the reporting of investment management fees as 

depending upon the way in which investments are made the fees may be 

transparent or as in fund of funds type investments somewhat more opaque. It would 

perhaps be helpful for such fees, including in house investment costs to be 

compared using the standard measure of bps relative to assets under management. 

However, it needs to be accepted that different investment strategies will lead to 

different fee levels and the data should not be used to reinforce a drive towards a 

common low cost investment strategy. The costs of delivering a strategy must be 

seen in the context of whether or not it has delivered its objectives. Almost all funds 

participate in the WM local authority universe which measures investment 

performance although there are felt to be some limitations with this and simply 

looking at a local authority universe and the understandable focus on the 

performance of funds within the local authority league table means that these data 

are not as useful as they might be. 
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 Given that the data collection machinery for the SF3 return already exists within 

CLG it would seem sensible to maintain this as the means of data gathering, 

although there might be merit in transferring these responsibilities and the 

associated resources to the new Scheme Advisory Board. This will give greater 

ownership of the product by Funds and provide a forum which can encourage 

discussion of the results across the scheme which is not the case at present.  
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Pension Fund Committee 
Meeting to be held on 6 September 2013 

Electoral Division affected: 
None 

 
Annual Report and Accounts of the Fund – 2012/13 
(Appendix 'A' refers) 
 
Contact for further information: 
George Graham, (01772) 538012, County Treasurer's Directorate, 
george.graham@lancashire.gov.uk 
 

 
Executive Summary 
 

This reports sets out the Lancashire County Pension Fund Annual Report 2012/13 
 
Recommendation 
 

The Committee is asked to agree the Lancashire County Pension Fund Annual 
Report 2012/13, as set out at Appendix ‘A’, for submission to the Full Council. 
 

 
Background and Advice  

The Local Government Pension Scheme (Administration) Regulations 2008 (No. 
239) requires each administering authority to prepare an annual report for the 
pension fund and publish it before 1 December following the year end. The 
regulations prescribe that the following should be included in the annual report: 
 

- a report on the management and financial performance of the fund during the 
year; 

- an explanation of the investment policy; 
- a report on the administrative arrangements for the fund; 
- a statement from the actuary on the latest funding level; 
- the current version of the governance compliance statement; 
- the fund account and net asset statement with supporting notes and 

disclosures; 
- the extent to which the fund has achieved its required performance levels; and 
- the current version of the funding strategy statement, the statement of 

Investment principles and communications policy and any other information 
the authority considers appropriate. 
 

The terms of reference of the Pension Fund Committee require it to approve the 
annual report for submission to Full Council. 
 

Agenda Item 10
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A copy of the Lancashire County Pension Fund Annual Report 2012/13 is attached 
at Appendix ‘A’. The Annual Report includes the following sections: 
 
An overview of the management and financial performance of the fund 
 
This highlights the major issues considered by the Investment Panel and Committee 
during the year, a summary of market conditions and a summary of the performance 
of the fund. 
 
The Governance Compliance Statement 
 
This highlights compliance or otherwise with the guidance given by the Secretary of 
State. 
 
Administration of the Fund 
 
An update on issues arising from the administration of the fund during the year, 
including any changes to the administration regulations. 
 
Knowledge and Skills Framework 
 
A summary of the framework used to ensure that the right knowledge and skills mix 
exists to meet the financial management needs of the pension fund. 
 
Investments of the Fund 
 
A summary of the investment activity during the year and an analysis of performance 
of the investments. 
 
The accounts and financial statements 
 
The draft accounts and financial statements of the pension fund approved by the 
County Treasurer on 28 June 2013 are shown in the County Council’s Statement of 
Accounts and also in the Pension Fund Annual Report. The accounts are currently 
being audited by the external auditor and the auditor’s opinion, together with any 
changes required as a result of the audit process will be included inthe published 
Annual Report, when this is complete. 
 
An up to date list of all the scheduled and admitted bodies within the fund is included 
within the notes to the financial statements. 
 
Actuarial Valuation 
 
A summary of the latest actuarial valuation carried out at March 2010 and applicable 
for the three years commencing 1 April 2011. 
 
The following standing policy statements are referred to in the Annual Report as 
available from the Pension Fund and from its web-site at 
www.yourpensionservice.org.uk: 
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The Governance Policy Statement 
 
The Governance Policy Statement approved by the Committee in April 2008 has 
been updated to include changes agreed by the Committee in July 2011. 
 
The Communication Policy Statement 
 
There are no changes to this document, which was revised in April 2007. 
 
The Funding Strategy Statement 
 
The Funding Strategy Statement which was approved by committee in February 
2011. 
 
The Statement of Investment Principles 
 
The Statement of Investment Principles was approved by committee in November 
2012. 
 
Consultations 
 
The Investment Panel are consulted on all investment policy issues. 
 
Implications: 
 
This item has the following implications, as indicated: 
 
Risk management 
 
The policy on risk is outlined in the Funding Strategy Statement and the Statement of 
Investment Principles. 
 
Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 
List of Background Papers 
 
Paper 

Date Contact/Directorate/Tel 

 
Investment Manager 
reports, Investment Panel 
Agendas and Minutes 

 
Quarterly throughout 
the year 
 

 
Mike Jensen – Resources – 
01772 534742 
 

Reason for inclusion in Part II, if appropriate 

N/A 
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Lancashire County Pension Fund  
 
Annual Report  2012/13 
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A. Management Structure 
 

Management Structure as at 
31 March 2013 
 

Administering Authority 
Lancashire County Council 
 

 

   

Pension Fund Committee * 
2012/2013 (as at March 2013) 
 
Lancashire County Council 
D A Westley (Chair) 
M J Welsh (Deputy Chair) 
T Aldridge 
M Brindle 
M Devaney 
P Evans 
K Iddon 
J Lawrenson 
F De Molfetta 
M Parkinson 
T Pimblett 
S Riches 
G Roper 
K Young 
 
Blackburn with Darwen  
Borough Council 
D Walsh 
 
Blackpool Borough Council 
M Smith 
 
Lancashire District Councils  
P Leadbetter 
I Grant 
 
Co-opted Members 
representing  Trade Unions 
R P Harvey 
R Whittle 
 
Co-opted Member 
representing   HE/FE 
Establishments 
J McCann 

Fund Managers 
Legal & General Investment 
Management 
Knight Frank  
Capital Dynamics 
Baillie Gifford & Co 
MFS International (UK) Ltd 
Robeco Institutional Asset 
Management 
Morgan Stanley Investment 
Management 
NGAM UK Ltd 
Mellon Transition 
Management 
 
Custodian 
Northern Trust 
 
Independent Investment 
Advisers 
E Lambert 
N Mills 
 
Treasurer to the 
Lancashire County 
Pension Fund 
G Kilpatrick CPFA 
 
Actuary 
Mercer  
 
Auditor 
Grant Thornton 
 

Property Solicitors 
Pinsent Curtis Biddle 
DWF 
 
Independent Property 
Valuer 
Cushman & Wakefield 
 
Corporate Governance 
Adviser 
PIRC 
 
Performance Measurement 
Northern Trust 
 
AVC Providers 
Prudential 
Equitable Life 
 
Legal Advisors (other than 
property) 
In House 
MacFarlanes 
Eversheds 
Clifford Chance 
Allen and Overy 
Taylor Wessing 
Addleshaw Goddard 
 
Bankers 
National Westminster 

 

*Membership of the Pension Fund Committee changed following the Lancashire County 
Council elections in May 2013.  The new chair of the committee is County Councillor T Burns. 
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B. Overview of Management and Financial Performance  
 
The investment performance of the Lancashire County Pension Fund during 2012/13 has been 
driven primarily by the substantial asset allocation and manager changes made from late 2011 
onwards. 
 
Markets benefited from perceived reduction in risks, in particular those emanating from the 
Eurozone which had produced a highly volatile backdrop to global investment activity during the 
previous year. The actions of Mario Draghi, the head of the European Central Bank, in particular 
can be credited with reducing market volatility. 
 
The continued efforts by many of the world's central banks in adding liquidity to global markets 
also helped reduce financial anxiety, helping to create a general improvement in asset prices. 
The economy of the United States has been the principal beneficiary of this stability as consumer 
confidence has returned, particularly to the housing market. Late in the year the new Japanese 
government announced its own aggressive version of Quantitative Easing (QE) adding yet more 
liquidity to the system.  
 
There are still many strong cross currents to be negotiated in world markets, in particular a slow 
down in emerging market growth, the potential for developed world deflation and residual risks in 
European sovereign and bank debt markets.    
 
The strong rally in world Equity markets in the final quarter of the year produced a 9.1% rise in 
the FTSE100, whilst with the additional benefit of the fall in the value of Sterling produced a rise 
in the MSCI all world of 14.2%. Credit markets continued to perform positively as the perception 
of risk fell, the IBOX non Gilt Sterling index (a published index based on a broad range of high 
quality corporate bonds of varying maturity) rose 7.0%.    
 
Government bond markets in the US, UK and core Europe performed well over the 12 month 
period, the IBOX 15yr+ Gilt index rose 8.9% buoyed by the addition of liquidity by monetary 
authorities. 
 
2012/13 was a period of implementation of revised investment allocations for the Fund. The early 
steps into lower volatility investment made late in the previous year were augmented by radical 
changes to the Funds approach to equity investing, shifting focus away from the UK to a global 
bias and the use of more active investing styles. Whilst the Fund should always view performance 
over the medium rather than short term it has been pleasing to see changes having immediate 
effects, both in terms of absolute and relative performance but also of total Fund volatility. 
  
The overall return achieved by the Fund during 2012/13 was 14.9% compared to the benchmark 
return of 13.5% and the actuarial liability benchmark of Gilts +2.5% (7.9%) and average local 
authority return of 13.8%. This ranked in the 24th percentile of the WM Local Authority Universe, 
the majority of out performance coming from the new active equity mandates, property and the 
internally managed funds. The major drag on performance came from the funds fixed income 
mandates, which have been reallocated after the end of the reported period.   
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During the year the Fund was cash flow positive, with income from contributions and investments 
exceeding expenditure on benefits and expenses by £98.3m but excluding investment income, 
and accounting for transfers in, it should be noted that the Fund was cash flow negative (£15.8m). 
  
The on going implementation of the Fund's investment strategy together with improvements in 
governance, place the Fund in a strong position to deal with developments in global risk, the 
international regulatory framework and the future of structure pensions in general.    
 
Capital for long term investment remains scarce in light of the effects of forthcoming regulation for 
the banking (Basle 3) and insurance (Solvency 2) sectors, leaving open defined benefit Pension 
Funds in a strong position to positively address the goals of full funding and sustainable cost.  
The challenges for the future remain risk management and judicial diversified asset allocation. 
 
The Fund was nominated for the CIO "European Public Sector Fund of the Year" award and 
received the "Renewable Energy Association Pioneer Award" for its activity in Solar energy 
financing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
County Councillor T Burns  G Kilpatrick CPFA 
Chair  of the Pension Fund Committee 
 

County Treasurer and Treasurer to the 
Lancashire County Pension Fund 
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C. Governance of the Fund 
 
The Pension Fund Committee has considered the governance arrangements relating to the 
administration and investments of the Fund in the light of guidance issued by the Department for 
Communities and Local Government (DCLG) regarding the requirement to complete a 
Governance Compliance Statement, established for all areas of governance of pension fund 
activities.   
 
Comprehensive terms of reference have been established for all areas of governance of pension 
fund activities including the Pension Fund Committee, the Investment Panel, the Administration 
Panel and issues delegated to the Treasurer to the Fund.  These can be found in the Fund’s 
Governance Policy Statement. Governance Policy Statement 
 
 
The Fund’s Governance Compliance Statement is shown below reporting compliance with 
guidance given by the Secretary of State. 
 
LANCASHIRE COUNTY PENSION FUND GOVERNANCE COMPLIANCE STATEMENT: 
 

Principle  Full Compliance 

 
A. 
Structure 

 
(a) the Management of the administration of benefits and 
strategic management of fund assets clearly rests with the 
main committee established by the appointing Council 
 
(b) that representatives of participating LGPS employers, 
admitted bodies and scheme members (including pensioner 
and deferred members) are members of either the main or 
secondary committee established to underpin the work of 
the main committee(1) 
 
(c) that where a secondary committee or panel has been 
established, the structure ensures effective communication 
across both levels. 
 
(d) that where a secondary committee or panel has been 
established, at least one seat on the main committee is 
allocated for a member from the secondary committee or 
panel. 
 

 

� 
 
 

Partial 
See note 1 below 

 
 
� 
 
 
� 
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B. 
Representation 

 
(a) that all key stakeholders are afforded the 
opportunity to be represented within the main or 
secondary committee structure. (1)  

 
These include: 
(i) employing authorities (including non-scheme   
employers, e.g. admitted bodies) 
(ii) scheme members (including deferred and 
pensioner scheme members) 
(iii) independent professional observers (2) 
(iv) expert advisers (on an ad hoc basis) 
 

 
Partial 
(see notes 1& 2 below) 

 
Reasons for Partial Compliance 
 
Note 1: Although District Councils, Scheduled Bodies and employees are represented, 
Admitted bodies are not.  Admitted bodies only represent 7% of contributors to the fund and are 
therefore not represented. However, all employers receive a full annual report and are alerted 
to important events.  Although employee representatives, i.e. Trade Unions, do not formally 
represent deferred and pensioner scheme members, it is accepted that representation is 
available to deferred and pensioners members via this route where necessary and/or 
appropriate. 
 
Note 2: Guidance envisaged that an independent professional observer could be invited to 
participate in governance arrangements to enhance the experience, continuity, knowledge, 
impartiality and performance of committees or panels which would improve the public 
perception that high standards of governance are a reality and not just an aspiration.  This role 
is currently performed by the Fund's independent advisers and officers and it is not apparent 
what added value such an appointment would bring.   
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C. 
Selection and 
Role of Lay 
Members 

 
(a) that committee or panel members are made fully 
aware of the status, role and function they are 
required to perform on either a main or secondary 
committee.  
 
(It is the role of the administering authority to make 
places available for lay members and for the groups 
to nominate the representatives.  The lay members 
are not there to represent their own local, political or 
private interest but owe a duty of care to their 
beneficiaries and are required to act in their best 
interests at all time.) 
 

 

� 
 

 
D. 
Voting 

 
(a) the policy of individual administering authorities on 
voting rights is clear and transparent, including the 
justification for not extending voting rights to each 
body or group represented on main LGPS 
committees. 
 

 

� 
 
 

 
E.  
Training/ 
Facility Time/ 
Expenses 

 

(a) that in relation to the way in which statutory and 
related decisions are taken by the administering 
authority, there is a clear policy on training, facility 
time and reimbursement of expenses in respect of 
members involved in the decision-making process. 
 
(b) that where such a policy exists, it applies equally 
to all members of committees, sub-committees, 
advisory panels or any other form of secondary 
forum.  
 

 

� 
 
 
 
 
� 

 
F. 
Meetings – 
Frequency 

 

(a) that an administering authority’s main committee 
or committees meet at least quarterly. 
 
(b) that an administering authority’s secondary 
committee or panel meet at least twice a year and is 
synchronised with the dates when the main 
committee sits. 
 
(c) that administering authorities who do not include 
lay members in their formal governance 
arrangements, provide a forum outside of those 
arrangements by which the interests of key 
stakeholders can be represented. 
 

 

� 
 
� 
 
 
� 
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G. 
Access 

 
(a) that subject to any rules in the council’s 
constitution, all members of main and secondary 
committees or panels have equal access to 
committee papers, documents and advice that falls to 
be considered at meetings of the main committee. 
 

 

� 
 

 
H. 
Scope 

 
(a) that administering authorities have taken steps to 
bring wider scheme issues within the scope of their 
governance arrangements. 
 

 

� 
 
 

 
I. 
Publicity 

 
(a) that administering authorities have published 
details of their governance arrangements in such a 
way that stakeholders with an interest in the way in 
which the scheme is governed can express an 
interest in wanting to be part of those arrangements. 

 

� 
 

 
 
 
Lancashire County Council’s Annual Governance Statement 
 
The County Council has produced its Annual Governance Statement for 2012/13. This statement 
sets out assurances on the County Council’s governance arrangements, internal control and the 
way the County Council manages its affairs. 
 
As the County Council is responsible for the administration of the Pension Fund, including the 
provision of systems, controls and governance, this statement embraces the activities of the 
Pension Fund.   
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D. Administration of the Pension Fund 
 
Overview 
 
The Local Government Pension Scheme is a statutory public sector pension scheme which 
operates on a “defined benefit basis”.  Lancashire County Council as 'Administering Authority' is 
required by law to administer the Scheme within the geographical area of Lancashire. 
 
The County Council administers the Scheme for over 150 employers.  These employers include 
organisations such as local authorities, further and higher education colleges and voluntary and 
charitable organisations. This includes a number of “Admitted Bodies”.  These are organisations 
that have entered into an agreement with the County Council to participate in the Fund. 
 
The Pension Fund Committee is required to receive regular reports from the Treasurer to the 
Fund on the administration of the Fund ensuring that best practice standards are satisfied and 
met and to satisfy itself and justify to all stakeholders, including Fund Employers, that the Fund is 
being run on an efficient and effective basis. A Service Level Agreement (SLA) exists between 
the Pension Fund and the service provider. The SLA contains specific service level standards 
and corresponding service level targets and an Annual Administration Report is presented to the 
Pension Fund Committee. 
 

 
Review of the Year  
  

2012 has been a year of change within the Pension Service. The biggest development was the 
launch of a member self service function “my pension online”. This development allows scheme 
members to access their pension records online and this service will become the primary method 
of communication with scheme members in the future.  
 
Overall performance continues to meet the targets set. At the beginning of 2013 the service was 
restructured and as a result dedicated client teams were created to deliver more efficient 
customer focussed services. A Performance Manager was appointed to ensure that standards 
and targets are met. The overall achievement against service level targets over the year was 
96%. 
 
The Service also continues to be cost effective with the cost of administration remaining below 
the Government’s key indicator as reported in national benchmarking returns. 
 
 
Public Sector Pension Reform  
 
A Statutory Consultation started on 21December 2012 on new benefit regulations for the Local 
Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) from 1 April 2014. A number of further consultations have 
followed with the intention of having a new LGPS in place by 1 April 2014. This new Scheme will 
reflect the provisions of the Public Service Pensions Bill which having worked its way through 
Parliament reached Royal Assent on 25 April 2013. 
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The main provisions of the new LGPS 2014 are: 
 

• The Scheme will be a Career Average Re-valued Earnings (CARE) Scheme with an 
accrual rate of 1/49th and will be re-valued in line with the Consumer Price Index (CPI)  

• Normal Pension Age will be the same as the individuals State Retirement Age (minimum 
65)   

 
The next step of the statutory consultation process will ensure that the regulations covering 
protections for current scheme members (known as the transitional regulations) are set. These 
regulations will describe how the move from current to new rules will take place and set the 
foundation for protections. In particular, protections will include a final salary link and protected 
retirement age for benefits built up to March 2014.  
 
More details can be found at (www.lgps.org.uk) and within the full Annual Administration Report  
 
 
Other information 
 
Further statements relating to the administration of the Scheme include the  Communication 
Policy Statement and the Pensions Administration Strategy Statement.   
 
 
Your Pension Service can be contacted at: 

PO Box 100  
County Hall  
Preston  
PR1 0LD 
 
Telephone:  01772 530530 
 
E-mail: connect2pensions@oneconnectlimited.co.uk  
http://www.yourpensionservice.org.uk 
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E. Knowledge & Skills Framework 
 

 
CIPFA Pensions Finance Knowledge and Skills Framework 
 
The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) published its code of 
Practice on public sector pensions finance knowledge and skills in October 2011. The Code has 
been devised in response to Lord Hutton's recommendation that every public sector pension 
scheme (and individual LGPS fund) should have a properly constituted, trained and competent 
"Pensions Board".  It also represents a key element in complying with the relevant principles of 
investment practice laid out in Local Government Pension Scheme (Management and Investment 
of funds) regulations 2009 regarding Effective Decision making.  
 
The Code is intended to be used in conjunction with the CIPFA Pension Finance Knowledge and 
Skills Frameworks (KSF) which enhances where necessary, levels of knowledge and skill held by 
all those, whether members or officers, involved in the management and oversight of public 
sector pension funds. 
 
The Code became effective from 1 April 2012 and is mandatory for CIPFA members as part of 
their standards of professional practice, and was adopted by the Pension Fund Committee at its 
meeting on 3 February 2012 in order to ensure good governance and training practices, and to 
support the Treasurer who, as a CIPFA member, has a professional requirement to comply with 
the Code. 
 
The Council currently subscribes to a web-based knowledge and skills self assessment tool, 
developed by Hymans Robertson in conjunction with the CIPFA Pensions Network, to enable 
officers and elected members to help identify any gaps in their knowledge or skills. 
 
The toolkit comprises six areas of core technical requirements for both officers and members: 
 

• Pensions legislation and governance context; 

• Pension accounting and auditing standards; 

• Financial services procurement and relationship management; 

• Investment performance and risk management; 

• Financial markets and products knowledge; 

• Actuarial methods, standards and practices. 
 
The frameworks are intended to have two primary uses, as a tool for organisations to determine 
whether they have the right skill mix to meet their pension scheme financial management needs 
and as an assessment tool for individuals to measure their progress and plan their development. 
 
This process was initiated for officers in 2012/13 and needs to be fully completed for all relevant 
officers and members. Once completed, a training programme for both members and officers will 
be developed, incorporating the training materials available in the toolkit, relevant seminars, 
conferences and internal training days. 
 
The implementation of the KSF has not advanced as quickly as intended, and it was decided to 
delay involving members of the Pension Fund Committee until after its reconstitution following the 
County Council elections in May 2013. (Since then, members of the new Committee and relevant  
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officers have been provided access to the toolkit, and a modular programme established to 
assess particular areas of knowledge throughout the year. This will be supplemented with  
regular training and awareness sessions linked to Committee meetings and the identification of 
ad hoc training opportunities.) 
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F. Investment Policy and Performance
 
Structure 
 
There are three levels of responsibility for the investment management of the Lancashire County 
Pension Fund. First, the county council’s Pension Fund Committee takes major policy decisions 
and monitors overall performance. Second, the Investment Panel rec
investment allocations in line with the Committee's policy decisions and monitors the activity of 
the Fund’s managers. Third, the investment managers fix precise weightings and select stock 
within the allocations set by the Panel and Commi
responsibilities of the Committee, its Sub
Policy Statement 
 
The Panel consists of two independent external investment advisers, the Chief Investment 
Officer, the Deputy County Treasurer and the Treasurer to the Pension Fund, who acts 
The investments of the Fund are currently principally managed b
managers, one external index-tracking manager (multi
team carries out its own treasury management and holds investments in infrastructure funds and 
non-investment grade credit fund
 
A summary of portfolio values by investment manager, as at 31
 

 
 
During 2012/13 the implementation of the revised investment strategy, agreed in 2010, continued.  
The Fund successfully completed the transition 
with effect from 1 October 2012.  The three existing equity mandates with JP Morgan (UK 
equities), Newton (Overseas equities) and BNY Mellon (Balanced tracking equity mandate) were 
sold and replaced by mandates with 5 managers each with an unconstrained global equity 
mandate (Baillie Gifford, MFS, Morgan Stanley, Robeco and 
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Investment Policy and Performance 

There are three levels of responsibility for the investment management of the Lancashire County 
Pension Fund. First, the county council’s Pension Fund Committee takes major policy decisions 
and monitors overall performance. Second, the Investment Panel recommends specific 
investment allocations in line with the Committee's policy decisions and monitors the activity of 
the Fund’s managers. Third, the investment managers fix precise weightings and select stock 
within the allocations set by the Panel and Committee.  A more detailed description of the 
responsibilities of the Committee, its Sub-Committees and the Panel is found in the 

The Panel consists of two independent external investment advisers, the Chief Investment 
Officer, the Deputy County Treasurer and the Treasurer to the Pension Fund, who acts 
The investments of the Fund are currently principally managed by five specialist global equity 

tracking manager (multi-asset) and in-house provision. The internal 
team carries out its own treasury management and holds investments in infrastructure funds and 

investment grade credit funds directly.   

A summary of portfolio values by investment manager, as at 31 March 2013, is shown below.

During 2012/13 the implementation of the revised investment strategy, agreed in 2010, continued.  
The Fund successfully completed the transition to the new global equities investment Managers 
with effect from 1 October 2012.  The three existing equity mandates with JP Morgan (UK 
equities), Newton (Overseas equities) and BNY Mellon (Balanced tracking equity mandate) were 

s with 5 managers each with an unconstrained global equity 
mandate (Baillie Gifford, MFS, Morgan Stanley, Robeco and NGAM) totalling £1.5 bn.
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2012/13 Manager Portfolio Value (£'m)

Internally Managed Portfolios

BNYM Transition (Credit and fixed income transition)

Baillie Gifford (Global equities)

Legal & General (Index tracking 

Knight Frank (Property)

Robeco (Global equities)

NGAM (Global equities)

MFS (Global equities)

Morgan Stanley (Global equities)

Capital Dynamics (Private equity)

Capital Dynamics (Infrastructure)
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There are three levels of responsibility for the investment management of the Lancashire County 
Pension Fund. First, the county council’s Pension Fund Committee takes major policy decisions 

ommends specific 
investment allocations in line with the Committee's policy decisions and monitors the activity of 
the Fund’s managers. Third, the investment managers fix precise weightings and select stock 

A more detailed description of the 
Committees and the Panel is found in the  Governance 

The Panel consists of two independent external investment advisers, the Chief Investment 
Officer, the Deputy County Treasurer and the Treasurer to the Pension Fund, who acts as Chair. 

y five specialist global equity 
house provision. The internal 

team carries out its own treasury management and holds investments in infrastructure funds and 

March 2013, is shown below.  

 

During 2012/13 the implementation of the revised investment strategy, agreed in 2010, continued.  
to the new global equities investment Managers 

with effect from 1 October 2012.  The three existing equity mandates with JP Morgan (UK 
equities), Newton (Overseas equities) and BNY Mellon (Balanced tracking equity mandate) were 

s with 5 managers each with an unconstrained global equity 
) totalling £1.5 bn. 

Internally Managed Portfolios

BNYM Transition (Credit and fixed income transition)

Baillie Gifford (Global equities)

Legal & General (Index tracking - multi asset)

Knight Frank (Property)

Robeco (Global equities)

NGAM (Global equities)

MFS (Global equities)

Morgan Stanley (Global equities)

Capital Dynamics (Private equity)

Capital Dynamics (Infrastructure)
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The transition of credit and fixed income assets has been undertaken by the appointed transition 

manager, Bank of New York Mellon. The resulting proceeds (£929m) are currently residing in a 

transition account in advance of future investment decisions being made into less commoditised 

and more specialist funds, including but not limited to secured lending, long-term lending, non-

sterling lending, investment opportunities driven by changes to banking regulations, and index 

linked loans giving inflation protection. 

Performance 
 
The value of the Fund's assets has more than doubled over the last ten years, as shown in the 
chart below: 
 

 
 
 
The Fund is invested to meet liabilities over the medium to long-term and therefore its 
performance should be judged over a corresponding period. Annual returns can be volatile, as 
seen in 2008/09 and do not necessarily indicate the underlying health of the Fund.  
 
The performance of the Fund is measured against a Fund specific benchmark with individual 
managers being given performance benchmarks and targets which are linked to index returns for 
the assets they manage. Details of these can be found in the Statement of Investment Principles.  
The Fund also subscribes to the annual WM Survey of UK Local Authority Pension Funds, which 
shows comparisons with other local authority pension funds. The performance of the investment 
managers is reviewed on a regular basis by the Panel and any recommendations arising from 
those reviews are considered by the Committee. 

Total net asset value of the Fund over 10 years to date
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Looking first at total Fund returns, the chart below shows the total return of the Fund compared to 
the fund specific benchmark and the average local authority pension fund return measured over 
1,3,5 and 10 years to 31 March 2013: 

 

The Fund's return of almost 14.9% is above that of the average local authority pension fund of 
13.8%.  It ranks as the 24th percentile in the WM analysis of local authority funds. 
 
In the year to 31 March 2013, The Total Fund return amounted to 14.9% against a benchmark of 

13.5%. This significantly outperformed the Gilts +2.5% actuarial measure of 7.9% for the same 

period. A significant proportion of this performance was derived from global equities, delivering 

20.9% in the year against a benchmark of 18.0%. Property and Bonds asset classes also 

exceeded their respective benchmarks, with non-investment grade assets being approximately on 

parity. Infrastructure assets, whose performance has been strong throughout the year, has now 

fallen back as the significant returns produced by the Red Rose infrastructure vehicle dropped out 

of the one year rolling performance. 

Whilst all of the new equity managers have produced significant returns since the October 2012 

inception of their mandates, Baillie Gifford, MFS, and NGAM have exceeded their benchmarks 

most notably with the other two managers, with more defensive strategies, also close to 

benchmark. Capital Dynamics produced a disappointing return of 3.5% for the year to 31 March 

2013 against a benchmark of 16.8% but continues to provide strong long-term performance with 

returns of 9.9% since inception against a benchmark of 4.98%. 

The Fund’s investment managers are set performance targets as shown in the Statement of 

Investment Principles. The overall performance target of each manager is measured over rolling 

three and five year periods, as inevitably there will be short-term fluctuations in performance. 

These targets are set for the active managers i.e. those with a mandate to outperform a 
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benchmark through active stock picking and

managed by Legal and General are passive portfolios where the manager seeks to track the 

benchmark. 

 
Active managers have the discretion to invest a smaller

allocation, within agreed constraints and tolerances. These decisions will reflect their views on 

market conditions within various countries or between different types of instruments. The one 

year performance of the managers

following charts: 

 

 
  
As part of an overall portfolio strategy Robeco and Morgan Stanley were hired as defen
managers.  As expected in a strongly performing market they have underperformed their 
benchmark.  NGAM and MFS were appointed with a growth bias and the significant out 
performance against benchmark reflects this.  
Private Equity and Infrastructure allocations are such that one year measures are invalid, as 
investment during the initial stages (years 1
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benchmark through active stock picking and sector allocations. The transition portfolio and that 

managed by Legal and General are passive portfolios where the manager seeks to track the 

Active managers have the discretion to invest a smaller or greater amount than the benchmark 

allocation, within agreed constraints and tolerances. These decisions will reflect their views on 

market conditions within various countries or between different types of instruments. The one 

nagers and asset classes to 31 March 2013 are

As part of an overall portfolio strategy Robeco and Morgan Stanley were hired as defen
managers.  As expected in a strongly performing market they have underperformed their 
benchmark.  NGAM and MFS were appointed with a growth bias and the significant out 
performance against benchmark reflects this.  It can be argued that the long term nat
Private Equity and Infrastructure allocations are such that one year measures are invalid, as 
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sector allocations. The transition portfolio and that 

managed by Legal and General are passive portfolios where the manager seeks to track the 

or greater amount than the benchmark 

allocation, within agreed constraints and tolerances. These decisions will reflect their views on 

market conditions within various countries or between different types of instruments. The one 

are shown in the 

  

As part of an overall portfolio strategy Robeco and Morgan Stanley were hired as defensive 
managers.  As expected in a strongly performing market they have underperformed their 
benchmark.  NGAM and MFS were appointed with a growth bias and the significant out -

It can be argued that the long term nature of 
Private Equity and Infrastructure allocations are such that one year measures are invalid, as 

3) generates returns in the later stages (years4-7). 
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Emerging markets are passively managed and have therefore performed on a par with their 

benchmark.  Whilst both credit funds 

credit funds are currently performing on a par with their benchmark

expected at a relatively early stage in the investment cycle 
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Emerging markets are passively managed and have therefore performed on a par with their 

redit funds and infrastructure are in the early stages of investment

currently performing on a par with their benchmark where

at a relatively early stage in the investment cycle is performing below benchmark
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Emerging markets are passively managed and have therefore performed on a par with their 

the early stages of investment, 

whereas infrastructure as 

is performing below benchmark.   

 

Indirect 

Property Fund

year Internal Manager performance to 31 March 
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As a result of substantial asset allocation classes changes made in the period
performance is ahead of benchmark and ahead of actuarial assumptions.
 
An analysis of the specialist managers’ performance since inception is shown in the chart below:

 
 
Since inception all managers have performed 
 

This move towards lower volatility asset classes 

the Fund at 31 March 2013, compared with 77% three years ago. In the same period, lower 

volatility assets have increased from 16% to 33%. Against target allocations, equities however 

remain towards the top of their respective target (40%

bottom of its target range (10%-20%), and lower volatility assets are mid
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As a result of substantial asset allocation classes changes made in the period
performance is ahead of benchmark and ahead of actuarial assumptions.

An analysis of the specialist managers’ performance since inception is shown in the chart below:
 

have performed in line or in excess of their benchmark.

move towards lower volatility asset classes has resulted in equities accounting for 58% of 

the Fund at 31 March 2013, compared with 77% three years ago. In the same period, lower 
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As a result of substantial asset allocation classes changes made in the period, the total fund 
performance is ahead of benchmark and ahead of actuarial assumptions. 

An analysis of the specialist managers’ performance since inception is shown in the chart below: 

  

their benchmark. 

equities accounting for 58% of 

the Fund at 31 March 2013, compared with 77% three years ago. In the same period, lower 
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Asset allocations 
 
The Fund is continuing to implement its revised investment strategy agreed in 2010, in actively 

bringing asset allocations up to the agreed benchmarks, in order to reduce the reliance on more 

volatile assets such as equities, in favour of less volatile asset classes such as infrastructure, 

senior secured loans, and emerging market debt funds.
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The Fund is continuing to implement its revised investment strategy agreed in 2010, in actively 

bringing asset allocations up to the agreed benchmarks, in order to reduce the reliance on more 

such as equities, in favour of less volatile asset classes such as infrastructure, 

senior secured loans, and emerging market debt funds. 
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The Fund is continuing to implement its revised investment strategy agreed in 2010, in actively 

bringing asset allocations up to the agreed benchmarks, in order to reduce the reliance on more 

such as equities, in favour of less volatile asset classes such as infrastructure, 
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Detailed asset class allocations, and a comparison with the previous year is shown below:
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Detailed asset class allocations, and a comparison with the previous year is shown below:
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Detailed asset class allocations, and a comparison with the previous year is shown below: 

 

 

Asset allocations as at 31 March 2013

Fixed income bonds and transition

Non Investment grade fixed income

Asset allocations as at 31 March 2012

Private Equity

Fixed income bonds and transition

Infrastructure

Non Investment grade fixed income
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While paid up investments in infrastructure funds represent 4% of the value of the Fund, the Fund 
also has unpaid commitments to infrastructure funds equivalent to 3.8% of the value of the Fund 
at 31 March 2013.  
 
Similarly, unpaid private equity commitments at 31 March 2013 are £137m, comprising 2.7% of 
The Fund in addition to the paid up investments representing 5.6% of the Fund. 
 
 
 
The largest individual direct investments of the Fund are disclosed in the following paragraphs: 
 
 
The Largest ten equity holdings of the Fund at 31 March 2013 were: 
 
 
 
 

Equity 
Market value 
31 March 2013 

£m 

Percentage of 
net assets of 
the Fund % 

 Nestle SA CHF0.10 (Regd)   54.5 1.09 
 British American Tobacco Ord GBP0.25 33.8 0.68 

 Reckitt Benck Grp Ord GBP0.10 29.0 0.58 

 Visa Inc Com CL A STK 27.7 0.55 

 Omnicom Group Inc Com 24.8 0.50 

 Diageo Ord Plc 24.4 0.49 

 Accenture Plc SHA CL  A New 23.4 0.47 

 CIE Financie Richemont CHF 22.2 0.45 

 Philip Morris Intl Com Stk NPV  22.0 0.44 

 Mastercard Inc CL A 21.9 0.44 

 Total 283.7 5.69% 
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The largest ten direct property holdings of the Fund at 31 March 2013 were: 
 
 
 

Property Sector 

Market value 
31 March 
2013 
£m 

 10 Brook St, London Offices 34.5 
 Sainsburys Store, Elgiva Lane, Chesham Shops 29.2 
 Princes Mead Shopping Centre, 

Farnborough 
Shopping Centre 23.8 

 St Edmundsbury Retail Park, Bury St 
Edmunds 

Retail Warehouse 18.7 

 Benson House, Leeds Offices 17.2 
 Somerfield Store, Wymondham Shops 15.3 

 1-3 Dufferin St, London Offices 14.6 

 Stukeley Road Retail Park, Huntingdon Retail Warehouse 14.5 
 Weir Road, Wimbledon Industrial / Warehouse 14.4 

 Tuscany Park, Wakefield Industrial / Warehouse 14.1 

 Total  196.3 

 
 
 
 
Policies in respect of Socially Responsible Investment and Voting 
 
Social, Environmental and Ethical Considerations 
 

The Fund is active on governance issues through its membership of the Local Authority Pension 

Fund Forum ("LAPFF"), which exists to promote the investment interests of local authority 

pension funds, and to maximise their influence as shareholders whilst promoting social 

responsibility and corporate governance at the companies in which they invest. 

 
The Fund also uses the services of Pensions Investment Research Consultants ("PIRC"), which 
is a leading independent research and advisory consultancy providing services to institutional 
investors on corporate governance and corporate social responsibility. 
 
 
Policy on Voting 
 
For many years, the Fund has followed the voting recommendations of PIRC with the Fund's 
managers being instructed to vote at shareholder meetings in accordance with PIRC's 
recommendations.  PIRC has been acting as the Fund's proxy since 2011 and casting the Fund's 
votes directly at shareholder meetings.   
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The Fund's investment managers receive advance notice of PIRC's voting intentions and may 
raise concerns with the Fund if they do not believe the recommended stance on a vote is in the 
best financial interests of the Fund. 
 
The Committee delegates its agreement of any significant departure from the guidelines 
proposed by the managers, to the Treasurer as Chair of the Investment Panel. In all voting 
decisions the long-term financial interests of the Fund are paramount. There were no occurrences 
of this during 2012/13. 
 
 
Policy on Risk 
 
The overriding objective of the Fund in respect of its investments is to strike a balance between 
minimising risk and maximising return. The structure of the investment management 
arrangements has been implemented in order to produce a balanced spread of risk for the 
portfolio. Within this the managers are regularly challenged by the Panel about the risk profile of 
the portfolios that they manage for the Fund. 
 
 
Compliance with Myners Principles 
 
The Fund is compliant with the Myners Principles, details of which can be found in the  Statement 
of Investment Principles 
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G. Accounts of the Fund 
 
Responsibilities for the Statement of Accounts 
 
The Responsibilities of the Administering Authority 
 
The Administering Authority is required: 
 

♦ To make arrangements for the proper administration of the financial affairs of the Lancashire 
County Pension Fund (Pension Fund), and to ensure that an officer has the responsibility for 
the administration of those affairs.  For Lancashire County Council, the respective officer is 
the County Treasurer, who is also the Treasurer to the Pension Fund; 

 

♦ To manage its affairs to secure economic, efficient and effective use of resources, and to 
safeguard its assets. 

 
The Responsibilities of the Treasurer to the Pension Fund 
 
The Treasurer to the Pension Fund is responsible for the preparation of the Pension Fund’s 
statement of accounts.  In accordance with the CIPFA Code of Practice on Local Authority 
Accounting in Great Britain (the Code), the statement is required to present fairly the financial 
position of the Pension Fund at the accounting date, and its income and expenditure for the year 
then ended. 
 
In preparing this statement of accounts, the Treasurer to the Pension Fund has: 
 

♦ Selected suitable accounting policies and then applied them consistently; 
 

♦ Made judgements and estimates that were reasonable and prudent; 
 

♦ Complied with the Code. 
 
In addition, the Treasurer to the Pension Fund has: 
 

♦ Kept proper accounting records which were up to date; 
 

♦ Taken responsible steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities. 
 

The Statement of Accounts relate to the financial year ended 31 March 2013 and include the 
Fund Account and the Statement of Net Assets which are prepared in accordance with standard 
accounting practice as outlined in the notes to the accounts of the Pension Fund. 
 
 
 
Gill Kilpatrick CPFA 
Treasurer to the Lancashire County Pension Fund 
28 June 2013 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF LANCASHIRE COUNTY 
COUNCIL 
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Fund Account 

 

 
 

 
 
Note 

2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Dealing with members, 
employers and others directly 
involved in the fund 

    

Contributions 6 202.7  209.3 

Transfers in 7 9.9  11.1 

  212.6  220.4 

 

Benefits 

 

8 

 

(210.2) 

  

(219.1) 

Payments to and on account of 
leavers 

Administrative expenses        

 

9 

 

10 

(12.6) 
 
 

(5.6) 

 (13.7) 
 
 

(3.8) 

  (228.4)  (236.6) 

Net withdrawals from dealings 
with members 

 (15.8)  (16.2) 

 
 
 

Return on investments     

Investment income 11 123.9  118.8 

Profit and loss on disposal of 
investments and change in market 
value of investments 

14 532.6  (7.9) 

Investment management expenses 21 (9.7)  (8.3) 

Net return on investments  646.8  102.6 

Net increase (decrease) in the net 
assets available for benefits 
during the year 

 631.0  86.4 
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Net Asset statement for the year ended 31 March 2013 

 
 

 
 
 

Note 
2013 
£m 

 
 

2012 
£m 

 
Investment assets 14 4,990.9  4,361.4 

Investment liabilities 14 (1.9)  (1.5) 

Current assets 22 31.7  23.3 

Current liabilities 24 (9.7)  (3.2) 

Net assets of the fund available to 
fund benefits at the period end 

 5,011.0  4,380.0 

 
 
The Pension Fund's financial statements do not take account of liabilities to pay pensions and 
other benefits after the period end. 
 
This statement of accounts is that upon which the auditor should enter his certificate and opinion.  
It presents fairly the position of the Lancashire County Pension Fund at 31 March 2013 and its 
income and expenditure for the year then ended. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gill Kilpatrick CPFA   Cllr Clare Pritchard 
  
Treasurer to the Lancashire 
County Pension Fund 

Chair of the Audit Committee 
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Notes to the Financial Statements 
 
1. Pension Fund Operations and Membership  

The Lancashire County Pension Fund is part of the Local Government Pension Scheme and 
is administered by Lancashire County Council. The county council is the reporting entity for 
this pension fund.   
 
The published accounts show that in 2012/13 cash inflows during the year consisted of 
£336.5 million and cash outflows were £238.2 million, representing a net cash inflow of 
£98.3 million (compared with an inflow of £94.3 million in the previous year).  Benefits 
payable amounted to £210.2 million and were partially offset by net investment income of 
£123.9 million (including £21.6 million accrued dividends); contributions of £202.7 million 
and transfers in of £9.9 million produced the positive cash inflow. 
 
The increase in net gain resulted from the fund executing a switch from a domestic equities 
strategy to a global strategy in October 2012.  Since that date, the US Dollar has 
appreciated significantly against the Pound. This, along with long term interest rates which 
fell slightly whilst credit spreads tightened significantly, lead to an increase in the capital 
values of fixed-rate securities as the discount rates used to value them fell, contributing to 
an additional increase in market value 
 
a) General 
 
The fund is governed by the Superannuation Act 1972.  The fund is administered in 
accordance with the following secondary legislation: 
 

- the LGPS (Benefits, Membership and Contributions) Regulations 2007 (as amended) 
- the LGPS (Administration) Regulations 2008 (as amended) 
- the LGPS (Management and Investment of Funds) Regulations 2009 

 
It is a contributory defined benefit pension scheme administered by Lancashire County 
Council to provide pensions and other benefits for pensionable employees of Lancashire 
County Council, the district councils in Lancashire County and a range of other scheduled 
and admitted bodies within the county area.  Teachers, police officers and firefighters are 
not included as they come within other national pension schemes. 
 
The investments of the Pension Fund are managed by nine external investment managers.  
The asset allocation and policy in respect of the investments of the Fund is determined by 
the Pension Fund Committee, which meets four times a year with the Investment Panel in 
attendance.  The Investment Panel meet at least quarterly, or otherwise as necessary.  The 
panel are responsible for making recommendations to the Pension Fund Committee in 
relation to the investment strategy of the fund as well as monitoring the activities and 
performance of the investment managers.  Full details of the Panel and Committees 
responsibilities are published in the Funds Statement of Investment Principles and are 
available from the Funds website at http://www.yourpensionservice.org.uk 
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b) Membership 
 
Membership of the LGPS is voluntary and employees are free to choose whether to join the 
scheme, remain in the scheme or make their own personal arrangements outside the 
scheme. 
 
Organisations participating in the Lancashire County Pension Fund include: 

 
- Scheduled bodies, which are local authorities and similar bodies whose staff are 

automatically entitled to be members of the fund. 
- Admitted bodies, which are other organisations that participate in the fund under an 

admission agreement between the fund and the relevant organisation.  Admitted 
bodies include voluntary, charitable and similar bodies or private contractors 
undertaking a local authority function following outsourcing to the private sector. 

 
 

Participation in the Pension Fund 
 

 Number at  
31 March 2013 

Number at  
31 March 2012 

(1) Active Scheme Members 
 
Scheduled Bodies 

 
 

49,391 
3,572 

 
 

46,422 
3,716 Admitted Bodies 

Total 52,963 50,138 

(2) Pensioners 
 
Pensions in Payment 

 
 
 

40,885 
49,837 

 
 
 

39,933 
47,526 Preserved Pensions 

Total 90,722 87,459 

 
 
c) Funding 

 
Benefits are funded by contributions and investment earnings.  Contributions are made by 
active members of the fund in accordance with the LGPS (Benefits, Membership and 
Contributions) Regulations 2007 and range from 5.5% to 7.5% of pensionable pay for the 
financial year ending 31 March 2013.  Employee contributions are matched by employers' 
contributions which are set based on triennial actuarial funding valuations.  The last such 
valuation was at 31 March 2010.  Currently employer contributions range from 8.6% to 
70.3% of pensionable pay. 
 
 

d) Benefits 
 
Pension benefits under the LGPS are based on final pensionable pay and length of 
pensionable service in the following summary: 
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 Service Pre 1 April 2008 Service post 31 March 2008 

Pension Each year worked is worth 1/80 x 
final pensionable salary 

Each year worked is worth 1/60 x 
final pensionable salary 

Lump sum Automatic lump sum of 3 x salary. 
In addition, part of the annual 
pension can be exchanged for a 
one-off tax free cash payment.  A 
lump sum of £12 is paid for each 
£1 of pension given up 

No automatic lump sum. 
Part of the annual pension can be 
exchanged for a one-off tax free 
cash payment.  A lump sum of £12 
is paid for each £1 of pension given 
up 

 
 

There are a range of other benefits provided under the scheme including early retirement, 
disability pensions and death benefits.   
 
Benefits are index-linked in order to keep pace with inflation.  In June 2010, the 
government announced that the method of indexation would change from the retail price 
index to the consumer price index.  This change took effect from 1 April 2011. 
 
LGPS 2014 
 
A Statutory Consultation started on 21 December 2012 on new benefit regulations for the 
Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) from 1 April 2014. A number of further 
consultations have followed with the intention of having a new LGPS in place by 1 April 
2014. This new Scheme will reflect the provisions of the Public Service Pensions Bill which 
having worked its way through Parliament reached Royal Assent on 25 April 2013.  
The main provisions of the new LGPS 2014 are: 
  
• The Scheme will be a Career Average Re-valued Earnings (CARE) Scheme with an 
accrual rate of 1/49th.  
• The Scheme will be re-valued in line with Consumer Price Index (CPI).  
• Pay will include non-contractual overtime and for part time staff pay will include additional 
hours.  
• Flexibility in contributions will mean an optional arrangement allowing 50% of main 
benefits to be accrued by paying a 50% contribution rate.  
• Normal Pension age will be the same as the individual member’s State Pension Age 
(minimum 65).  
 
The next step of the ongoing statutory consultation process is to ensure that the 
regulations covering the protections for current scheme members (known as the 
transitional regulations) are in place. These regulations describe how the move from 
current to new rules take place and set the foundations for protections. In particular 
protections will include a final salary link and protected retirement age for benefits built up 
to March 2014.  
Over the forthcoming year the Fund will be putting together a comprehensive 
communications plan in order to keep scheme members informed of these changes.  
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2. Basis of Preparation  
 

The Statement of Accounts summarises the fund's transactions for the 2012/13 financial 
year and its position at year-end as at 31 March 2013.  The accounts have been prepared in 
accordance with the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in United Kingdom 
2012/13 which is based on International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as amended 
for the UK public sector. 
 
The accounts summarise the transactions of the fund and report the net assets available to 
pay pension benefits. They do not take account of obligations to pay pensions and benefits 
which fall due after the end of the financial year. The actuarial present value of promised 
retirement benefits, value on an International Accounting Standard (IAS) 19 basis, is 
disclosed in note 31 of these accounts. 

 
 

3. Accounting Policies 
 
Fund Account revenue recognition 

 
- Contribution income 

 
Normal contributions both from members and from the employer are accounted for on an 
accruals basis at the percentage rate recommended by the fund actuary in the payroll 
period to which they relate. 
 
Employers' augmentation contributions and pension strain contributions are accounted 
for in the period in which the liability arises.  Any amount due in the year but unpaid will 
be classed as a current financial asset.  Amounts not due until future years are classed 
as long term financial assets.  
 

- Transfers 
 

Transfer values represent amounts received and paid during the period for individual 
members who have either joined or left the fund during the financial year and are 
calculated in accordance with Local Governance Pension Scheme Regulations. 
 
Individual transfers in/out are accounted for when received/paid, which is normally when 
the member liability is accepted or discharged. 
 
Transfers in from members wishing to use the proceeds of their additional voluntary 
contributions to purchase scheme benefits are accounted for on a receipts basis and are 
included in transfers in. Bulk (group) transfers are accounted for on an accruals basis in 
accordance with the terms of the transfer agreement. 
 

- Investment Income 
 

i. Interest income 
 
Interest income is recognised in the fund account as it accrues, using the effective 
interest rate of the financial instrument as at the date of acquisition or origination.  Income  
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includes the amortisation of any discount or premium, transaction costs or other 
differences between the initial carrying amount of the instrument and its amount at 
maturity calculated on an effective interest rate basis. 
 

ii. Dividend income 
 
Dividend income is recognised on the date the shares are quoted ex-dividend.  Any 
amount not received by the end of the reporting period is disclosed in the net asset 
statement as a current financial asset. 
 

iii. Distribution from pooled funds 
 
Distributions from pooled funds are recognised at the date of issue.  Any amount not 
received by the end of the reporting period is disclosed in the net asset statement as a 
current financial asset. 
 

iv. Rental income 
 
Rental income from operating leases on properties owned by the fund is recognised on a 
straight line basis over the term of the lease.  Any lease incentives granted are 
recognised as an integral part of the total rental income, over the term of the lease.  
Contingent rents are only recognised when contractually due. 
 

v. Movement in the net market value of investments 
 
Changes in the net market value of investments (including investment properties) are 
recognised as income and comprise all realised and unrealised profits/losses during the 
year. 
 
 

Fund Account –expense items 
 

- Benefits payable 
 

Pensions and lump sum benefits payable included all amounts known to be due as at the 
end of the financial year.  Any amounts due but unpaid are disclosed on the net asset 
statement as current liabilities. 
 

- Taxation 
 

The fund is a registered public service scheme under section 1(1) of Schedule 36 of the 
Finance Act 2004 and as such is exempt from UK income tax on interest received and 
from capital gains tax on the proceeds of investments sold.  Income from overseas 
investments suffers withholding tax in the country of origin, unless exemption is 
permitted.  Irrecoverable tax is accounted for as a fund expense as it arises. 
 

- Administrative expenses 
 

All administrative expenses are accounted for on an accruals basis. All other costs of 
administration are borne by the employer.  The administration and processing expenses  
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are a proportion of relevant officers' salaries in respect of the time allocated to pension 
administration and investment issues. 
 

- Investment Manager expenses 
 

Investment management expenses are accounted for on an accruals basis.  They include 
the fees paid and due to the fund managers, custodian, actuarial fees and performance 
measurement and investment consultant fees.  
 
Fees of the external investment managers and custodian are agreed in the respective 
mandates governing their appointments.  Broadly, these are based on the market value 
of investments under their management and therefore increase or reduce as the value of 
these investments change. 
 
In addition the fund has negotiated with the following managers that an element of their 
fee be performance related: 
 

� MFS 
� Morgan Stanley 

 

As yet no performance related fees have been paid to these managers due to them 
having only been appointed in October 2012. 
 
Where an investment manager's fee note has not been received by the net asset 
statement date, an estimate based on market value of their mandate as at year end is 
used for the inclusion in the fund account.  In 2012/13 £2.2m of fees is based on such 
estimates (2011/12 £1.3m). 
 
The costs of the council's in-house fund management team are charged direct to the fund 
and a proportion of the council's costs representing management time spent by officers 
on investment management are also charged to the fund. 

 
 
Net asset statement 

 
- Financial Instruments  

 
Financial assets are included in the net asset statement on a fair value basis as at the 
reporting date.  A financial asset is recognised in the net asset statement on the date the 
fund becomes party to the contractual acquisition of the asset.  From this date any gains 
or losses arising from changes in the fair value of the asset are recognised by the fund. 
 
On initial recognition the Fund is required to classify financial assets and liabilities into 
held to maturity investments, available for sale financial assets, held for trading, 
designated at fair value through profit and loss or loans and receivables. 
 
The assets and liabilities held by Lancashire County Pension Fund are classified as 
designated at fair value through profit and loss, loans and receivables and liabilities at 
amortised cost. 
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Financial instruments at fair value through profit or loss 
 
Financial assets may be designated as at fair value through profit or loss only if such 
designation (a) eliminates or significantly reduces a measurement or recognition 
inconsistency; or (b) applies to a group of financial assets, financial liabilities or both that 
the fund manages and evaluates on a fair value basis; or (c) relates to an instrument that 
contains an embedded derivative which is not evidently closely related to the host 
contract.   
 
Loans and receivables 
 
Loans and receivables are non derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable 
payments that are not quoted in an active market. 
 
The fund's loans and receivables comprise of trade and other receivables and cash 
deposits. 
 
Financial liabilities at amortised cost 
 
Financial liabilities at amortised cost are the default category for financial instruments that 
do not meet the definition of financial liabilities at fair value through profit and loss. 
 

- Valuation of Investments 
 

Investments are shown at their fair value as at 31 March 2013.  The fair value is the 
current bid price for quoted securities and unitised securities. 
 
Transaction costs are included in carrying value of investments.  Transaction costs 
include costs charged directly to the Pension Fund, such as fees, commissions paid to 
agents, brokers and dealers, levies by regulatory agencies and securities exchanges and 
transfer taxes and duties.   
 
Investments in Private Equity are valued at fair value in accordance with the guidelines 
issued by the British Venture Capital Association, or equivalent. 
 
The methodologies adopted in valuing financial instruments are explained in greater 
detail in note 18. 
 

- Currency Translation 
 

Assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency are stated in the accounts by the 
application of the appropriate closing rate of exchange ruling at 31 March 2013.  Any 
gains or losses are treated as part of a change in market value of investments. 
 

- Acquisition costs of Investments 
 

  The Acquisition costs of investments are included within the purchase price. 
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-  Property 

 
The fund's freehold and leasehold properties were valued on 31 March 2013 by 
Cushman & Wakefield, acting as External Valuer.  The valuations were in accordance 
with the requirements of the RICS Valuation standards and the International Valuation 
Standards.  The valuation of each property was on the basis of Market Value, assuming 
that the property would be sold subject to any existing leases.  The valuer's opinion of 
Market Value and Existing Use Value was primarily derived using comparable recent 
market transactions on arm's length terms. 
 

- Derivatives 
 

The fund uses derivative financial instruments to manage its exposure to specific risks 
arising from its investment activities.  The fund does not hold derivatives for speculative 
purposes. 
 
Derivative contract assets are fair valued at bid prices and liabilities are fair valued at 
offer prices.  Changes in fair value of derivative contracts are included in change in 
market value. 
 
Future contracts are exchange traded and fair value is determined using exchange prices 
at their reporting date. Amounts due or owed to the broker are amounts outstanding in 
respect of initial margin and variation margin. 
 
Forward foreign exchange contracts, are over the counter contracts and are valued by 
determining the gain or loss that arise from closing out the contract at the reporting date, 
by entering into an equal and opposite contract at that date. 

- Cash and cash equivalents 
 

Cash comprises of cash in hand and demand deposits. 
 
Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to 
known amounts of cash and that are subject to minimal risk of changes in value. 
 

- Financial liabilities 
 

The fund recognises financial liabilities at fair value at the reporting date. A financial 
liability is recognised in the net asset statement on the date the fund becomes party to a  
liability.  From this date any gains or losses arising from changes in the fair value of the 
liability are recognised by the fund. 
 

- Actuarial present value of promised retirement benefits 
 

The actuarial present value of promised retirement benefits is assessed on a triennial 
basis by the scheme actuary in accordance with the requirements of IAS19 and relevant 
actuarial standards. 
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As permitted under IAS 26 the fund has opted to disclose the actuarial present value of 
promised retirement benefits by way of a note to the net asset statement (Note 31). 
 

- Additional voluntary contributions 
 

The AVC providers to the Pension Fund are Equitable Life and Prudential.  The AVC’s 
are invested separately from the Pension Fund’s main assets and used to acquire 
additional money purchase benefits.  These are not included in the Pension Fund 
accounts in accordance with section 4(2)(b) of the Local Government Pension Scheme 
(Management and Investment of Funds) Regulations 2009 (SI 2009/3093). Members 
participating in these AVC arrangements each receive an annual statement confirming 
the amounts held in their account and the movements during the year.   A summary of 
the information provided by Equitable Life and Prudential is shown in note 20. 
 

- Securities Lending 
 
Investments lent under securities lending arrangements continue to be recognised in the 
net asset statement to reflect the scheme's continuing economic interest in the securities 
and are measured in accordance with the accounting policy for assets 'At fair value 
through income statement' or 'Available for sale' as appropriate. 
Collateral is marked to market, and adjusted daily. As the Fund has an obligation to 
return the collateral to the borrowers, collateral is excluded from the Fund valuation. 

 

- Contingent liabilities and contingent assets    

A contingent liability is a possible obligation that arises from past events whose existence 
will be confirmed by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future 
events beyond the control of the Fund or a present obligation that is not recognised 
because it is not probable that an outflow of resources will be required to settle the 
obligation. A contingent liability also arises in extremely rare cases where there is a 
liability that cannot be recognised because it cannot be measured reliably. The Fund 
does not recognise a contingent liability but discloses its existence in the financial 
statements. 

A contingent asset is a possible asset that arises from past events whose existence will 
be confirmed by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events 
beyond the control of the Fund. The Fund does not recognise contingent assets but 
discloses its existence where inflows of economic benefits are probable, but not virtually 
certain. 

 
4. Critical Judgements in applying accounting policies 

 
The fund has recognised a deposit with Landsbanki as an asset on the balance sheet as at 
31st March 2013.  Judgement is required in determining the recoverability of this asset at 
each balance sheet date.  The Fund has assessed recoverability with reference to 
Landsbanki's financial position as at 31st December 2012 as published by the bank's 
Winding Up Board and considers that it is likely that 100% of the deposit, subject to 
exchange rate fluctuations, will be recovered.  This is in line with advice issued by CIPFA 
and LAPFF. 
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5. Assumptions made about the future and other major sources of estimated 
uncertainty 
 

The Statement of Accounts contains estimated figures that are based on assumptions made 
by the Pension Fund about the future or that are otherwise uncertain.  Estimates are made 
taking into account historical experience, current trends and other relevant factors.  
However, because balances cannot be determined with certainty, actual results could be 
materially different from the assumptions and estimates. 
 
The items in the Pension Fund's net asset statement at 31 March 2013 for which there is a 
significant risk of material adjustment in the forthcoming year are as follows: 
 

 
Item Uncertainties Impact if actual results differ from 

assumptions 
Private Equity 
and 
Infrastructure 

Private Equity and Infrastructure 
investments are valued at fair value in 
accordance with British Private Equity 
and Venture Capital Association 
guidelines / International Private Equity 
and Venture Capital Valuation 
guidelines or equivalent.  These 
investments are not publicly listed and 
as such there is a degree of estimation 
involved in the valuation. 

The  private equity and infrastructure 
investments in the financial statements 
are £383.5m.  There is a risk that this 
investment may be under or overstated 
in the accounts. 

Pensions 
Liability 

Estimation of the net liability to pay 
pensions depends on a number of 
complex judgements relating to the 
discount rate used, the rate at which 
salaries are projected to increase, 
changes in retirement ages, mortality 
rates and expected returns on 
pension fund assets. A firm of 
consulting actuaries (Mercers) is 
engaged to provide the authority with 
expert advice about the assumptions 
to be applied. 

 

The effects on the net pension liability 
of changes in individual assumptions 
can be measured. For instance, a 0.5% 
increase in the discount rate 
assumption would reduce the value of 
the liabilities by approximately £624 
million.  A 0.25% increase in assumed 
earnings inflation would increase the 
value of the liabilities by approximately 
£86m and a 1 year increase in 
assumed life expectancy would 
increase the liabilities by approximately 
£146m. 

 

6. Contributions receivable 
 2012/13 

£m 
 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Employers' contributions    
County Council 63.4  68.5 
Scheduled Bodies 74.7  75.7 
Admitted 12.9  12.9 

 151.0  157.1 
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Employees' contributions 
County Council 20.6  20.5 
Scheduled Bodies 26.3  26.8 
Admitted 4.8  4.9 

 51.7  52.2 

Total contributions 202.7  209.3 

    
 

Within the employee contributions figure for 2012/13, £0.2m is voluntary and additional 
regular contributions.  All employer contributions are normal contributions.   

 
 
7. Transfers in 

 2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Individual transfers in from other schemes 9.9  11.1 

 9.9  11.1 

 
 
8. Benefits 

 2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Pensions 176.5  163.6 
Lump sum retirement benefits 28.3  51.0 
Lump Sum death benefits 5.4  4.5 

 210.2  219.1 

 

9. Payments to and on account of leavers 
 2012/13 

£m 
 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Refunds to members leaving service 0  0.1 
Contributions equivalent premium 0  (0.1) 
Individual transfers to other schemes 12.6  13.7 

 12.6  13.7 

 
 
10. Administrative expenses 

 2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Administration and processing 3.8  3.4 
Audit fee 0.1  0.1 
Legal and other professional fees 1.7  0.3 

 5.6  3.8 
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11. Investment income 

 2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Fixed interest securities 21.5  27.7 
Equity dividends 59.5  46.5 
Index linked securities 1.2  2.8 
Pooled investment vehicles 6.3  5.5 
Rents from properties 28.1  26.0 
Interest on cash deposits 2.8  0.7 
Other 4.5  9.6 

 123.9  118.8 

    
 

 

12. Net rents from Properties 
 2012/13 

£m 
 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Rental Income 28.1  26.0 
Direct operating expenses (3.1)  (1.2) 

Net income 25.0  24.8 

    
 

 
 
13. Stock Lending 

Northern Trust the Fund's custodian, are authorised to release stock to a third party under 
stock lending arrangements up to the statutory limits for this activity.  Stock lending income 
generated in 2012/13 was £643,034 (2011/12 £467,745) 

Securities on loan at the 31st March 2013 were £107.9m and are included in the net asset 
statement to reflect the scheme's continuing economic interest in the securities.  This 
consisted of £91.9m of equities and £16m of bonds. 

Collateral is marked to market, and adjusted daily. Additional collateral of between 2% and 
5% is requested as an additional measure of industry standard practice to mitigate risk. As 
the Fund has an obligation to return the collateral to the borrowers, collateral is excluded 
from the Fund valuation. The collateral is non cash and totalled £116.6m of government 
bonds. 
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14. Reconciliation of movements in investments and derivatives 

 Market Value 
at 1 April 

2012 

Purchases at 
cost and 

derivative 
payments 

Sales 
proceeds and 

derivative 
receipts 

Change in 
market 
 value 

Market value 
at 31 March  

2013 

  £m  £m £m £m £m 
 

Fixed  interest 
securities 

 623.4  501.1 (471.9)  191.0  843.6 

Equities  1,613.7  1,409.8 (1,581.2)  307.0 1,749.3 
Index linked securities  124.6  16.1 (29.1)   53.3  164.9 
Pooled investments  1,466.3  696.6 (558.9)  (2.8) 1,601.2 
Property  383.9  72.1 (5.3)  (15.8)  434.9 

  4,211.9 
 

 2,695.7 (2,646.4)  532.7 4,793.9 

Derivative contracts: 
Futures 

 
 

 
0.2 

 
     0.4 (0.5) 

 
(0.1) 

 
0.0

Forward currency 
contracts 

 1.6        3.0

          
Cash deposits  126.8        170.5
Investment accruals  19.4        21.6

  4,359.9       4,989.0

         

 

 Market Value 
at 1 April 

 2011 

Purchases at cost 
and derivative 

payments 

Sales proceeds 
and derivative 

receipts 

Change in 
market 

value 

Market value 
at 31 March 

2012 

  £m   £m  £m £m  £m

           
Fixed  interest 
securities 

 559.1   696.0  (657.8) 26.1  623.4

Equities  1,735.1    401.0  (441.9) (80.5)  1,613.7
Index linked securities  141.0   120.9  (159.1) 21.8  124.6
Pooled investments  1,395.5   399.2  (359.6) 31.2  1,466.3
Property  397.5     24.2  (34.1) (3.7)  383.9

  4,228.2   1,641.3  (1,652.5) (5.1)  
 

4,211.9 
 

Derivative contracts: 
Futures 

 
 

 
0.9 

 
 

 
 

 
41.4 

 
 

 
(39.3) 

 
(2.8) 

 
 

 
0.2 

Forward currency 
contracts 

 0.9        1.6 

           
Cash deposits  36.6        126.8 
Investment accruals  14.6        19.4 

  4,281.2        4,359.9 

           

 

Transaction costs are included in the cost of purchases and in sale proceeds.  Transaction 
costs include costs charged directly to the Pension Fund, such as fees, commissions paid to 
agents, brokers and dealers, levies by regulatory agencies and securities exchanges and 
transfer taxes and duties.  Transaction costs incurred during the year 2012/13 amounted to 
£2.2m (2011/12: £2.0m). 
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The investment assets at 31 March 2013 are managed by nine external investment 
managers, with the remaining cash deposits managed in-house.  Details of the split of the 
investment assets by investment manager is below: 

 

 

Summary of Manager's Portfolio Values as at 31st March 2013       

              

    2012/13   2011/12 

    £m %   £m % 

Externally Managed             

BNYM Transition (Credit and fixed income 
transition)          929.4  19%                -    0% 
Baillie Gifford (Global equities)          703.1  14%                -    0% 

Legal & General (Index tracking - multi asset)          582.1  12%      1,057.4  24% 

Knight Frank (Property)          434.9  9%          383.9  9% 

Robeco (Global equities)          354.5  7%                -    0% 

NGAM (Global equities)          245.7  5%                -    0% 

MFS (Global equities)          245.0  5%                -    0% 

Morgan Stanley (Global equities)          234.1  5%                -    0% 

Capital Dynamics (Private equity)          229.1  4%          222.4  5% 

Capital Dynamics (Infrastructure)            77.5  1%            50.4  1% 

Newton (Global equities)                -    0%          615.6  14% 

JP Morgan (UK equities)                -    0%          501.4  12% 

BNYM Transition (Global equities)                -    0%          617.1  14% 

UBS (Bonds)                -    0%          672.7  15% 

Externally Managed Portfolios      4,035.4  81%      4,120.9  95% 

              

Internally Managed             

Credit Funds          424.0  9%            49.3  1% 

Cash and bonds          226.1  5%          166.8  4% 

Emerging markets ETF          219.1  4%                -    0% 

Infrastructure Funds            76.9  1%            22.9  1% 

Indirect Property Funds              7.5  0%                -    0% 

Internally Managed Portfolios          953.6  19%          239.0  5% 

              

Total Portfolio Values      4,989.0  100%      4,359.9  100% 
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2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Fixed Interest Securities    
UK public sector quoted 294.9  234.3 
UK corporate bonds quoted 225.0  289.0 
Overseas corporate bonds quoted 323.7  100.1 

 843.6  623.4 

 
 

   

 
 
 
 

 
2012/13 

£m 

 
 

 
2011/12 

£m 
 

Equities    
UK quoted 218.3  772.8 
Overseas quoted 1,531.0  840.9 

 1,749.3  1,613.7 

 

 

 
 

2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Index Linked Securities    
UK quoted 164.9  124.6 

 164.9  124.6 

 

 

 
 
 

2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Pooled Investment Vehicles    
UK Managed Funds: 
Equities 

 
166.0 

  
537.0 

Private Equity 120.6  31.9 
Infrastructure 98.2  67.6 
Fixed Income -  192.2 
O/S Managed Funds:    
Equities 632.2  400.3 
Private Equity 108.5  182.3 
Infrastructure 56.2  5.7 
Property 7.5  - 
Credit funds 412.0  49.3 

 1,601.2  1,466.3 
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2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Properties    
UK – Freehold 346.4  292.9 
UK – Long Leasehold 88.5  91.0 

 434.9  383.9 

 
 
 

 
 

2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Balance at start of the year 383.9  397.5 
Additions 72.1  24.2 
Disposals (5.3)  (34.1) 
Net gain/loss on fair value (15.8)  (3.7) 

Balance at the end of the year 434.9  383.9 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Derivatives Contracts    
Futures Contracts -  0.2 

 -  0.2 

 

 
Derivative contracts (forward currency positions) 
 
Settlement date Bought 

£m EQV 
Sold 

£m EQV 
 
 

 
£m 

 
Investment assets     
6 months and under 51.8 46.9  4.9 

Investment 
liabilities 

    

6 months and under 65.5 67.4  (1.9) 
Over 6 months 4.0 4.0  0.0 

 
Forward Foreign currency contracts are used to hedge against foreign currency 
movements. 
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2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Cash Deposits    
Sterling 116.6  110.9 
Foreign currency 53.9  15.9 

 170.5  126.8 

 
 
 

15. Financial Instruments classification 

 
Accounting policy describes how different asset classes of financial instruments are 
measured, and how income and expenses, including fair value gains and losses are 
recognised.  The following table analyses the carrying amounts of financial assets and 
liabilities by category and net asset statement heading.  
 
 
 

2013 Designated 
at fair value 

through 
profit or loss 

Loans and 
receivables 

Financial 
liabilities 

at 
amortised 

cost 
 £m £m £m 
Financial assets       
Fixed interest securities  843.6  -  - 
Equities  1,749.3 -  - 
Index linked securities  164.9  -  - 
Pooled investment vehicles  1,601.2  -  - 
Derivative contracts  4.9  -  - 
Cash deposits  -  170.5  - 
Investment accruals  21.6  -  - 
Debtors  -  31.7  - 
Total Financial Assets 
 
 

 4,385.5  202.2  - 

Financial liabilities       
Derivative contracts  1.9  -  - 
Creditors  -  -  9.7 
Total Financial Liabilities 1.9  -  9.7 
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2012 Designated at 
fair value 

through profit 
or loss 

Loans and 
receivables 

Financial 
liabilities at 
amortised 

cost 
 £m £m £m 
Financial assets      
Fixed interest securities  623.4  -  -

Equities  1,613.7  -  -
Index linked securities  124.6  -  -
Pooled investment vehicles  1,466.3  -  -
Derivative contracts  3.4  -  -
Cash deposits  -  126.8  -
Investment accruals  19.4  -  -
Debtors  -  23.3  -
Total Financial Assets 
 

 3,850.8  150.1  -

      
Financial liabilities      
Derivative contracts  1.6  -  -
Creditors  -  -  3.2
Total Financial Liabilities  1.6  -  3.2
      

 

 

16. Net gains and losses on financial instruments 
 
 2013 2012 
 £m £m 
Financial assets   
Fair value through profit and loss 532.6 7.9 
Loans and Receivables - - 
Financial Liabilities   
Fair value through profit and loss - - 
Loans and Receivables   
Financial liabilities at amortised cost - - 
Total 532.6 7.9 
 
 
The increase in net gain resulted by the fund executing a switch from a domestic equities 
strategy to a global strategy in October 2012.  Since that date, the US Dollar has 
appreciated significantly against the Pound. This, along with long term interest rates which 
fell slightly whilst credit spreads tightened significantly, lead to an increase in the capital 
values of fixed-rate securities as the discount rates used to value them fell, contributing to 
an additional increase in market value. 
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17. Financial Instruments – Fair Value of Financial Instruments and Liabilities 

The following table summarises the carrying values of the financial assets and liabilities 
presented in the Fund's net asset statement.  The fair values presented in the table are at 
a specific date and may be significantly different from the amounts which were actually 
paid or received on the maturity or settlement date. 

 Carrying 
Value 
2013 

Carrying 
Value 
2012 

Fair Value 
2013 

Fair Value 
2012 

 £m £m £m £m 
Financial assets     

Trading and other financial 
assets at fair value through 
profit and loss 

3,784.4 3,347.5 4,385.5 3,850.8 

Loans and Receivables 202.2 150.1 202.2 150.1 

Total Financial Assets 3,986.6 3,497.6 4,587.7 4,000.9 

     

Financial Liabilities     

Trading and other financial 
liabilities at fair value through 
profit and loss 

1.9 1.6 1.9 1.6 

Financial liabilities at 
amortised cost 

9.7 3.2 9.7 3.2 

Total Financial Liabilities 11.6 4.8 11.6 4.8 

     

18. Financial Instruments – Valuation  
 
Valuation of financial instruments carried at fair value 
 
The valuation of financial instruments has been classified into three levels according to 
quality and reliability of information used to determine fair values. 
 
Level 1 
 

Level 1 fair value measurements are those derived from unadjusted quoted prices in active 
markets for identical assets or liabilities.  Products classified as level 1 comprise quoted 
equities, quoted fixed securities, quoted index linked securities and unit trusts. 
 
Listed investments are shown at bid prices.  The bid value of the investment is based on 
the bid market quotation of the relevant stock exchange. 
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Level 2 
 

Level 2 investments are those where quoted market prices are not available, for example 
where an instrument is traded in a market that is not considered to be active or valuation  
techniques are used to determine fair value and where these techniques use inputs that 
are based significantly on observable market data.   
*This investment class comprises of credit funds which in 11/12 were classified as level 1.    
The technique for valuing these assets is independently verified. 
 
Level 3 
 

Level 3 portfolios are those where at least one input which could have a significant effect 
on the instrument's valuation is not based on observable market data.  Such instruments 
would include private equity, infrastructure, local authority bonds and indirect overseas 
property investments, which are valued using various valuation techniques that require 
significant management judgement in determining appropriate assumptions, including 
earnings, public market comparables and estimated future cash flows. 
 

The values of the investment in private equity and infrastructure are based on valuations 
provided to the private equity and infrastructure funds in which Lancashire County Pension 
Fund has invested.  These valuations are prepared in accordance with the International 
Private Equity and Venture Capital Valuation Guidelines or equivalent, which follow the 
valuation principles of IFRS and US GAAP.  Valuations are performed annually mainly, 
and at the end of December.  Cash flow adjustments are used to roll forward the 
valuations to 31 March as appropriate. 
 
The overseas indirect property fund is valued monthly by external valuers, CB Richard Ellis 
(CBRE). CBRE are one of the largest firms of valuers in Europe, and are required to 
ensure that the assets in the Fund are valued each month at the current open market 
value, as defined by the RICS Appraisal and Valuation Standards. The valuation 
methodology is also subject to independent review by E&Y. 
 
The local authority bond value is based on a valuation technique that requires 
management judgement including earning multiples, public market comparables and 
estimated future cash flows. 
 
The table below provides an analysis of the financial assets and liabilities of the Pension 
Fund grouped into level 1 to 3 based on the level of which the fair value is observable. 
 
 

2013 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total 
 £m £m £m £m 
Financial assets     

Financial assets at fair value 
through profit and loss 

3,553.0 424.0 408.5 4,385.5 

Loans and Receivables 202.2 - - 202.2 

Total Financial assets 3,755.2 424.0 408.5 4,587.7 
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Financial Liabilities     

Financial liabilities at fair 
value through profit and loss 

1.9 - - 1.9 

Financial liabilities at 
amortised cost 

9.7 - - 9.7 

Total Financial Liabilities 11.6 - - 11.6 

     

 
2012 

 
£m 

 
£m 

 
£m 

 
£m 

Financial assets     

Financial assets at fair value 
through profit and loss 

3,497.4 *49.3 304.1 3,850.8 

Loans and Receivables 150.1 - - 150.1 

Total Financial assets 3,647 .5 49.3 304.1 4,000.9 

Financial Liabilities     

Financial liabilities at fair 
value through profit and loss 

1.6 - - 1.6 

Financial liabilities at 
amortised cost 

3.2 - - 3.2 

Total Financial Liabilities 4.8 0 0 4.8 

 

 

 

    

19. Nature and extent of risks arising from Financial Instruments 

 
Risk and risk management  

 
The Fund's primary long-term risk is that the Fund's assets will fall short of its liabilities (i.e. 
promised benefits payable to members).  The aim of investment risk management is to 
balance the minimisation of the risk of an overall reduction in the value of the Fund with 
maximising the opportunity for gains across the whole Fund portfolio.  The Fund achieves 
this through asset diversification to reduce exposure to market risk (price risk, currency risk 
and interest rate risk) and keep credit risk to an acceptable level.  In addition, the Fund 
manages its liquidity risk to ensure there is sufficient liquidity to meet the Fund's forecast 
cash flow.   
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Responsibility for the Fund's risk management strategy rests with the Pension Fund 
Committee.  Risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the risks 
faced by the Fund's operations.  Policies are reviewed regularly to reflect change in activity 
and in market conditions.  
 
a) Market risk  

 
Market risk is risk of loss from fluctuations in equity and commodity prices, interest and 
foreign exchange rates and credit spreads.  The Fund is exposed to market risk from its 
investment activities, particularly through its equity holdings.   
 
The objective of the Fund's risk management strategy is to identify, manage and keep 
market risk exposure within acceptable parameters, whilst optimising the return on risk. 
 
In general, excessive volatility in market risk is managed through the diversification of the 
portfolio in terms of geographical and industry sectors and individual securities.  To 
mitigate market risk, the Fund and its investment advisors undertake appropriate 
monitoring of market conditions and benchmarking analysis.  
 
 
Other price risk   
 
Other price risk represents the risk that the value of a financial instrument will fluctuate as 
a result of changes in market prices (other than those arising from interest rate risk or 
foreign exchange risk), whether those changes are caused by factors specific to the 
individual instrument or its issuer or factors affecting all such instruments in the market.   

The Fund is exposed to share and derivatives price risk.  This arises from investments 
held by the Fund for which the future price is uncertain.  All securities investments present 
a risk of loss of capital.  Except for shares sold short, the maximum risk resulting from 
financial  
instruments is determined by the fair value of the financial instruments.  Possible losses 
from shares sold short is unlimited.  
 
The Fund's investment managers mitigate this price risk through diversification.  The 
selection of securities and other financial instruments is monitored by the Fund to ensure it 
is within limits specified in the fund investment strategy.  
 
 
Other price risk – sensitivity analysis 
 
Following analysis of historical data and expected investment return movement during the 
financial year, in consultation with the Fund's investment advisors, the Fund has 
determined that the following movements in market price risks are reasonably possible for 
the 2012/13 reporting period.  
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Asset Type  Potential market movements (+/-) 

UK Bonds 4.6% 

Overseas bonds  8.7% 

UK equities  12.8% 

Overseas equities  12.8% 
Index linked Gilts  8.1% 

Cash 0% 
Alternatives  3.6% 

Property 1.8% 

  
The potential price changes disclosed above are broadly consistent with a one-standard 
deviation movement in value of the asset.  The sensitivities are consistent with the 
assumption contained in the investment advisors' most recent review.  This analysis 
assumes that all other variables, in particular foreign currency exchange rates and interest 
rates, remain the same.  
Had the market of the Fund's investments increased/decreased in line with the above, the 
change in the net assets available to pay benefits in the market place would have been as 
follows (the prior year comparator is shown below): 
 
 

Asset Type Value as at 31 
March 2013 

Percentage 
Change  

Value on 
Increase  

Value on  
Decrease  

 £m % £m £m  

Cash and Cash equivalents  195.1 0.0% 195.1 195.1 

Investment portfolio assets:     

UK bonds  519.9 4.6% 543.6 496.1 

Overseas bonds 323.7 8.7% 351.8 295.6 

Total equities  1,749.3 12.8% 1,973.2 1,525.4 

Index linked gilts 164.9 8.1% 178.2 151.6 

Alternatives  1,601.2 3.6% 1,658.9 1,543.6 

Property 434.9 1.8% 442.7 427.0 

Total asset available to pay 
benefits  

4,989.0  5,343.5 4,634.4 

 
 

 

Asset Type Value as at 31 
March 2012 

Percentage 
Change  

Value on 
Increase  

Value on  
Decrease  

 £m % £m £m  

Cash and Cash equivalents  147.9 0.0 147.9 147.9 

Investment portfolio assets:     

UK bonds  695.7 5.7% 735.3 656.1 

Overseas bonds 100.0 11.8% 111.8 88.2 

UK equities  1,341.4 15.3% 1,547.3 1,135.6 

Overseas equities 1,236.9 14.8% 1,420.3 1,053.5 

Index linked gilts 166.9 7.6% 179.6 154.2 

Alternatives  287.4 7.7% 309.6 265.2 

Property 383.8 9.4% 419.7 347.9 

Total asset available to pay 
benefits  

4,359.9  4,871.5 3,848.5 

Interest Rate Risk  
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The Fund invests in financial assets for the primary purpose of obtaining a return on 
investments.  These investments are subject to interest rate risks, which represent the 
risks that the fair value of future cash flow of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of 
changes in market interest rates.   
 
The Fund's interest rate risk is routinely monitored by the Investment Panel and its 
investment advisors.  The Fund's direct exposure to interest rate movements as at 31 
March 2013 and 31 March 2012 is set out below.  These disclosures present interest rate 
risk based on the underlying financial assets at fair value.        
 
   
Asset Type  As at 31 March 2013 As at 31 March 2012 

 £m £m 

Cash and cash equivalents 170.5  126.8 

Fixed interest securities  1,255.5 815.6 
Total  1,426.0 942.4 

 
 
Interest rate risk sensitivity analysis  
 
The Fund has recognised that interest rates can vary and can affect both income to the 
Fund and the value of the net assets available to pay benefits. A 110 basis point (BPS) 
movement in interest rates is consistent with the level of sensitivity applied as part of the 
Fund's risk management strategy.  The Fund's investment advisor has advised that long–
term average rates are expected to move less than 110 basis point for one year to the next 
and experience suggests that such movements are likely.  
 
The analysis that follows assumes that all other variables, in particular exchange rates, 
remain constant, and shows the effect in the year on the net assets available to pay 
benefits of a +/- 100 BPS change in interest rates:  
   
Asset Type  Carrying amounts as at 31 

March 2013 
Change in year in net assets 
available to pay benefits   

  +100BPS  -100BPS  

 £m £m £m 

    

Cash and cash equivalents   170.5 1.7 (1.7) 
Fixed interest securities 1,255.5 12.5 (12.5) 
Total change in asset available  1,426.0 14.2 (14.2) 

 
   
Asset Type  Carrying amounts as at 31 

March 2012 
Change in year in net assets 
available to pay benefits   

  +100BPS  -100BPS  

 £m £m £m 

    
Cash and cash equivalents 126.8 1.3 (1.3) 

Fixed interest securities  815.6 8.1 (8.1) 
Total change in asset available  
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Currency risk 
 
Currency risk represents the risk that the fair value cash flow of a financial instrument will 
fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange rates. The Fund is exposed to currency 
risk on financial instruments that are denominated in any currency other than the functional 
currency of the Fund (£).  The Fund holds both monetary and non-monetary assets 
denominated in currencies other than £.  
 
The Fund's currency rate risk is routinely monitored by the Fund and its investment 
advisors in accordance with the Fund's risk management strategy.  
 
The following table summarises the Fund's currency exposure as at 31 March 2013 and as 
at the previous year end:     
 
 
Currency exposure – asset type  Asset value as at  

31 March 2013 
Asset value as at  

31 March 2012 

 £m £m 

Overseas  Equities 1,531.0 1,236.9 

Overseas Bonds 323.7 100.0 
Overseas  Alternatives 164.7 187.9 

Overseas Pooled 1,051.7 449.6 
Total overseas assets  3,071.1 1,974.4 

 
Currency risk – sensitivities analysis  
 
Following analysis of historical data in consultation with the Fund's investment advisors, 
the Fund considers the likely volatility associated with foreign exchange rate movement to 
be 6.1% (as measured by one standard deviation).  
 
A 6.1% fluctuation in the currency is considered reasonable based on the Fund advisor's 
analysis of long-term historical movements in the month-end exchange rates over a rolling 
36-month period.  
 
This analysis assumes that all other variables, in particular interest rates, remain constant.   
 
 A 6.1% strengthening/weakening of the pound against the various currencies in which the 
Fund holds investments would increase/decrease the net assets available to pay benefits 
as follows: 
   

Currency exposure – asset type  Asset value as at  
31 March 2013 

Change to net assets available to 
pay benefits  

  +6.1% -6.1% 

 £m £m £m 

Overseas Equities  1,531.0 1,624.4 1,437.2 

Overseas Bonds  323.7 343.5 303.9 

Overseas Alternatives  164.7 174.8 154.6 

Overseas Pooled 1,051.7 1,115.8 987.5 
Total change in assets available   3,071.1 3,258.5 2883.2 
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Currency exposure – asset type  Asset value as at  
31 March 2012 

Change to net assets available to 
pay benefits  

  +9.7% -9.7% 

 £m £m £m 

Overseas Equities  1,236.9 1,357.0 1,116.8 
Overseas Bonds 100.0 109.7 90.3 

Overseas Alternatives  187.9 206.2 169.7 
Overseas Pooled  449.6 493.3 406.0 
Total change in assets 
available   

1,974.4 2,166.2 1,782.8 

 
a) Credit risk  

     
Credit risk represents the risk that the counterparty to a transaction or a financial 
instrument will fail to discharge an obligation and cause the Fund to incur financial loss.  
The market values of investments generally reflect an assessment of credit in their pricing 
and consequently the risk of loss is implicitly provided for in the carrying value of the 
Fund's financial asset and liabilities.    
 
In essence the Fund's entire investment portfolio is exposed to some form of credit risk, 
with the exception of the derivatives positions, where the risk equates to the net market 
value of a positive derivative position.  However the selection of high quality 
counterparties, brokers and financial institutions minimise the credit risk that may occur 
through the failure to settle a transaction in a timely manner. 

Contractual credit risk is represented by the net payment or receipts that remain 
outstanding, and the cost of replacing the derivatives position in the event of a 
counterparty default.  The residual risk is minimal due to the various insurance policies 
held by the exchanges to cover defaulting counterparties.  
 
Credit risk on over-the-counter derivatives contracts is minimised as counterparties are 
recognised financial intermediaries with acceptable credit ratings determined by a 
recognised rating agency.  
 
Deposits are not made with banks and financial instructions unless they are rated 
independent and meet the Fund's credit criteria.  The Fund has also set limits as to the 
maximum percentage of the deposits placed with any class of financial institution.   
 
The Fund's cash holding under its treasury management arrangements at 31st March 2013 
was £170.5m (31 March 2012: £126.8m.)  This was held with the following institutions:    
  

Summary  Rating  Balances as at  
31 March 2013  

Balances as at  
31 March 2012 

  £m £m 

Bank deposit accounts     

Ulster Bank  Baa2 5.0 5.0 

Northern Trust A1 75.0 51.7 
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Bank of Scotland A2 50.0 - 

Bank Current Accounts     

NatWest Account A3 40.5 70.1 

Total   170.5 126.8 

 
a) Liquidity risks 
 
Liquidity risk represents the risk that the Fund will not be able to meet its financial 
obligations as they fall due.  The Fund therefore takes steps to ensure that there are 
adequate cash resources to meet its commitments.  
 
The Fund has immediate access to its cash holdings.  
 
Management prepares periodic cash flow forecasts to understand and manage the timing 
of the Fund's cash flow.  The appropriate strategic level of cash balances to be held forms 
part of the Funds investment strategy.  
 
All financial liabilities at 31 March 2013 are due within the one year.  
 
b) Refinancing risk  
 
The Fund does not have any financial instruments that have a refinancing risk as part of its 
treasury management and investment strategies.  
 
 

20. Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVC’s) 

Members participating in these AVC arrangements each receive an annual statement 
confirming the amounts held in their account and the movements during the year.  A 
summary of the information provided by Equitable Life and Prudential is shown below.  
(This summary has not been subject to Audit and the Pension Fund relies on the individual 
contributors to check deductions made on their behalf are accurately reflected in the 
statements provided by the AVC providers).  The figures relate to the financial year 1 April 
2012 to 31 March 2013 for Prudential and 1 September 2011 to 31 August 2012 for 
Equitable Life. 
 
 
 
Additional Voluntary Contributions 
 Equitable life 

£m 
 Prudential 

£m 
 Total 

£m 
 

Value at the start of the year 1.2  14.2  15.4 

Income (incl. Contributions, bonuses, 
interest, transfers in) 

0.1  4.0  4.1 

Expenditure (incl. Benefits, transfers out, 
change in market value) 

(0.2)  (2.3)  (2.5) 

Value at the end of the year 1.1  15.9  17.0 
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21. Investment management expenses 
 2012/13 

£m 
 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Administration, management and custody 7.8  6.7 
Performance measurement service 0.2  0.1 
Other advisory fees 1.7  1.5 

 9.7  8.3 

 
 
 
22. Current assets 

 2012/13 
£m 

 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Contributions due from: Employers 12.5  10.4 
                                      :Members 4.4  2.4 
Debtors: bodies external to general 
government 

14.8  10.5 

 31.7  23.3 

 

 

23. Analysis of debtors 
 2012/13 

£m 
 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Other local authorities 18.9  5.5 
NHS bodies 0.1  - 
Public corporations and trading funds 0.1  - 
Other entities and individuals 12.6  17.8 

 31.7  23.3 

 

 
 

24. Current liabilities 
 2012/13 

£m 
 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Unpaid benefits 2.3  2.8 
Accrued expenses 7.4  0.4 

 9.7  3.2 
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25. Analysis of creditors 
 2012/13 

£m 
 
 

2011/12 
£m 

 
Other local authorities 4.2  (1.2) 
NHS bodies 0.4  - 
Other entities and individuals 5.1  4.4 

 9.7  3.2 

 
 
 

26. Contingent Asset and Liability 

The Pension Fund is a member of two group litigation actions aimed at reclaiming tax 
credits on overseas dividends and foreign income dividends on the basis that the original 
denial of a full tax credit was in contravention of EU non-discrimination law.  If successful 
the estimated potential income to the Pension Fund is in the region of £10.0m.  The 
estimated fees payable in respect of the litigations, regardless of the outcome, are 
approximately £0.3m.  This issue is still progressing through the courts. 

 

27. Contractual Commitments 

The commitments relating to outstanding call payments due to unquoted limited 
partnership funds held in the private equity and infrastructure income part of the portfolio 
totalled £327.2m. The amounts 'called' by these funds are irregular in both size and timing 
and commitments to these partnerships are drawn down over a number of years.  The 
term of an individual investment can be up to 10 years.  Realisation of these investments in 
the form of distributions normally occurs towards the end of the investment period, when 
portfolio companies have built value and can be liquidated.   

There was also a signed commitment to a non-investment fixed grade income investment 
at 31 March 2013 which totalled £65.0m.  

 

28. Related Party Transactions 

In accordance with IFRS, the financial statements must contain the disclosures necessary 
to draw attention to the possibility that the reported financial position of the Pension Fund 
may have been affected by the existence of related parties and associated material 
transactions.  They include: 

 

• At 31 March 2013, Gill Kilpatrick, CPFA, was Treasurer to the Pension Fund and 
County Treasurer for Lancashire County Council. 

• The Pension Fund includes 85 scheduled and 172 admitted bodies.  
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•  The Pension Fund Committee comprises 14 County Councillors, 2 Councillors from 
Unitary Authorities, 2 Councillors from the Lancashire District Councils, 2 Trade Union 
representatives, 1 representative from the Higher/Further education establishments 
and the Investment Advisory Panel. 

The Pension Fund Committee members and senior officers of the Pension Fund were 
asked to complete a related party declaration for 2012/13. This revealed no material 
transactions between the Council and the members / officers and their families affecting 
involvement with the Pension Fund.  Each member of the Pension Fund Committee 
formally considers conflicts of interest at each meeting. 

Lancashire County Council 
 
The Lancashire Pension Fund is administered by Lancashire County Council. 
Consequently there is a strong relationship between the council and the pension fund. 
 
The council incurred costs of £3.0 million (2011/12: £2.9 million) in relation to the 
administration of the fund and was subsequently reimbursed by the fund for these 
expenses. The council is also the single largest employer of the members of the pension 
fund and contributed £63.4 million to the fund in 2012/13 (2011/12:£68.5m million). All 
monies owing to and due from the fund were paid in year. 

 
Part of the pension fund cash holdings are invested on the money markets by the treasury 
management operations of Lancashire Council County. During the year to 31 March 2013, 
the fund had an average investment balance of £125.2 million. 

Key management personnel 

Paragraph 3.9.4.3 of the Code exempts local authorities from key management personnel 
disclosure requirements of IAS24, on the basis that the disclosure requirements for officer 
remuneration and members' allowances detailed in section 3.4 of the code (which are 
derived from the requirements of Regulation 7 (2)-(4) of the Accounts and Audit (England)  

Regulations 2011 and Regulation 7A of the Accounts and Audit (Wales) Regulations 2005) 
satisfy the key management disclosure requirements of paragraph 16 of IAS24.  This 
applies in equal measure to the accounts of the Lancashire County Pension Fund. 

The disclosure required by Regulation 7 (2)-(4) of the Accounts and Audit (England) 
Regulations can be found in the main accounts of Lancashire County Council.  Statement 
of Accounts 
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29. Icelandic Investment 

The Lancashire County Pension Fund had £2.4m on deposit.  
published details of LBI's financial position as at 31 December 2012, this showed that LBI's 
assets, including partial payments already made in respect of priority claims were greater 
than the sum of priority claims. It 
will recover 100% of their deposits, subject to potential future exchange rate fluctuations.
Approximately 49.7% of the total claim has now been repaid.  The e
amounts of future distributions is not known at this stage. 
 
 
The deposit is treated as an asset on the balance sheet and the carrying value is written 
down as distributions are received.
 
 

30. Funding Arrangements 
 

Accounts for the year ended

 
This statement has been provided to meet the requirements under Regulation 34(1)(d) of 
The Local Government Pension Scheme (Administration) Regulations 2008.
 
An actuarial valuation of the Lancashire Co
March 2010 to determine the contribution rates with effect from 1 April 2011 to 31 March 
2014.   
 
On the basis of the assumptions adopted, the Fund’s assets of £3,962 million represented 
80% of the Fund’s past ser
valuation date.   

 

 

0
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hire County Pension Fund had £2.4m on deposit.  The Winding up Board 
published details of LBI's financial position as at 31 December 2012, this showed that LBI's 
assets, including partial payments already made in respect of priority claims were greater 

n the sum of priority claims. It is therefore still considered likely that UK local authorities 
will recover 100% of their deposits, subject to potential future exchange rate fluctuations.

% of the total claim has now been repaid.  The e
amounts of future distributions is not known at this stage.  

The deposit is treated as an asset on the balance sheet and the carrying value is written 
down as distributions are received. 

 

Accounts for the year ended 31 March 2013 - Statement by the Consulting Actuary

This statement has been provided to meet the requirements under Regulation 34(1)(d) of 
The Local Government Pension Scheme (Administration) Regulations 2008.

An actuarial valuation of the Lancashire County Pension Fund was carried out as at 31 
March 2010 to determine the contribution rates with effect from 1 April 2011 to 31 March 

On the basis of the assumptions adopted, the Fund’s assets of £3,962 million represented 
80% of the Fund’s past service liabilities of £4,955 million (the “Funding Target”) at the 

Liabilities Deficit

80%

Funded
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The Winding up Board 
published details of LBI's financial position as at 31 December 2012, this showed that LBI's 
assets, including partial payments already made in respect of priority claims were greater 

considered likely that UK local authorities 
will recover 100% of their deposits, subject to potential future exchange rate fluctuations.  

% of the total claim has now been repaid.  The exact timing and 

The deposit is treated as an asset on the balance sheet and the carrying value is written 

Statement by the Consulting Actuary 

This statement has been provided to meet the requirements under Regulation 34(1)(d) of 
The Local Government Pension Scheme (Administration) Regulations 2008. 

unty Pension Fund was carried out as at 31 
March 2010 to determine the contribution rates with effect from 1 April 2011 to 31 March 

On the basis of the assumptions adopted, the Fund’s assets of £3,962 million represented 
vice liabilities of £4,955 million (the “Funding Target”) at the 

 

80%

Funded
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The valuation also showed that a common rate of contribution of 12.5% of pensionable pay 
per annum was required from employers.  The common rate is calculated as being 
sufficient, together with contributions paid by members, to meet all liabilities arising in 
respect of service after the valuation date.   

Adopting the same method and assumptions as used for assessing the Funding Target the 
deficit would be eliminated by an average additional contribution rate of 6.6% of pensionable 
pay for 19 years. This would imply an average employer contribution rate of 19.1% of 
pensionable pay in total. 

Further details regarding the results of the valuation are contained in our formal report on 
the actuarial valuation dated 31 March 2011.  
 
In practice, each individual employer’s position is assessed separately and the contributions 
required are set out in our report. In addition to the certified contribution rates, payments to 
cover additional liabilities arising from early retirements (other than ill-health retirements) will 
be made to the Fund by the employers (although certain employers have some allowance 
for non-ill health early retirement costs included in their certified contribution rate). 

The funding plan adopted in assessing the contributions for each individual employer is in 
accordance with the  Funding Strategy Statement (FSS). Different approaches adopted in 
implementing contribution increases and deficit recovery periods are as determined through 
the FSS consultation process.  

The valuation was carried out using the projected unit actuarial method and the main 
actuarial assumptions used for assessing the Funding Target and the common contribution 
rate were as follows: 
 
 

 

For past 

service 

liabilities 

(Funding 

Target) 

For future service 

liabilities 

(Common 

Contribution Rate) 

Rate of return on investments 
(discount rate) 

- pre retirement 
- post retirement 

 

7.0% per annum 
5.5% per annum 

 

6.75% per annum 
6.75% per annum 

Rate of pay increases 5.0% per annum 5.0% per annum 

Rate of increases in pensions  
in payment (in excess of  
Guaranteed Minimum Pension) 

3.0% per annum 3.0% per annum 

 

The assets were assessed at market value. 

The next triennial actuarial valuation of the Fund is due as at 31 March 2013.  Based on the 
results of this valuation, the contribution rates payable by the individual employers will be 
revised with effect from 1 April 2014. 
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31. Actuarial Present Value of Promised Retirement Benefits  
 
 
IAS 26 requires the present value of the Fund’s promised retirement benefits to be 
disclosed, and for this purpose the actuarial assumptions and methodology used should be 
based on IAS 19 rather than the assumptions and methodology used for funding purposes. 
 
To assess the value of the benefits on this basis, we have used the following financial 
assumptions as at 31 March 2013 (the 31 March 2012 assumptions are included for 
comparison): 
 

 31 March 2012 31 March 2013 

Rate of return on investments 
(discount rate) 

4.9% per annum 4.2% per annum 

Rate of pay increases  4.5% per annum 4.4% per annum 

Rate of increases in pensions  
in payment (in excess of  
Guaranteed Minimum Pension) 

2.5% per annum 2.4% per annum 

The demographic assumptions are the same as those used for funding purposes other than 
the allowance for future improvements in life expectancy, which has been updated taking 
into account the latest evidence on this issue. The updated allowance underlying the 31 
March 2013 calculations is in line with the projections model published in November 2009 by 
the Continuous Mortality Investigation (CMI) with a long-term improvement rate of 1.25% 
p.a. The previous allowance as at 31 March 2012 used a long-term improvement rate of 
1.0% p.a. 

 
During the year, corporate bond yields reduced, resulting in a lower discount rate being 
used for IAS26 purposes at the year end than at the beginning of the year (4.2% p.a. versus 
4.9% p.a.). The impact of this was offset slightly by the 0.1% p.a. fall in assumed inflation. 

 
The value of the Fund’s promised retirement benefits for the purposes of IAS26 as at 31 
March 2012 was estimated as £6,254 million.  The effect of the changes in actuarial 
assumptions between 31 March 2012 and 31 March 2013 as described above is to increase 
the liabilities by c£814 million.  Adding interest over the year increases the liabilities by a 
further c£306 million, and allowing for net benefits accrued/paid over the period decreases 
the liabilities by c£1 million.  The net effect of all the above is that the estimated total value 
of the Fund’s promised retirement benefits as at 31 March 2013 is therefore £7,373 million. 
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H. Actuarial Valuation  

An actuarial valuation of the Fund is carried out every three years by the Fund’s actuary Mercer.  
The most recent valuation carried out was at 31 March 2010 which determines contribution rates 
effective from 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2014.   

The Funding objective is to achieve and then maintain assets equal to the Funding Target.  The 
Funding Target is the present value of 100% of projective accrued liabilities, including allowance 
for projected final pay.  This is to comply with the requirements of the LGPS regulations to secure 
the solvency of the Fund and is in accordance with the Funding Strategy Statement.  The 
methodology and assumptions by which the Funding Targets and contribution rates are 
calculated have also been determined in accordance with the Funding Strategy Statement. 

The Funding Strategy Statement specifies a maximum period for achieving full funding of 19 
years, this compares to a maximum period of 22 years adopted at the 2007 valuation in 
accordance with the then published FSS.  The maximum deficit recovery period is now three 
years shorter so that the same target date for achieving full funding is being maintained as at the 
2007 valuation.  The FSS also specifies any transitional arrangements ("phasing") for the 
implementation of revised employer contribution requirements. 

The valuation (effective from 1 April 2011) revealed a funding level of 80% and an average 
employer’s contribution rate of 19.1%.  There have been a number of material developments 
which have impacted on the fund since the previous valuation in 2007.  The introduction of an 
Inflation Risk Premium (IRP) into the determination of the pension increase assumption used for 
the valuation has offset the adverse impact of the fall in real yields since the 2007 valuation.  The 
effect of the IRP in conjunction with the change from RPI to CPI indexation more than offsets the 
negative impact of the yields change.  Revisions of the assumptions adopted for the 2010 
valuation has overall acted to place a lower value on liabilities and has therefore improved the 
funding position. 

An extract from the certified Actuarial Valuation produced by Mercer as at 31 March 2010, 
detailing the breakdown of the 80% funding level is as follows: 

Funding results – Funding Target 

The market value of the Fund’s assets at the valuation date is compared with the value of the 
Fund’s past service liabilities (the Funding Target) below.  The funding position at the previous 
valuation is shown for comparison. 

 

3,962 3,689

2,120 1,841

614
476

2,221

2,082

0
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£4,955m 
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The employer contributions for 2011/2012 are based on the 2010 valuation and the 
recommended employer contributions for the period 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2014 are set out in 
the Schedule to the Rates and Adjustments at page 59 of this report.  

The projected unit method of valuation was used for the valuation and is in common use for 
funding Pension Funds in the United Kingdom.  The Valuation results depend on financial and 
demographic assumptions and these are detailed in full in the Actuarial Valuation and at Annex 1 
of the Funding Strategy Statement.  

 

The Rates and adjustments certified and accompanying schedule extracted from the 
actuarial valuation are as follows: 
 
 

Rates and Adjustments Certificate issued in accordance with Regulation 36 of the 

Administration Regulations 

Name of Fund  Lancashire County Pension Fund 

 
I hereby certify that, in my opinion, the common rate of employers’ contributions payable in each year of the period of 
three years beginning 1 April 2011 should be at the rate of 12.5 per cent of Pensionable Pay.   
I hereby certify that, in my opinion, the amount of the employers’ contributions payable in each year of the period of 
three years beginning with 1 April 2011, as set out above, should be individually adjusted as set out in the attached 
schedule. 
Contributions will be payable monthly in arrears with each payment normally being due by the 19th of the following 
month.  Pensionable Pay is pay as determined under the LGPS regulations for the calculation of employee 
contributions. 
For employers where no allowance for non ill-health early retirement costs is included in the valuation a further 
individual adjustment shall be applied in respect of each non-ill health early retirement occurring in the period of three 
years covered by this certificate. This further individual adjustment will be calculated in accordance with methods 
agreed from time to time between the Fund’s actuary and the Administering Authority. 
The contributions set out in the attached schedule represent the minimum contribution which may be paid by each 
employer.  Additional contributions may be paid if requested by the employer concerned. 
The contributions may be varied as agreed by the Actuary and Administering Authority to reflect any changes in 
contribution requirements as a result of any benefit costs being insured against a third party. 
Regulation 36(8)   

Allowance for ill health retirements has been included in each employer’s contribution rate, on the basis of the 
method and assumptions set out in the report. 
For four employers I have shown on the attached Schedule the allowance made for non-ill health early retirements 
over the period of three years beginning 1 April 2011 taken into account when setting this employer’s contribution 
rate. 
No allowance for non-ill health early retirements has been made in determining the results of the valuation for other 
employers, on the basis that the costs arising will be met by additional contributions. 
 

 
 
Signature 
 
Name    

  John Livesey 
Qualification  Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries 
Date of signing  31 March 2011 
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Schedule to the Rates and Adjustments Certificate dated 31 March 2011 

 
 

 

 

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 

Non-ill health early 
retirement 

allowance included 
for the 3 years 

2011/14 

Employers 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment) 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate 

%  

Individual 
Adjust-
ment 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate  

% 

Individua
l Adjust-

ment 
% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate 

%  

Amount 
£ 

ABM Catering Ltd 3.5 16.0 3.5 16.0 3.5 16.0  

Accrington & Rossendale College 7.1 19.6 7.1 19.6 7.1 19.6  

Accrington Academy -1.8 10.7 -1.8 10.7 -1.8 10.7  

Alternative Futures 1.7 14.2 1.7 14.2 1.7 14.2  

Andron (City of Preston High) -1.2 11.3 -1.2 11.3 -1.2 11.3  

Andron (Glenburn Sports College) 0.5 13.0 0.5 13.0 0.5 13.0  

Andron (Kennington) 0.0 12.5 0.0 12.5 0.0 12.5  

Andron (Ribblesdale High) -0.3 12.2 -0.3 12.2 -0.3 12.2  

Arnold Schools 5.0 17.5 6.2 18.7 7.4 19.9  

Beaufort Avenue Day Care Centre 14.0 26.5 17.7 30.2 21.3 33.8  

Blackburn College 2.9 15.4 2.9 15.4 2.9 15.4  

Blackburn St Mary's College 1.7 14.2 1.7 14.2 1.7 14.2  

Blackburn with Darwen Borough 
Council 

3.1 15.6 3.6 16.1 4.1 16.6  

Blackpool & The Fylde College 5.0 17.5 5.0 17.5 5.0 17.5  £246,000  

Blackpool Airport Ltd (from July 
2004) 

20.5 33.0 24.5 37.0 27.8 40.3  

Blackpool Borough Council 3.9 16.4 4.4 16.9 4.9 17.4  £697,600  

Blackpool Coastal Housing -0.5 12.0 -0.5 12.0 -0.5 12.0  

Blackpool Sixth Form College -0.5 12.0 -0.5 12.0 -0.5 12.0  

Blackpool Transport Services Ltd -12.5 0.0 -12.5 0.0 -12.5 0.0  

Blackpool Zoo (Grant Leisure) 5.5 18.0 7.1 19.6 8.8 21.3  

Blackpool, Fylde & Wyre Society for 
the Blind 

29.5 42.0 32.5 45.0 35.5 48.0  

Bootstrap Enterprise Ltd 0.2 12.7 0.2 12.7 0.2 12.7  

Bulloughs (Highfield) -2.0 10.5 -2.0 10.5 -2.0 10.5  

Bulloughs (St Augustines) 1.9 14.4 1.9 14.4 1.9 14.4  

Bulloughs (St Marys) 4.0 16.5 4.0 16.5 4.0 16.5  
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2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 

Non-ill health early 
retirement 

allowance included 
for the 3 years 

2011/14 

Employers 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment) 

% 

Total 
Contrib
u-tion 
Rate  

% 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate 

% 

Individua
l Adjust-

ment 
% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate 

%  

Amount 
£ 

Burnley Borough Council 12.5 25.0 12.5 25.0 12.5 25.0  

Burnley College 2.3 14.8 2.3 14.8 2.3 14.8  

Calico Housing Ltd 6.8 19.3 6.8 19.3 6.8 19.3  

CAPITA 12.2 24.7 14.1 26.6 16.0 28.5  

Capita (Rossendale BC) 3.1 15.6 4.6 17.1 6.0 18.5  

Cardinal Newman College 3.3 15.8 3.3 15.8 3.3 15.8  

Caritas Care Ltd (was Catholic 
Caring Services) 

6.2 18.7 6.2 18.7 6.2 18.7  

Catterall Parish Council 2.3 14.8 2.3 14.8 2.3 14.8  

Chorley Borough Council 6.8 19.3 7.3 19.8 7.8 20.3  

Chorley Community Housing 1.6 14.1 1.6 14.1 1.6 14.1  

Church Road Methodist Day Centre 6.7 19.2 7.0 19.5 7.3 19.8  

Commission for Education & 
Formation 

8.0 20.5 8.0 20.5 8.0 20.5  

Community Council of Lancashire 8.3 20.8 8.3 20.8 8.3 20.8  

Community Gateway Association Ltd 1.7 14.2 2.4 14.9 3.0 15.5  

Connaught Environmental 
(Blackpool BC) 

-3.9 8.6 -3.9 8.6 -3.9 8.6  

Connaught Environmental 
(Blackpool Coastal Housing) 

0.5 13.0 0.5 13.0 0.5 13.0  

Consultant Caterers Ltd 2.5 15.0 2.5 15.0 2.5 15.0  

Contour Housing Association 4.1 16.6 4.1 16.6 4.1 16.6  

Creative Support Ltd 1.6 14.1 1.6 14.1 1.6 14.1  

CXL Ltd -0.6 11.9 -0.6 11.9 -0.6 11.9  

Danfo (UK) Ltd 172.2 184.7 172.2 184.7 172.2 184.7  

Darwen Aldridge Community 
Academy 

-1.2 11.3 -1.2 11.3 -1.2 11.3  

E ON UK Plc 6.2 18.7 6.2 18.7 6.2 18.7  

Edge Hill University College 1.5 14.0 2.0 14.5 2.5 15.0  

Enterprise Managed Services Ltd 1.1 13.6 2.4 14.9 3.6 16.1  

Eric Wright Commercial Ltd 5.4 17.9 5.4 17.9 5.4 17.9  

Fulwood Academy -1.3 11.2 -1.3 11.2 -1.3 11.2  

Fylde Borough Council 7.0 19.5 8.3 20.8 9.5 22.0  

Fylde Coast YMCA (Fylde) -2.0 10.5 -2.0 10.5 -2.0 10.5  
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2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 

Non-ill health early 
retirement 

allowance included 
for the 3 years 

2011/14 

Employers 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment) 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate  

% 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate 

% 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate 

%  

Amount 
£ 

Fylde Community Link 4.3 16.8 4.3 16.8 4.3 16.8  

Galloways Society for the Blind 32.2 44.7 32.2 44.7 32.2 44.7  

Garstang Town Council -1.3 11.2 -1.3 11.2 -1.3 11.2    

Housing Pendle Ltd 1.8 14.3 1.8 14.3 1.8 14.3    

Hyndburn Borough Council 12.3 24.8 12.3 24.8 12.3 24.8    

Hyndburn Homes Ltd 1.4 13.9 1.4 13.9 1.4 13.9    

I Care -1.6 10.9 -1.6 10.9 -1.6 10.9    

Kirkham Grammar School  4.1 16.6 4.6 17.1 5.1 17.6    

Kirkland Parish Council 2.5 15.0 2.5 15.0 2.5 15.0    

Lancashire & Blackpool Tourist 
Board 

1.1 13.6 1.1 13.6 1.1 13.6    

Lancashire County Branch Unison 8.0 20.5 8.0 20.5 8.0 20.5    

Lancashire County Council 5.8 18.3 6.2 18.7 6.6 19.1    

Lancashire Fire & Rescue Service 5.0 17.5 5.0 17.5 5.0 17.5  £199,000  

Lancashire Police Authority 2.3 14.8 2.8 15.3 3.3 15.8  £450,500  

Lancashire Probation Committee 6.6 19.1 6.6 19.1 6.6 19.1    

Lancaster & Morecambe College 4.1 16.6 4.1 16.6 4.1 16.6    

Lancaster City Council 8.1 20.6 8.1 20.6 8.1 20.6    

Lancaster University 1.9 14.4 2.2 14.7 2.6 15.1    

Leisure in Hyndburn 3.3 15.8 4.5 17.0 5.7 18.2    

Liberata 6.0 18.5 6.0 18.5 6.0 18.5  

Liberata UK Ltd (Chorley) 8.9 21.4 8.9 21.4 8.9 21.4  

Lytham Schools Foundation 2.2 14.7 2.2 14.7 2.2 14.7  

Mellor's (formerly Wyre) 1.7 14.2 1.7 14.2 1.7 14.2  

Mellor's Catering (Cardinal Newman) 5.0 17.5 5.0 17.5 5.0 17.5  

Myerscough College 0.8 13.3 1.0 13.5 1.1 13.6  

Nelson and Colne College 3.3 15.8 3.3 15.8 3.3 15.8  

New Fylde Housing 42.3 54.8 42.3 54.8 42.3 54.8  

New Progress Housing 3.9 16.4 3.9 16.4 3.9 16.4  
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2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 

Non-ill health early 
retirement 

allowance included 
for the 3 years 

2011/14 

Employers 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment) 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate  

% 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate 

% 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate 

%  

Amount 
£ 

NHS PCT Blackburn 1.6 14.1 1.6 14.1 1.6 14.1  

NIC Services Group Ltd 2.5 15.0 2.5 15.0 2.5 15.0  

North Western & North Wales Sea 
Fisheries Committee 

13.4 25.9 13.4 25.9 13.4 25.9  

Northgate Managed Services 0.1 12.6 0.1 12.6 0.1 12.6  

NSL Ltd (Lancaster) 4.5 17.0 4.5 17.0 4.5 17.0  

NSL Ltd (Wyre BC) 0.6 13.1 0.6 13.1 0.6 13.1  

Ormerod Home Trust Ltd 11.7 24.2 13.7 26.2 15.5 28.0  

Our Lady Queen of Peace (Bullough 
Contract Services) 

3.5 16.0 3.5 16.0 3.5 16.0  

Pendle Borough Council 12.1 24.6 14.1 26.6 16.2 28.7  

Pendle Leisure Trust Ltd 1.2 13.7 1.2 13.7 1.2 13.7  

Penwortham Town Council 1.5 14.0 1.5 14.0 1.5 14.0  

Pilling Parish Council 4.8 17.3 4.8 17.3 4.8 17.3  

Preston Care and Repair 6.0 18.5 6.0 18.5 6.0 18.5  

Preston City Council 5.6 18.1 6.1 18.6 6.6 19.1  

Preston College 2.7 15.2 3.0 15.5 3.3 15.8  

Preston Council for Voluntary 
Services  

9.4 21.9 9.4 21.9 9.4 21.9  

Progress Care Housing 3.9 16.4 3.9 16.4 3.9 16.4  

Progress Housing Group Ltd 3.9 16.4 3.9 16.4 3.9 16.4  

Progress Recruitments 2.9 15.4 2.9 15.4 2.9 15.4  

Queen Elizabeth's Grammar School 8.3 20.8 9.3 21.8 10.3 22.8  

Ribble Valley Borough Council 3.6 16.1 4.1 16.6 4.6 17.1  

Ribble Valley Homes 1.8 14.3 1.8 14.3 1.8 14.3  

Rossendale Borough Council 13.8 26.3 15.3 27.8 16.8 29.3  

Rossendale Leisure Trust 0.2 12.7 1.2 13.7 2.1 14.6  

Rossendale Transport Ltd 10.7 23.2 19.3 31.8 27.8 40.3  

Runshaw College 2.6 15.1 2.9 15.4 3.2 15.7  

Signposts MARC Ltd -12.5 0.0 -12.5 0.0 -12.5 0.0  
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2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 

Non-ill health early 
retirement 

allowance included 
for the 3 years 

2011/14 

Employers 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment) 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate  

% 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate 

% 

Individual 
Adjust-
ment 

% 

Total 
Contribu-
tion Rate 

%  

Amount 
£ 

Solar Facilities (Bishop Raws) -12.5 0.0 -12.5 0.0 -12.5 0.0  

Solar Facilities (Ripley) 8.5 21.0 8.5 21.0 8.5 21.0  

Solar Facilities (Seven Stars) 3.4 15.9 3.4 15.9 3.4 15.9  

Solar Facilities (St Peters) -3.0 9.5 -3.0 9.5 -3.0 9.5  

Solar Facilities (Tarelton) 1.4 13.9 1.4 13.9 1.4 13.9  

South Ribble Borough Council 6.8 19.3 7.8 20.3 8.8 21.3  

South Ribble Community Leisure Ltd 10.4 22.9 10.4 22.9 10.4 22.9  

St Anne's on Sea Town Council -1.4 11.1 -1.4 11.1 -1.4 11.1  

Surestart Hyndburn -2.0 10.5 -1.0 11.5 -0.1 12.4  

Twin Valley Homes Ltd 3.8 16.3 3.8 16.3 3.8 16.3  

University of Central Lancashire 1.6 14.1 1.6 14.1 1.6 14.1  

University of Cumbria (was St 
Martins College) 

1.5 14.0 1.5 14.0 1.5 14.0  

Vita Lend Lease BSF ICT 0.2 12.7 0.2 12.7 0.2 12.7  

Vita Lend Lease Ltd 1.3 13.8 1.3 13.8 1.3 13.8  

West Lancashire Borough Council 7.5 20.0 7.5 20.0 7.5 20.0  

West Lancashire Community Leisure 
Ltd 

-0.5 12.0 -0.5 12.0 -0.5 12.0  

Whitworth Town Council 3.6 16.1 3.6 16.1 3.6 16.1  

Wyre Borough Council 12.6 25.1 12.6 25.1 12.6 25.1  

Wyre Housing Association 57.8 70.3 57.8 70.3 57.8 70.3  
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Other interested bodies with no pensionable employees 

 

Former Employers 

Proportion of 
Pension 

Increases to be 
Recharged 

% 

 

Former Employers 

Proportion of 
Pension 

Increases to be 
Recharged 

% 

Alzheimer's Society See notes  Ex Department of Transport 100 

Barnoldswick Town Council See notes  Ex National Health Service 100 

Blackpool & Fylde Mind Association See notes  Ex National Water Council 100 

Blackpool & Fylde Society for the 
Deaf 

100  
Fylde Coast Development 
Association 

100 

Blackpool Town Centre Forum Ltd   See notes  
Lancashire South East Probation 
Committee 

100 

Bulloughs (St Albans) See notes  Lancashire Valuation Tribunal See notes 

Burnley & Pendle Development 
Association 

100  New Directions See notes 

Burton Manor Residential College 100  Preston Vision Ltd See notes 

Carden Croft Ltd See notes  
Salmesbury & Cuerdale Parish 
Council 

See notes 

Community Alliance (Burnley & 
Padiham) Ltd 

See notes  Skelmersdale College See notes 

CSB Contract Services See notes  Spastics Society 100 

Elm House Management Committee See notes    

 
 
Note: 
Members of the Fund employed by Skelmersdale College have transferred to membership of the Tyne and Wear 
Fund, and so a bulk transfer payment will be required. Any residual funding shortfall in the LCPF after the transfer 
payment should then be recovered from the College.  
 
For the remaining employers listed as "see notes" above further calculations are required in connection with them 
ceasing to participate in the Fund.  Further details for these employers will be notified in due course. 
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I. Contacts 
 
http://www.yourpensionservice.org.uk 
 
 
Benefits and other Administrative Issues 
 
Pensions Helpdesk 
Your Pension Service 
PO Box 100 
County Hall 
Preston 
PR1 0LD 
Telephone: 01772 530530 
E-mail:  connect2pensions@oneconnectlimited.co.uk 

 
 
Pension Benefits and Administration 

 
Diane Lister 
Head of Your Pension Service 
Telephone: 01772 534827 
E-mail:  connect2pensions@oneconnectlimited.co.uk 

 
 
Pension Fund Accounts 
 
Abigail Leech 
Head of Financial Accounting & Taxation 
Telephone: 01772 530808 
E-mail:  abigail.leech@lancashire.gov.uk 

 
 
Pension Fund Investments  

 
Mike Jensen 
Chief Investment Officer 
Telephone: 01772 534742 
E-mail:  mike.jensen@lancashire.gov.uk 
 
 
Pension Fund Governance 
 
Andrew Fox 
Head of Investment Compliance 
Telephone: 01772 53535916 
E-mail:  andrew.fox@lancashire.gov.uk 
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Pension Fund Committee 
Meeting to be held on 6 September 2013 
 
 
 
UK Stewardship Code compliance 
(Appendices 'A' and 'B' refer) 
 
Contact for further information:  
Gill Kilpatrick, (01772) 534715, County Treasurer's Directorate,  
Gill.kilpatrick@lancashire.gov.uk 
 

Executive Summary 
 
The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) strongly encourages all institutional 
investors to publish a statement on their website on the extent to which they have 
complied with the seven principles of the UK Stewardship Code. The Stewardship 
Code is principally aimed at asset managers, however other institutional investors, 
including pension funds, are encouraged to report under it. 
 
Appendix 'A' is a copy of the Stewardship Code. 
 
Appendix 'B' is a proposed response statement to the Stewardship Code by 
Lancashire County Pension Fund. The adoption of this statement will ensure the 
Fund's compliance with the Code. 
 
Currently, 19 other Local Government Pension Funds have signed up to the 
Stewardship Code as Asset Owners. 
 
Recommendation 
 
The Committee is requested to approve the Stewardship Code Compliance 
Statement as set out at Appendix 'B'. 
 

 
Background and Advice  
 
Following the financial crisis of 2008, one of the recommendations of the Walker 
Review of Corporate Governance of the UK Banking Industry was that the Financial 
Reporting Council (FRC) should have responsibility for a new Stewardship Code, 
setting out best practice in respect of investor engagement. This Code was to be 
based upon the Institutional Shareholders Committee (ISC) document – 'the 
Responsibilities of Institutional Shareholders and Agents.' 
 
The FRC published its first version of the Stewardship Code in 2010, and 
subsequently updated it in September 2012. A copy of the Code is attached as 
Appendix 'A'. It is expected that institutional investors publish a statement in respect 
of their adherence, or otherwise, to the Code in a way that mirrors 'comply or explain' 
statements made by companies under the Corporate Governance Code. 
 

Electoral Division affected: 
'All' 

Agenda Item 11
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The FRC strongly encourages all institutional investors to publish a statement on 
their website on the extent to which they have complied with the seven principles of 
the Code. The Stewardship Code is principally aimed at asset managers, however 
other institutional investors, including pension funds, are encouraged to report under 
it. 
 
The Principles of the Code are as follows: 
 
So as to protect and enhance the value that accrues to the ultimate beneficiary, 
institutional investors should: 

1. publicly disclose their policy on how they will discharge their stewardship 
responsibilities. 

2. have a robust policy on managing conflicts of interest in relation to 
stewardship which should be publicly disclosed. 

3. monitor their investee companies. 
4. establish clear guidelines on when and how they will escalate their 

stewardship activities. 
5. be willing to act collectively with other investors where appropriate. 
6. have a clear policy on voting and disclosure of voting activity. 
7. report periodically on their stewardship and voting activities. 

 
Appendix 'B' is a proposed response statement to the Stewardship Code by 
Lancashire County Pension Fund. The adoption of this statement will ensure the 
Fund's compliance with the Code. 
 
Currently, 19 other Local Government Pension Funds have signed up to the 
Stewardship Code as Asset Owners. 
 
Consultations 
 
N/A 
 
Implications:  
 
In approving a compliance statement, Lancashire County Pension Fund is 
demonstrating its commitment to the UK Stewardship Code and the promotion of 
behavioural changes that will lead to better corporate governance by asset 
managers and companies. 
 
Risk management 
 
Signing up to the Code demonstrates that the Pension Fund believes that companies 
should adhere to the highest standards of governance. By not doing so, the Fund's 
reputation may be weakened. 
 
Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 
List of Background Papers 
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Paper Date Contact/Directorate/Tel 
 
Financial Reporting Council 
– UK Stewardship Code 

 
2012 

 
Andrew Fox/ County 
Treasurer's Directorate 
x35916 
 

 
Reason for inclusion in Part II, if appropriate 
 
N/A 
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The FRC does not accept any liability to any party for any 

loss, damage or costs howsoever arising, whether directly or 

indirectly, whether in contract, tort or otherwise from any action 

or decision taken (or not taken) as a result of any person relying 

on or otherwise using this document or arising from any 

omission from it.
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Financial Reporting Council  1 

Stewardship and the Code 

1. Stewardship aims to promote the long term success of companies in such a way that the ultimate 

providers of capital also prosper. Effective stewardship benefits companies, investors and the 

economy as a whole. 

2. In publicly listed companies responsibility for stewardship is shared. The primary responsibility 

rests with the board of the company, which oversees the actions of its management. Investors in 

the company also play an important role in holding the board to account for the fulfilment of its 

responsibilities.  

3. The UK Corporate Governance Code identifies the principles that underlie an effective board.  

The UK Stewardship Code sets out the principles of effective stewardship by investors. In so 

doing, the Code assists institutional investors better to exercise their stewardship responsibilities, 

which in turn gives force to the “comply or explain” system. 

4. For investors, stewardship is more than just voting. Activities may include monitoring and

engaging with companies on matters such as strategy, performance, risk, capital structure, and 

corporate governance, including culture and remuneration. Engagement is purposeful dialogue 

with companies on these matters as well as on issues that are the immediate subject of votes at 

general meetings. 

5. Institutional investors’ activities include decision-making on matters such as allocating assets, 

awarding investment mandates, designing investment strategies, and buying or selling specific 

securities. The division of duties within and between institutions may span a spectrum, such that 

some may be considered asset owners and others asset managers.   

6. Broadly speaking, asset owners include pension funds, insurance companies, investment trusts 

and other collective investment vehicles. As the providers of capital, they set the tone for 

stewardship and may influence behavioural changes that lead to better stewardship by asset 

managers and companies.  Asset managers, with day-to-day responsibility for managing 

investments, are well positioned to influence companies’ long-term performance through 

stewardship.   

7. Compliance with the Code does not constitute an invitation to manage the affairs of a company 

or preclude a decision to sell a holding, where this is considered in the best interest of clients or 

beneficiaries. 
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2 The UK Stewardship Code (September 2012) 

Application of the Code 

1. The UK Stewardship Code traces its origins to ‘The Responsibilities of Institutional Shareholders 

and Agents: Statement of Principles,’ first published in 2002 by the Institutional Shareholders 

Committee (ISC), and which the ISC converted to a code in 2009.  Following the 2009 Walker 

Review of governance in financial institutions, the FRC was invited to take responsibility for the 

Code. In 2010, the FRC published the first version of the UK Stewardship Code, which closely 

mirrored the ISC code. This edition of the Code does not change the spirit of the 2010 Code.  

2. The Code is directed in the first instance to institutional investors, by which is meant asset 

owners and asset managers with equity holdings in UK listed companies. Institutional investors 

may choose to outsource to external service providers some of the activities associated with 

stewardship. However, they cannot delegate their responsibility for stewardship. They remain 

responsible for ensuring those activities are carried out in a manner consistent with their own 

approach to stewardship. Accordingly, the Code also applies, by extension, to service providers, 

such as proxy advisors and investment consultants.   

3. The FRC expects signatories of the Code to publish on their website, or if they do not have a 

website in another accessible form, a statement that: 

· describes how the signatory has applied each of the seven principles of the Code 

and discloses the specific information requested in the guidance to the principles; or 

· if one or more of the principles have not been applied or the specific information 

requested in the guidance has not been disclosed, explains why the signatory has 

not complied with those elements of the Code.  

4. Disclosures under the Code should improve the functioning of the market for investment 

mandates. Asset owners should be better equipped to evaluate asset managers, and asset 

managers should be better informed, enabling them to tailor their services to meet asset owners’ 

requirements.   

5. In particular the disclosures should, with respect to conflicts of interest, address the priority given 

to client interests in decision-making; with respect to collective engagement, describe the 

circumstances under which the signatory would join forces with other institutional investors to 

ensure that boards acknowledge and respond to their concerns on critical issues and at critical 

times; and, with respect to proxy voting agencies, how the signatory uses their advice. 

6. The statement of how the Code has been applied should be aligned with the signatory’s role in 

the investment chain. 

7. Asset owners’ commitment to the Code may include engaging directly with companies or 

indirectly through the mandates given to asset managers. They should clearly communicate their 

policies on stewardship to their managers. Since asset owners are the primary audience of asset 

managers’ public statements as well as client reports on stewardship, asset owners should seek 
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to hold their managers to account for their stewardship activities. In so doing, they better fulfil 

their duty to their beneficiaries to exercise stewardship over their assets.   

8. An asset manager should disclose how it delivers stewardship responsibilities on behalf of its 

clients. Following the publication in 2011 of the Stewardship Supplement to Technical Release 

AAF 01/06, asset managers are encouraged to have the policies described in their stewardship 

statements independently verified. Where appropriate, asset owners should also consider having 

their policy statements independently verified.  

9. Overseas investors who follow other national or international codes that have similar objectives 

should not feel the application of the Code duplicates or confuses their responsibilities. 

Disclosures made in respect of those standards can also be used to demonstrate the extent to 

which they have complied with the Code. In a similar spirit, UK institutions that apply the Code 

should use their best efforts to apply its principles to overseas equity holdings. 

10. Institutional investors with several types of funds or products need to make only one statement, 

but are encouraged to explain which of their funds or products are covered by the approach 

described in their statements. Where institutions apply a stewardship approach to other asset 

classes, they are encouraged to disclose this. 

11. The FRC encourages service providers to disclose how they carry out the wishes of their clients 

with respect to each principle of the Code that is relevant to their activities. 

12. Signatories are encouraged to review their policy statements annually, and update them where 

necessary to reflect changes in actual practice.  

13. This statement should be easy to find on the signatory’s website, or if they do not have a website 

in another accessible form, and should indicate when the statement was last reviewed. It should 

include contact details of an individual who can be contacted for further information and by those 

interested in collective engagement. The FRC hosts on its website the statements of signatories 

without their own website.   

14. The FRC retains on its website a list of asset owners, asset managers and service providers that 

have published a statement on their compliance or otherwise with the Code, and requests that 

signatories notify the FRC when they have done so, and when the statement is updated. 

15. The FRC regularly monitors the take-up and application of the Code. It expects the content of the 

Code to evolve over time to reflect developments in good stewardship practice, the structure and 

operation of the market, and the broader regulatory framework. Unless circumstances change, 

the FRC does not envisage proposing further changes to the Code until 2014 at the earliest. 

Financial Reporting Council 

September 2012
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4 The UK Stewardship Code (September 2012) 

Comply or Explain 

1. As with the UK Corporate Governance Code, the UK Stewardship Code should be applied on a 

“comply or explain” basis.

2. The Code is not a rigid set of rules. It consists of principles and guidance. The principles are the 

core of the Code and the way in which they are applied should be the central question for the 

institutional investor as it determines how to operate according to the Code. The guidance 

recommends how the principle might be applied. 

3. Those signatories that choose not to comply with one of the principles, or not to follow the 

guidance, should deliver meaningful explanations that enable the reader to understand their 

approach to stewardship. In providing an explanation, the signatory should aim to illustrate how 

its actual practices contribute to good stewardship and promote the delivery of the institution’s or 

its clients’ investment objectives. They should provide a clear rationale for their approach.  

4. The Financial Services Authority requires any firm authorised to manage funds, which is not a

venture capital firm, and which manages investments for professional clients that are not natural 

persons, to disclose “the nature of its commitment” to the Code or “where it does not commit to 

the Code, its alternative investment strategy” (under Conduct of Business Rule 2.2.3
1
).

5. The FRC recognises that not all parts of the Code are relevant to all signatories. For example, 

smaller institutions may judge that some of its principles and guidance are disproportionate in 

their case. In these circumstances, they should take advantage of the ‘‘comply or explain’’ 

approach and set out why this is the case. 

6. In their responses to explanations, clients and beneficiaries should pay due regard to the 

signatory’s individual circumstances and bear in mind in particular the size and complexity of the 

signatory, the nature of the risks and challenges it faces, and the investment objectives of the 

signatory or its clients. 

7. Whilst clients and beneficiaries have every right to challenge a signatory’s explanations if they 

are unconvincing, they should not evaluate explanations in a mechanistic way. Departures from 

the Code should not be automatically treated as breaches. A signatory’s clients and beneficiaries 

should be careful to respond to the statements from the signatory in a manner that supports the 

“comply or explain” process and bears in mind the purpose of good stewardship. They should put 

their views to the signatory and both parties should be prepared to discuss the position. 

                                                
1

http://fsahandbook.info/FSA/html/handbook/COBS/2/2
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The Principles of the Code 

So as to protect and enhance the value that accrues to the ultimate beneficiary, institutional investors 

should: 

1. publicly disclose their policy on how they will discharge their stewardship responsibilities. 

2. have a robust policy on managing conflicts of interest in relation to stewardship which 

should be publicly disclosed. 

3. monitor their investee companies. 

4. establish clear guidelines on when and how they will escalate their stewardship activities.  

5. be willing to act collectively with other investors where appropriate. 

6. have a clear policy on voting and disclosure of voting activity. 

7. report periodically on their stewardship and voting activities. 
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6 The UK Stewardship Code (September 2012) 

The UK Stewardship Code 

Principle 1 

Institutional investors should publicly disclose their policy on how they will 

discharge their stewardship responsibilities. 

Guidance 

Stewardship activities include monitoring and engaging with companies on matters such as strategy, 

performance, risk, capital structure, and corporate governance, including culture and remuneration. 

Engagement is purposeful dialogue with companies on those matters as well as on issues that are the 

immediate subject of votes at general meetings. 

The policy should disclose how the institutional investor applies stewardship with the aim of 

enhancing and protecting the value for the ultimate beneficiary or client. 

The statement should reflect the institutional investor’s activities within the investment chain, as well 

as the responsibilities that arise from those activities. In particular, the stewardship responsibilities of 

those whose primary activities are related to asset ownership may be different from those whose 

primary activities are related to asset management or other investment-related services.

Where activities are outsourced, the statement should explain how this is compatible with the proper 

exercise of the institutional investor’s stewardship responsibilities and what steps the investor has 

taken to ensure that they are carried out in a manner consistent with the approach to stewardship set 

out in the statement. 

The disclosure should describe arrangements for integrating stewardship within the wider investment 

process. 

Principle 2 

Institutional investors should have a robust policy on managing conflicts of 

interest in relation to stewardship which should be publicly disclosed. 

Guidance 

An institutional investor’s duty is to act in the interests of its clients and/or beneficiaries.

Conflicts of interest will inevitably arise from time to time, which may include when voting on matters 

affecting a parent company or client. 

Institutional investors should put in place, maintain and publicly disclose a policy for identifying and 

managing conflicts of interest with the aim of taking all reasonable steps to put the interests of their 

client or beneficiary first. The policy should also address how matters are handled when the interests 

of clients or beneficiaries diverge from each other. 
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Principle 3

Institutional investors should monitor their investee companies. 

Guidance 

Effective monitoring is an essential component of stewardship. It should take place regularly and be

checked periodically for effectiveness.   

When monitoring companies, institutional investors should seek to: 

· keep abreast of the company’s performance;

· keep abreast of developments, both internal and external to the company, that drive the 

company’s value and risks;

· satisfy themselves that the company’s leadership is effective;

· satisfy themselves that the company’s board and committees adhere to the spirit of the 

UK Corporate Governance Code, including through meetings with the chairman and other 

board members; 

· consider the quality of the company’s reporting; and

· attend the General Meetings of companies in which they have a major holding, where 

appropriate and practicable. 

Institutional investors should consider carefully explanations given for departure from the UK 

Corporate Governance Code and make reasoned judgements in each case. They should give a 

timely explanation to the company, in writing where appropriate, and be prepared to enter a dialogue 

if they do not accept the company’s position.

Institutional investors should endeavour to identify at an early stage issues that may result in a 

significant loss in investment value. If they have concerns, they should seek to ensure that the 

appropriate members of the investee company’s board or management are made aware. 

Institutional investors may or may not wish to be made insiders. An institutional investor who may be 

willing to become an insider should indicate in its stewardship statement the willingness to do so, and 

the mechanism by which this could be done. 

Institutional investors will expect investee companies and their advisers to ensure that information that 

could affect their ability to deal in the shares of the company concerned is not conveyed to them 

without their prior agreement. 
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8 The UK Stewardship Code (September 2012) 

Principle 4 

Institutional investors should establish clear guidelines on when and how they 

will escalate their stewardship activities.  

Guidance 

Institutional investors should set out the circumstances in which they will actively intervene and 

regularly assess the outcomes of doing so. Intervention should be considered regardless of whether 

an active or passive investment policy is followed. In addition, being underweight is not, of itself, a 

reason for not intervening. Instances when institutional investors may want to intervene include, but 

are not limited to, when they have concerns about the company’s strategy, performance, governance, 

remuneration or approach to risks, including those that may arise from social and environmental 

matters. 

Initial discussions should take place on a confidential basis. However, if companies do not respond 

constructively when institutional investors intervene, then institutional investors should consider 

whether to escalate their action, for example, by: 

· holding additional meetings with management specifically to discuss concerns;

· expressing concerns through the company’s advisers;

· meeting with the chairman or other board members;  

· intervening jointly with other institutions on particular issues; 

· making a public statement in advance of General Meetings;  

· submitting resolutions and speaking at General Meetings; and 

· requisitioning a General Meeting, in some cases proposing to change board membership. 

Principle 5 

Institutional investors should be willing to act collectively with other investors 

where appropriate. 

Guidance 

At times collaboration with other investors may be the most effective manner in which to engage. 

Collective engagement may be most appropriate at times of significant corporate or wider economic 

stress, or when the risks posed threaten to destroy significant value.  
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Institutional investors should disclose their policy on collective engagement, which should indicate 

their readiness to work with other investors through formal and informal groups when this is 

necessary to achieve their objectives and ensure companies are aware of concerns. The disclosure 

should also indicate the kinds of circumstances in which the institutional investor would consider 

participating in collective engagement.  

Principle 6 

Institutional investors should have a clear policy on voting and disclosure of 

voting activity. 

Guidance 

Institutional investors should seek to vote all shares held. They should not automatically support the 

board. 

If they have been unable to reach a satisfactory outcome through active dialogue then they should 

register an abstention or vote against the resolution. In both instances, it is good practice to inform the 

company in advance of their intention and the reasons why. 

Institutional investors should disclose publicly voting records. 

Institutional investors should disclose the use made, if any, of proxy voting or other voting advisory 

services. They should describe the scope of such services, identify the providers and disclose the 

extent to which they follow, rely upon or use recommendations made by such services. 

Institutional investors should disclose their approach to stock lending and recalling lent stock. 

Principle 7 

Institutional investors should report periodically on their stewardship and 

voting activities. 

Guidance 

Institutional investors should maintain a clear record of their stewardship activities.  

Asset managers should regularly account to their clients or beneficiaries as to how they have 

discharged their responsibilities. Such reports will be likely to comprise qualitative as well as 

quantitative information. The particular information reported and the format used, should be a matter 

for agreement between agents and their principals. 

Asset owners should report at least annually to those to whom they are accountable on their 

stewardship policy and its execution. 
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10 The UK Stewardship Code (September 2012) 

Transparency is an important feature of effective stewardship. Institutional investors should not, 

however, be expected to make disclosures that might be counterproductive. Confidentiality in specific 

situations may well be crucial to achieving a positive outcome. 

Asset managers that sign up to this Code should obtain an independent opinion on their engagement 

and voting processes having regard to an international standard or a UK framework such as AAF 

01/06
2
. The existence of such assurance reporting should be publicly disclosed. If requested, clients 

should be provided access to such assurance reports. 

                                                
2
 Assurance reports on internal controls of service organisations made available to third parties: 

http://www.icaew.com/en/technical/audit-and-assurance/assurance/technical-release-aaf-01-06
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The FRC is responsible for promoting high quality corporate 

governance and reporting to foster investment. We set the UK 

Corporate Governance and Stewardship Codes as well as UK 

standards for accounting, auditing and actuarial work. We represent 
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Appendix 'B' 
 
Lancashire County Pension Fund 
 
Compliance with the UK Stewardship Code - July 2013 
 
Context 
 
The UK Stewardship Code, which has been prepared by the Financial Reporting Council, 
sets out the principles of effective ownership by investors. In so doing, the Code assists 
institutional investors to better exercise their stewardship responsibilities. 
 
The Financial Reporting Council encourages Institutional investors to report their compliance 
with the Code. This document summarises the approach of the Lancashire County Pension 
Fund to corporate governance and compliance with the Code. 

Principle 1 – Institutional investors should publicly disclose their policy on how they 
will discharge their stewardship responsibilities.  
 
Lancashire County Pension Fund takes its responsibilities as a shareholder seriously.  
 
The Fund believes that good corporate governance and the informed use of voting rights are 
an integral part of the investment process that will improve the performance of the 
companies in which the Fund is invested. 
 
Various policy documents are produced which identify how we meet our Stewardship 
responsibilities including our Statement of Investment Principles and Governance 
Compliance Statement.  
 
In practice the Fund’s policy is to apply the Code both through its arrangements with asset 
managers and through membership of the Local Authority Pension Fund Forum (LAPFF).  
 
The Fund seeks to use its position as a shareholder to actively encourage good corporate 
governance practice in those companies in which it invests. It does this by contracting the 
Pensions & Investment Research Consultants Limited (PIRC) to provide a global service for 
a standard voting policy and casting of votes along with the provision of company research 
and reporting tools.  

Principle 2 – Institutional investors should have a robust policy on managing conflicts 
of interest in relation to stewardship and this policy should be publicly disclosed.  
 
Lancashire County Pension Fund encourages all its fund managers to have effective policies 
in place to address potential conflicts of interests. The need to avoid conflicts of interest is 
also highlighted in our investment manager mandates and contracts with external parties.  
 
Should a conflict arise the investment manager must notify the Fund and the ultimate 
decision would be made by the Fund's Investment Panel, in consultation with the Chair of 
the Pension Fund Committee as required. 
 
In respect of conflicts of interests within the Fund, Committee members and officers are 
required to make declarations of interest at the start of all meetings. A public register of 
interests is also maintained for all Councillors.  
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Principle 3 – Institutional investors should monitor their investee companies.  
 
Day-to-day responsibility for managing the Fund's equity holdings is delegated to the 
appointed fund managers, and the Fund expects them to monitor companies, intervene 
where necessary, and report back regularly on engagement activities.  
 
Lancashire County Pension Fund contracts with PIRC who provides a global service for 
standard voting policy and casting of votes along with the provision of company research 
and reporting tools. In addition the Fund receives an ‘Alerts’ service from the Local Authority 
Pension Fund Forum, which highlights corporate governance issues of concern at investee 
companies. 

Principle 4 – Institutional investors should establish clear guidelines on when and 
how they will escalate their activities as a method of protecting and enhancing 
shareholder value.  
 
As highlighted above, responsibility for day to day interaction with companies is delegated to 
the fund managers, including the escalation of engagement. Their guidelines for such 
activities are anticipated to be disclosed in their own statement of adherence to the 
Stewardship Code.  
 
Occasionally, the Fund may choose to escalate activity, principally through engagement 
activity through the Local Authority Pension Fund Forum. When this occurs, the Investment 
Panel will decide whether to participate in the proposed activity, consulting with the Chair as 
necessary. 

Principle 5 – Institutional investors should be willing to act collectively with other 
investors where appropriate.  
 
Lancashire County Pension Fund seeks to work collaboratively with other institutional 
shareholders in order to maximise the influence that it can have on individual companies.  
 
The Fund seeks to achieve this through membership of the Local Authority Pension Fund 
Forum and National Association of Pension Funds (NAPF), which engages with companies 
over environmental, social and governance issues on behalf of its members.  

Principle 6 – Institutional investors should have a clear policy on voting and 
disclosure of voting activities.  
 
Lancashire County Pension Fund contracts with PIRC who provides a global service for a 
standard voting policy and casting of votes. The Pension Fund Committee have reviewed 
and agreed to adopt the voting guidelines of PIRC. These voting guidelines are regularly 
updated and publicly available on their website. PIRC provide a proxy voting service for all 
our global equity managers.  

Principle 7 – Institutional investors should report periodically on their stewardship 
and voting activities.  
 
Lancashire County Pension Fund annually reviews and updates its Statement of Investment 
Principles, which sets out the Fund’s approach to responsible investing. The activity 
undertaken by PIRC and the Local Authority Pension Fund Forum is regularly made 
available to Committee.  
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Pension Fund Committee 
Meeting to be held on 6 September 2013 
 
 
Fund Shareholder Voting and Engagement Report 
(Appendices 'A' and 'B' refer) 
 
Contact for further information:  
Gill Kilpatrick, (01772) 534715, County Treasurer's Directorate,  
Gill.kilpatrick@lancashire.gov.uk 
 

Executive Summary 
 
In accordance with its policies on promoting corporate social responsibility in the 
businesses in which it invest the Fund works through Pensions and Investment 
Research Consultants Ltd (PIRC) as its Governance Adviser and the Local 
Authority Pension Fund Forum (LAPFF) to both ensure that shares are voted in 
accordance with sound governance principles and influence companies' behaviour. 
 
This report provides the latest quarterly update for the Committee on the work 
undertaken on the Fund's behalf by PIRC and the engagement activity undertaken 
by LAPFF.  
 
The attached report from PIRC (Appendix 'A') covers the period 1 April to 30 June 
2013.  The Fund has voted on 2,866 occasions and has opposed or abstained in 
29% of votes.  PIRC recommends not supporting resolutions where it does not 
believe best governance practice is being applied.  PIRC’s focus has been on 
promoting independent representation on company boards, separating the roles of 
CEO and Chairman and ensuring remuneration proposals are aligned with 
shareholders’ interests. 
 
The attached engagement report from LAPFF (Appendix 'B') also covers the period 
1 April to 30 June 2013.  
 
Details of live class actions in relation to companies in which Lancashire County 
Pension Fund has, or had, owned shares is also set out in the report. 
 
Recommendation 
 
The Committee is asked to note the report.  
 

 
Background and Advice  
 
Shareholder Voting and Governance 
 
PIRC, acts as the Fund's proxy and casts the Fund's votes on its investments at 
shareholder meetings.  PIRC are instructed to vote in accordance with their 
guidelines unless the Fund 

Electoral Division affected: 
'All' 

Agenda Item 12
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instructs an exception.  PIRC analyses investee companies and produces publically 
available voting recommendations to encourage companies to adhere to high 
standards of governance and social responsibility.  The analysis includes a review of 
the adequacy of environmental and employment policies and the disclosure of 
quantifiable environmental reporting.  PIRC is also an active supporter of the 
Stewardship Code, a code of practice published by the Financial Reporting Council 
with the aim of enhancing the quality of engagement between institutional investors 
and companies.   
 

There may be occasions when the Fund wishes to cast a vote at a shareholder 
meeting in a way which does not accord with PIRC's recommendations.  For 
example, an investment manager might request the Fund to vote in a particular way 
to support or oppose a corporate action.  Such requests would be considered by the 
Fund on a case by case basis and PIRC instructed to cast the Fund's vote 
accordingly.   
 
PIRC also lobbies actively on behalf of its investing clients as well as providing them 
with detailed support.  It works closely with NAPF (the National Association of 
Pension Funds) and LAPFF (the forum of Local Authority Pension Funds).  
 
PIRC's quarterly report to 30 June 2013 is presented at Appendix A.  This report not 
only provides details of the votes cast on behalf of the Fund but also provides a 
commentary on events during the period relevant to environmental and social 
governance issues. 
 
In addition PIRC produces a detailed document which is reviewed by the Fund's 
officers, which sets out the circumstances and reasoning for every resolution 
opposed, abstained or withheld.  This document is available on request. 
 
The Fund's voting record using PIRC as its proxy for the three months ended 30 
June 2013 is summarised below: 
 
TABLE 1: GEOGRAPHIC VOTING OVERVIEW 

 

Geographic 
Region 

Meeting Resolutions For Oppose Abstain Withheld Non-
Voting 

UK 17 354 279 32 43 0 0 
EU 42 584 376 109 30 0 67 
JAPAN 25 315 274 40 1 0 0 
NORTH 
AMERICA 

118 1404 749 418 61 173 1 

SOUTH AND 
CENTRAL 
AMERICA 

8 42 14 22 0 6 0 

ASIA 16 144 84 51 9 0 0 
REST OF THE 
WORLD 

4 23 12 6 3 0 2 
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TABLE 2: ANALYSIS OF UK ALLSHARE VOTING RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Resolution 
Type 

For Percentage 
% 

Abstain Percentage 
% 

Oppose Percentage 
% 

Total 

Annual Reports 10 58.82 3 17.65 4 23.53 17 
Remuneration 
Reports 

1 5.88 5 29.41 11 64.71 17 

Articles of 
Association 

1 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 

Auditors 
Appointment 

8 47.06 8 47.06 1 5.88 17 

Directors 156 84.78 19 10.33 9 4.89 184 
Dividend 14 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 14 
Executive Pay 
Scheme 

1 16.67 0 0.0 5 83.33 6 

 
The Fund was party to 2,866 resolutions during this period, of which 62% resulted in 
positive votes for shareholder resolutions and 29% were opposed or an abstention 
given.  Voting abstention is regularly used by institutional investors as a way of 
signalling a negative view on a proposal without active opposition. In addition, within 
certain foreign jurisdictions, shareholders either vote for a resolution or not at all, 
opposition to these votes is described as vote withheld. These totalled 179 within the 
period, just over 6%. The remaining agenda items required no vote. 
 

In relation to the UK, this quarter's report focuses upon remuneration issues at 
Aggreko plc, issues with external audit fees at Rolls Royce Holdings plc, and 
regulatory criticisms at Prudential plc.  In addition, the corporate governance of 
Halifax Bank of Scotland (HBOS) was noted as “a model of self-delusion, of the 
triumph of process over purpose”, according to the Parliamentary Commission on 
Banking Standards (PCBS).  
 
Within European markets, Swiss shareholder groups taking action over executive 
pay was noted, as well as the difficulties faced by the Spanish banking sector in 
maintaining acceptable levels of corporate governance. The biggest German bank, 
Deutsche Bank, witnessed significant opposition to its supervisory board and some 
other resolutions put to vote at its AGM. In addition, Deutsche Post DHL faced 
accusations at its AGM that it abuses workplace rights in some countries in which it 
operates. Regarding employee directors and diversity, the proportion of females at 
board level is significantly higher amongst companies that have employee 
representation than those that don’t, PIRC has found. 
 
Within the United States, the quarterly report references several shareholder-
relevant events involving several major US listed companies including Hewlett-
Packard, News Corp, JP Morgan, and Walmart. In addition, two leading governance 
practitioners called for directors of US companies to be more open to engagement 
with shareholders. 
 
Shareholder Engagement through LAPFF 
 
Lancashire County Pension Fund is also a member of the Local Authority Pension 
Fund Forum (LAPFF), which exists to promote the investment interests of local 
authority pension funds, and to maximise their influence as shareholders whilst 
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promoting social responsibility and corporate governance at the companies in which 
they invest. 
 
Members of the Committee may be interested to note the attached engagement 
report from LAPFF (Appendix B) which covers the period 1 April to 30 June 2013. 
 
It sets out details of their activities in influencing governance, employment standards, 
reputational risk, climate change, finance and accounting, and Board composition, 
and provides a slightly different and wider perspective than the PIRC report. 
 
Class Actions 

United States 

The Fund has appointed Barrack, Rodos and Bacine (BR&B) to provide a US class 
actions monitoring service with the aim of ensuring that the Lancashire County 
Pension Fund receives all monies due to the Fund by filing its proof of claim from 
these cases. This service is at no cost to the Fund. 

BRB will identify class actions where the Fund has a potential loss arising from an 
alleged fraud or a securities law violation. This is achieved by the BR&B 'BEAMS' 
monitoring system which follows each securities case from the beginning to the end 
by ensuring its filing of the proof of claim so that the Fund may receive its payment. 

Occasionally the Fund may be asked to participate in a class action, and/ or to apply 
to become the lead or co-lead plaintiff, but under US law any shareholder subject to 
such a loss will be automatically entered into and benefit from a class action without 
having to file an individual claim. 

Details of current US live cases to 30 June 2013 are set out below: 
 

Company Name Ticker 

Effective 
Class 
Period 
Begin 

Effective 
Class 
Period 
End 

Case 
Status 

Estimated 
Loss--FIFO 

Estimated 
Loss--LIFO 

Medtronic, Inc. MDT 08/12/10 03/08/11 NEW ($27,712.00) ($27,712.00) 

CenturyLink, Inc. CTL 08/08/12 14/02/13 ACTIVE ($521,629.00) ($521,629.00) 

Barrick Gold Corp. ABX 07/05/09 23/05/13 ACTIVE ($364,669.00) ($411,360.00) 

Intuitive Surgical, Inc. ISRG 19/10/11 18/04/13 ACTIVE ($251,535.00) ($251,535.00) 
ITT Educational 
Services, Inc. ESI 24/04/08 25/02/13 ACTIVE ($760,060.00) ($678,368.00) 

Verisign, Inc. VRSN 25/06/12 25/10/12 ACTIVE ($246,205.00) ($246,205.00) 

 
(Losses are typically valued either on FIFO (First In First Out) or LIFO (Last In First Out) accounting 
methodologies.) 

 
 
 
 
 
United Kingdom 
 
Unlike class actions within the US jurisdiction, where all relevant recipients benefit 
from a class action when filed, class actions within the UK require investors to file 
their actions individually in order to potentially benefit from a successful class action. 
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The Fund previously held significant share holdings in Royal Bank of Scotland during 
which time it is alleged that the company materially misled investors with respect to 
its sub-prime-related credit market exposure, and in addition allegedly misreported 
other asset values and goodwill. These alleged actions, it is argued, caused 
investors to suffer losses relating to a subsequent Rights Issue on 30 April 2008. A 
class action against RBS on behalf of investors has been in development over the 
last two years and is now at the point where individual investors need to decide 
whether or not to participate. Lancashire County Pension Fund's potential losses 
arising out of the Rights Issue is estimated at $3.2million, although there is no 
guarantee that all or any of these losses can be recovered.  
 
Whilst insurance to the value of £15m has now been secured by the lead legal firm, 
there is still a risk of cost exposure dependent upon relative holdings and number of 
participants should the insurance in place be insufficient in the event of a lost case. 
The amount of recoverable losses is also subject to debate, particularly given the 
legal fees that will be 'top-sliced' prior to any recovered amounts being distributed. 
Consequently, and in keeping with the majority of other affected LGPS, the Fund is 
keeping a watching brief over developments. The deadline for filing a claim, after 
which the case would be statute-barred, is April 2014. 
 
In order to facilitate transparent and effective decision-making, a class action 
protocol is currently being developed to enable the relevant criteria to be assessed in 
advance of participating in a non-US class action or where a request is made by 
BR&B for the Fund to consider applying for lead plaintiff. Since Lancashire County 
Pension Fund has not previously applied for lead plaintiff status, advice is currently 
being taken from other Funds with such experience in order to benefit from it. 
 
Ethical Investment 
 
Following discussion of ethical investment issues at the March meeting of the 
Committee, a number of LGPS funds have also considered their position and an 
update will be provided at the Committee's next meeting. 
 
Consultations 
 
N/A 
 
Implications:  
 
It is a key component of good governance that the Fund is an engaged and 
responsible investor complying with the Stewardship Code. 
 
Well run responsible companies are more likely to be successful and less likely to 
suffer from unexpected scandals. 
 
Risk management 
 
The promotion of good responsible corporate governance in the companies the Fund 
is invested in reduces the risk of unexpected losses arising as a result of poor over-
sight and lack of independence. 
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Involvement in a non-US class action may result in losses incurred being recovered 
for the Fund, but should a case be lost then the Fund may incur related costs which 
may not be known with certainty at the time of filing. Applying for lead plaintiff status 
in the US may incur significant officer time and resources in bring a potential case to 
fruition. 
 
Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 
List of Background Papers 
 
N/a   
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L%N#8&#E%-?N#1*#*M'*.)#=%@#)%#3%

A#* ,#)* ,S* 3&)*B,%3* #,3"Q.)*B))3'#4%* %,* S"(_* E'(* ?,&#*e,#C* "#C* 3&())*,3&)(* C'()$3,(%* 7)()* 6,3)C* ,SS* 3&)

Q,"(C*,S*V.)#$,()*o%3("3"*"3*3&)*$,B9"#1i%*8VX*'#*X"1O

b'3&*"*6,3)*"4"'#%3*&'%*()]).)$3',#*,S*,6)(*G;c_*e,#C*7"%*3&)*B,%3*-#9,9-."(*,S*3&)*C'()$3,(%*S"$'#4

()]).)$3',#O*+,#*M"-$,##')(_*/)3)(*h,,.)1*"#C*A"#*E3("$&"#*7)()*".%,*6,3)C*,SSO*8%*&)*"$P#,7.)C4)C*'#*"

%3"3)B)#3*'%%-)C*"S3)(*3&)*B))3'#4_*,#)*,S*3&)*()"%,#%*S,(*e,#C*Q)'#4*9-3*'#*3&)*)a)$3,(*%)"3*7"%*'#6)%3,(

"#4)(*"3*()3)#3',#*"7"(C%*9(,6'C)C*3,*o%3("3"*C'()$3,(%O*e,#Ci%*C)9"(3-()*".%,*B)"#%*3&"3*S,(B)(*e/*$&')S

)0)$-3'6)*I,#1*h"17"(C*Q)$,B)%*$&"'(* ,S* 3&)*MIEF<;;*$,#%3'3-)#3* ,#*"#*'#3)('B* ()9."$)B)#3*7&'.%3* "

()9."$)B)#3*'%*%,-4&3O

+06K*&)#)%#6*(,*#O0&<)+&%@'

X"(3'#*V'.Q)(3*7'..*%3)9*C,7#*"%*$&"'(*,S*M'(%3V(,-9*."3)(*3&'%*1)"(_*"$$,(C'#4*3,*()9,(3%O

8* #-BQ)(* ,S* 9()%%* ()9,(3%* %3"3)* 3&"3* V'.Q)(3* 7'..* %3"1* ,#* -#3'.* "*%-$$)%%,(* &"%* Q))#* S,-#CO* h'%

)09)$3)C*C)9"(3-()*S,..,7%*%&"()&,.C)(*-#)"%)*"3*&'%*,3&)(*$,BB'3B)#3%_*"%*$&')S*)0)$-3'6)*,S*8Q)(C))#

8%%)3*X"#"4)B)#3_*"#C*#,#])0)$-3'6)*"3*eEP1e_*"*9,'#3*/A5+*&"%*("'%)CO*I&)*#)7%*3&"3*&)*'%* .'P).1*3,

%3)9*C,7#*".%,*$,B)%*"%* 3&)*$,B9"#1* '%*%))P'#4*3,*("'%)*S()%&*$"9'3"._*&"6'#4*$-3* '3*C'6'C)#C*"%*9(,S'3%

&"6)*%.-B9)CO

P"Q#<@&,0,*<#K0660%-(0&*#K())6*

?Uo*R'.*@*V"%*%"7*"*B"a,(*6,3)*"4"'#%3*'3%*()B-#)("3',#*()9,(3*"#C*%&"()*'%%-)*"-3&,('3')%_*C('6)#*Q1*'3%

37,*."(4)%3*%&"()&,.C)(%O

I&)*$,B9"#1i%* S'4-()%*%&,7*3&"3* 3&)()*7"%*"*6,3)*,S* a-%3*-#C)(*LGc*"4"'#%3* '3* ()B-#)("3',#*()9,(3_

7'3&*6,3)%*,S*".B,%3* 3&)*%"B)*%'k)*"4"'#%3*$&')S*)0)$-3'6)*[(*/"-.*["6')%_*"#C*3&())*()%,.-3',#%*()."3'#4

3,*%&"()*'%%-)*"-3&,('3')%O*h,7)6)(*3&)*$,B9"#1*".%,*().)"%)C*3&)*6,3'#4*()%-.3%*)0$.-C'#4*3&,%)*$"%3*Q1

F$."'(%i* #,B'#))* "#C* V.)#4"(1i%* #,B'#))*\'3%* 37,* B"a,(* %&"()&,.C)(%^O* I&'%* ()6)".)C* ,6)(7&).B'#4

%-99,(3* S(,B*,3&)(* '#6)%3,(%O*8&)"C* ,S* 3&)*8VX* 3&)* $,B9"#1* &"C* 3"P)#* 3&)*-#-%-".* "$3',#* ,S* '%%-'#4

#,3'$)%*3,*Q,3&*F$."'(%*V(,-9*V.)#4"(1*R6)(%)"%*!'B'3)C*()%3('$3'#4*)"$&*,S*3&)B_*"B,#4%3*,3&)(*3&'#4%_

S(,B*6,3'#4O

I&)*$,B9"#1*7'..* $,#%'C)(* 3&)* ()%-.3* 3,*Q)*"*4,,C*,#)O* A3* $,B9."'#)C*3&"3*TP("'#'"#*C-,*V)##"C'1

e,4,.1-Q,6* "#C* A4,(* U,.,B,'%P1*7"#3)C* 3,*3"P)* 3&)* $,B9"#1* ,6)(* Q1* %3)".3&O* I&)* A#C)9)#C)#3* ()9,(3%

3&)1* &"C*9()6',-%.1* %,-4&3* 3,* ,-%3* %,B)* ,S* 3&)* '#$-BQ)#3* C'()$3,(%* "#C* "99,'#3*3&)'(* ,7#* #,B'#))%_

7&'.%3*"3*3&)*8VX*3&)1*C'()$3.1*3"(4)3)C*3&)*$-(()#3*$&')S*)0)$-3'6)O

2I&*-#(-?#R55D#.%-)&(<)0-3#,%)*<

8S()#*Q(,P)*#)7*4(,-#C*'#*?-#)_*#,3*,#.1*Q)$,B'#4*3&)*S'(%3*$,B9"#1*3,*.,%)*'3%*()B-#)("3',#*()9,(3*6,3)

3&'%*8VX* %)"%,#_* Q-3* ".%,* Q)$,B'#4*3&)* S'(%3* $,B9"#1* 3,* .,%)* %-$&* "* 6,3)* 37'$)O* e-3* 3&)* )"%)* 7'3&

7&'$&*b//*9-%&)C*3&(,-4&*'3%*9"1*9."#*%-44)%3%*3&"3*%&"()&,.C)(*"$3'6'%B*()"..1*&"%*3"'.)C*,SS*3&'%*1)"(O

8S()#i%*8VX* %"7* 3&)* &'4&)%3* .)6).* ,S* %&"()&,.C)(* ,99,%'3',#* %,* S"(* "3*3&'%* 1)"(i%*8VX%O* A#6)%3,(%i

"#4)(*7"%*C'()$3)C* 3,7"(C%* 3&)*$,B9"#1i%*()B-#)("3',#*9,.'$1*"#C*.)"C)(%&'9O*X"#1*%&"()&,.C)(%*7)()

,99,%)C* 3,*3&)*d=OLB*9"1*9"$P"4)* S,(* 3&)*+FR*"#C*$,]S,-#C)(*R%B"#*E&"&)#%&"&O*8%*"*()%-.3_* 3&)1

$"%3* "* 7&,99'#4* G;c* ,S* 6,3)%* "4"'#%3* 3&)* $,B9"#1i%*()B-#)("3',#* ()9,(3O* +,#%'C)('#4* "* S-(3&)(* Gc

"Q%3"'#)C_*3&'%*7"%*,#)*,S*3&)*Q'44)%3*)6)(*%&"()&,.C)(*()6,.3%*,6)(*)0)$-3'6)*9"1*'#*3&)*TUO

/A5+* &"C* ()$,BB)#C)C* '#6)%3,(%* ,99,%)* 8S()#i%* ()B-#)("3',#* 9."#%*Q)$"-%)* '3* C))B)C* 3&)

$,B9"#1i%* :;<:* 6"('"Q.)* 9"1* "%* )0$)%%'6)O* [)%9'3)* "*&'%3,('$* %&"()&,.C)(* ()6,.3* 3&)* 6,3)* ()B"'#%* #,#]

Q'#C'#4O* X(O*E&"&)#%&"&* '%_* 3&-%_* )09)$3)C* 3,* ()$)'6)* &'%* S-..* 9"$P"4)_* $,B9('%'#4* "*dY:N_;;;* Q"%'$

%"."(1_* 4)#)(,-%* Q)#)S'3%* "#C* "* 9)#%',#* 9,3_* "%* 7)..* "%* "*Q,#-%* ,S* d<O=B* "#C* d<O=B* '#* %&"()%* -#C)(

8S()#i%*.,#4]3)(B*'#$)#3'6)*%$&)B)O

I&'%*7"%_*,S*$,-(%)_*#,3*"*S'(%3* S,(*8S()#_*"%* '3*&"C*9()6',-%.1* .,%3*3&)*6,3)*,#*'3%*()B-#)("3',#*()9,(3
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"3*'3%*:;<<*8VXO*I&'%*B"P)%*'3*3&)*S'(%3*$,B9"#1*3,*.,%)*%-$&*"*6,3)*'#*3&)*TU*37'$)O*8#C*3&)*$,B9"#1
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!"#S%)0-3#2-(6=<0<

I"Q.)*<J*I,9*R99,%)*2,3)%

$%H'(-= T='* U()* /*<%6@)0%- 5&%'%<(6
O@-?<
S%)*

F''%<*
V

< +8I!Aj*V5RT/*!I[ 8VX ;D*X"1*<= <=
899(,6)*#)7*.,#4*3)(B
'#$)#3'6)*9."#

R99,%) :LO:<

: 8EI58HFjF+8*/!+ 8VX :N*89(*<= NO4
5)]).)$3',#*,S*?)"#]
/&'.'99)*+,-(3,'%

8Q%3"'# :LO<K

= /5T[FjIA8!*/!+ 8VX <Y*X"1*<= ::
A%%-)*%&"()%*7'3&*9()]
)B93',#*('4&3%

M,( :;O;;

L
5F+UAII*eFj+UAEF5
V5RT/*/!+

8VX ;:*X"1*<= :
899(,6)*3&)
5)B-#)("3',#*5)9,(3

R99,%) <KOGL

N
e5AIAEh*8XF5A+8j
IRe8++R*/!+

8VX :N*89(*<= <K
A%%-)*%&"()%*7'3&*9()]
)B93',#*('4&3%

M,( <KO<=

Y 8[XA58!*V5RT/*/!+ 8VX :N*89(*<= :<
X))3'#4*#,3'S'$"3',#
()."3)C*9(,9,%".

M,( <YONL

K 8EI58HFjF+8*/!+ 8VX :N*89(*<= <<
X))3'#4*#,3'S'$"3',#
()."3)C*9(,9,%".

M,( <YO:L

G 5FF[*F!EF2AF5*/!+ 8VX :N*89(*<= :
899(,6)*3&)
5)B-#)("3',#*5)9,(3

R99,%) <LOLD

D
e5AIAEh*8XF5A+8j
IRe8++R*/!+

8VX :N*89(*<= :<
X))3'#4*#,3'S'$"3',#
()."3)C*9(,9,%".

M,( <=ON:

<;
5F+UAII*eFj+UAEF5
V5RT/*/!+

8VX ;:*X"1*<= :;
X))3'#4*#,3'S'$"3',#
()."3)C*9(,9,%".

M,( <:ODY

j,3)J* !)6).%* ,S* ,99,%'3',#*9)($)#3"4)* ()9()%)#3* ,99,%'3',#* 6,3)%*$"%3* "%*"*9)($)#3"4)*,S* "..* 6,3)%* $"%3

)'3&)(*'#*S"6,-(*,(*"4"'#%3*"*()%,.-3',#O

I"Q.)*:J*2,3)%*Q1*5)%,.-3',#

/*<%6@)0%-#T='* O%& V 2K<)(0- V F''%<* V R0);?&(1- V T%)(6

8..*FB9.,1))*E$&)B)% = <;; ; ; ; ; ; ; =

8##-".*5)9,(3% << =: G := <N LL ; ; =L

8(3'$.)%*,S*8%%,$'"3',# < <;; ; ; ; ; ; ; <

8-C'3,(% := K< G :N < = ; ; =:

+,(9,("3)*8$3',#% ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;

+,(9,("3)*[,#"3',#% G G; < <; < <; ; ; <;

[)Q3*@*!,"#% ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;

['()$3,(% <NY GL <D <; D L ; ; <GL

['6'C)#C <L <;; ; ; ; ; ; ; <L

F0)$-3'6)*/"1*E$&)B)% < <Y ; ; N G= ; ; Y

X'%$).."#),-% <L <;; ; ; ; ; ; ; <L

jF[*M))% ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;

j,#*2,3'#4 ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;

E"1*R#*/"1 ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;

E&"()*+"9'3".*5)%3(-$3-('#4 ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;

E&"()*A%%-)p5)]9-($&"%) LN GL K <= < < ; ; N=

E&"()&,.C)(*5)%,.-3',# ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;

T#C)S'#)C ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
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!"#S%)0-3#T0H*)(K6*#WA#9XAY

!'%3*,S*B))3'#4%*&).C*3&(,-4&,-3*3&)*9)(',C*'#*3&)*S-#CZ%*9,(3S,.',O

S%)*?#8**)0-3<

I"Q.)*=J*X))3'#4%*6,3)C*'#*3&)*`-"(3)(

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='* U()*#S%)*?

< eTjH!*/!+ <K*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L];=

: 8VV5FUR*/!+ :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

= 8[XA58!*V5RT/*/!+ :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

L 5FF[*F!EF2AF5*/!+ :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

N e5AIAEh*8XF5A+8j*IRe8++R*/!+ :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<;

Y 8EI58HFjF+8*/!+ :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<:

K V!8oREXAIhU!AjF*/!+ ;<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<D

G 5F+UAII*eFj+UAEF5*V5RT/*/!+ ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:=

D 5R!!E]5Rm+F*hR![AjVE*/!+ ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<G

<; e8F*EmEIFXE*/!+ ;G*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:L

<< +5h*/!+ ;G*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:N

<: /5R2A[FjI*MAj!*V5RT/ ;D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:N

<= +8I!Aj*V5RT/*!I[ ;D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:Y

<L TjA!F2F5*/!+ <N*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];<

<N jFoI*/!+ <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];:

<Y 8X!Aj*/!+ <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];K

<K /5T[FjIA8!*/!+ <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];=
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JH'6%=**#?0&*.)%&<#(-?#?0,*&<0)=

I&)* 9(,9,(3',#* ,S* S)B".)%* "3* Q,"(C* .)6).* '%* %'4#'S'$"#3.1* &'4&)(*"B,#4%3* $,B9"#')%* 3&"3* &"6)* )B9.,1))

()9()%)#3"3',#*3&"#*3&,%)*3&"3*C,#i3_*/A5+*&"%*S,-#CO

!,,P'#4* "3* 3&)* MIEF* F-(,S'(%3_* "B,#4%3* 3&,%)* $,B9"#')%* 7&'$&* C,* #,3*&"6)* )B9.,1))

()9()%)#3"3',#_* 3&)*9(,9,(3',#*,S* S)B".)%*"3*Q,"(C* .)6).*'%*<DcO*h,7)6)(_*"B,#4%3* 3&,%)*$,B9"#')%* 3&"3

C,*&"6)*)B9.,1))*()9()%)#3"3',#*"3*Q,"(C* .)6)._* 3&)*9(,9,(3',#*,S* S)B".)%* '%*,6)(*"* 3&'(C*4()"3)(_*"3*:YcO

I,*Q)*%-()* 3&'%*7"%#i3* a-%3*"*`-'(P* '#* 3&)*#"3-()*,S*3&)*$,B9"#')%* 3&"3*&"6)*)B9.,1))*()9()%)#3"3',#*,#

3&)* Q,"(C%_* 7)* ".%,*.,,P)C* "3* 7&"3* 9(,9,(3',#* ,S* )B9.,1))* ()9()%)#3"3'6)%* "()* S)B".)* '#* 3&)*%"B)

%"B9.)O* I&)* "#%7)(* '%* :NOKcO* j,3"Q.1* 3&'%* '%* )6)#* %.'4&3.1* &'4&)(*3&"#* 3&)* 9(,9,(3',#* ,S* S)B".)* #,#]

)0)$-3'6)%_*"3*:=OGcO

e)%'C)%* ,3&)(* Q)#)S'3%* )B9.,1))* ()9()%)#3"3',#* B'4&3* Q('#4_* %-$&* "%*4()"3)(* C'6)(%'31* ,S* 6')7%_* '3

%))B%*3&"3_*'#*9("$3'$)_*'3*".%,*.)"C%*3,*4()"3)(*4)#C)(*C'6)(%'31O
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J@&%'*(-#S%)0-3#$;(&)<

I&)%)*4("9&%* '#$.-C)*B))3'#4%*7&)()*3&)*$.')#3*&).C*"*6,3'#4*)#3'3.)B)#3*)0)($'%"Q.)*Q1*/A5+*"$$,(C'#4

3,*9,(3S,.',*C)3"'.%*$,BB-#'$"3)C*3,*/A5+*9(',(*3,*)0)$-3',#*,S*3&)*6,3)O

T%)(6#/*<%6@)0%-<

M,( :DL

R99,%) YG

8Q%3"'# :N

b'3&C("7# ;

I,3". =GK

8**)0-3< 2+8#_#$%HK0-*? J+8 T%)(6

I,3".*X))3'#4% =< : ==

<*\,(*B,()^*,99,%)*,(*"Q%3"'#*6,3) :G : =;

J@&%'*(-#S%)0-3#/*.%&?

J@&%'*(-#2+8#/*.%&?#_#$%HK0-*?

J@&%'*(-#J+8#/*.%&?
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J@&%'*(-#S%)0-3#T0H*)(K6*#WA#9XAY

!'%3*,S*B))3'#4%*&).C*3&(,-4&,-3*3&)*9)(',C*'#*3&)*S-#CZ%*9,(3S,.',O

S%)*?#8**)0-3<

I"Q.)*NJ*X))3'#4%*6,3)C*'#*3&)*`-"(3)(

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='* U()*#S%)*?

< EbAEE+RX*8V ;L*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]<N

: 2R!2R*8e ;L*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]<N

= EFE*E8 ;L*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]<G

L MA8I*Aj[TEI5A8!*E/8 ;G*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]:;

N [8AX!F5*8V <;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]<D

Y ?T!ATE*e8F5*V5T//F*8V <;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]:;

K jFEI!F*E8 <<*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]<D

G Aj2FEIR5*8e <N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]:Y

D eF!V8+RX*E8 <K*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]:N

<; [OF*X8EIF5*e!Fj[F5E*<KN= <K*89(*<= J+8 :;<=];L];:

<< E8X/R*Rm? <G*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]:G

<: 8[F++R*E8 <G*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]:G

<= !2Xh*\XRFI*hFjjFEEm*]*!RTAE*2TAIIRj^*E8 <G*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<;

<L hFAjFUFj*j2 :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L];G

<N XTFj+hFjF5*5TF+U*8V*\XTjA+h*5F^ :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L];D

<Y EbF[AEh*X8I+h*8e :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<K [8jRjF :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<;

<G V?FjEA[AVF*MR5EAU5AjV*e8 :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<N

<D +5F[AI*ETAEEF*V5RT/ :Y*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<;

:; 8UHR*jReF!*j2 :Y*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<N

:< 8I!8E*+R/+R*8e :D*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<G

:: E8jRMA ;=*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<G

:= UTFhjF*y*j8VF!*AjIF5j8IARj8!*8V ;K*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:L

:L jR5EU*hm[5R*8E8 ;G*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:L

:N IF5j8*]*5FIF*F!FII5A+8*j8HARj8!F*E/8 <L*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]=;

:Y [FTIE+hF*eRF5EF*8V <N*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]=;

:K [FTIE+hF*IF!FURX <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];<

:G IRI8!*E8 <K*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];=

:D !FV58j[*E8 :L*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<=

=; [FTIE+hF*/REI*8V :D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<L

=< !Aj[F*8V :D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<N

=: E8/*8V ;L*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];N]:<

== 5m8j8A5*hR![AjVE*/!+ <G*?-#*<= J+8 :;<=];Y]<;

J@&%'*(-#!'.%H0-3#8**)0-3<#WY#9XAY

!'%3* ,S* B))3'#4%* %$&)C-.)C* 3,* Q)* &).C* 3&(,-4&,-3* 3&)* 9)(',C* Q1*F-(,9)"#*$,B9"#')%* $-(()#3.1* '#* 3&)
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S-#CZ%*9,(3S,.',O

I"Q.)*YJ*T9$,B'#4*X))3'#4%

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='*

< +RX/8VjAF*MAj8j+AF5F*5A+hFXRjI*E8 ;N*E)9*<= 8VX

: EF8[5A!!*!I[ :<*E)9*<= 8VX

= 5m8j8A5*hR![AjVE*/!+ :<*E)9*<= 8VX
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!G#$%&'%&()*#+%,*&-(-.*#/*,0*1

>5#&*,%6)D#K%(&?#H*HK*&<#`@0)

A#*89('.* 3&)* Q,"(C* ,S* h)7.)33* /"$P"(C* "$P#,7.)C4)C* 3&)* %$".)* ,S*%&"()&,.C)(* C'%%)#3* )09()%%)C* "3* '3%

8VX_*7'3&*37,*C'()$3,(%*"##,-#$'#4*3&)'(*()%'4#"3',#*"#C*3&)*$&"'(*7'..*().'#`-'%&'#4*&'%*(,.)O

h/i%*8VX*'#*X"($&*7"%*3&)*S'(%3*B"a,(*)6)#3*,S*3&)*TE*9(,01*%)"%,#*"#C*#,7*.,,P%*3,*&"6)*Q))#*"#

'B9,(3"#3* B,B)#3* '#* %&"()&,.C)(* "$3'6'%BO*I&)* Q,"(C* &"%* 3"P)#* %'4#'S'$"#3* S."P* S(,B* '#6)%3,(%* ()$)#3.1_

9"(3'$-."(.1*%'#$)*3&)*7('3)]C,7#*,#*'3%*3"P),6)(*,S*8-3,#,B1*7"%*"##,-#$)CO*b&"3*&"%*9"(3'$-."(.1*'(P)C

%&"()&,.C)(%* &"%* Q))#* 3&)* S"'.-()*,S*Q,"(C*B)BQ)(%_*7&,*7)()* '#*9."$)*"3* 3&)* 3'B)*,S* 3&)*C)"._* 3,* 3"P)

()%9,#%'Q'.'31O

8%* "* ()%-.3* 3&)* $,B9"#1* 7"%* &'3* 7'3&* "* $,#$)(3)C* 9-%&* S(,B*%&"()&,.C)(%* "4"'#%3* "* #-BQ)(* ,S

C'()$3,(%_*.)C*Q1*TE*9-Q.'$*S-#C%*"#C*TE*3("C)*-#',#*%&"()&,.C)(*"$3'6'%3%*+3b*A#6)%3B)#3*V(,-9O*I&,%)

9"(3'$-."(.1* '#* 3&)*S("B)*7)()*?,&#*h"BB)(4()#*"#C*VO*U)##)C1*I&,B9%,#_*7&,*()$)'6)C*6,3)%*"4"'#%3

3&)'(*()]).)$3',#*,S*LYc*"#C*LNc*()%9)$3'6).1O*e-3*h/*$&"'(*5"1*!"#)*".%,*S"$)C*"*L<c*6,3)*"4"'#%3O

h/* $.)"(.1* ()$,4#'%)C* 3&)* %3()#43&* ,S* %&"()&,.C)(* ,9'#',#* "#C*h"BB)(4()#* "#C* I&,B9%,#

"##,-#$)C*3&)1*7)()*%3)99'#4*C,7#*"%*C'()$3,(%*."3)(*3&'%*1)"(O*!"#)*7'..*%3"1*,#*3&)*Q,"(C*Q-3*&"%*4'6)#

-9*&'%*(,.)*"%*$&"'(O*h)*&"%*Q))#*()9."$)C*Q1*"$3'6'%3*'#6)%3,(*5".9&*b&'37,(3&_*7&,*%'3%*,#*3&)*Q,"(C*"#C

7&,*7'..*"$3*"%*'#3)('B*$&"'(O

$(66#I%&#H%&*#!G#*-3(3*H*-)

['()$3,(%*,S*TE*$,B9"#')%*%&,-.C*Q)*B,()*,9)#*3,*)#4"4)B)#3*7'3&*3&)'(*%&"()&,.C)(%_*"$$,(C'#4*3,*37,

.)"C'#4*4,6)(#"#$)*9("$3'3',#)(%O

A#* "#* ,#.'#)* "(3'$.)* S,(* 3&)* h"(6"(C* !"7* E$&,,.* M,(-B* ,#* +,(9,("3)*V,6)(#"#$)* "#C* M'#"#$'".

5)4-."3',#_* [)Q,("&* V'.%&"#* ,S* 5"'.9)#* "#C*+"3&)('#)* ?"$P%,#* ,S* /VVX* "(4-)C* 3&"3* %)#3'B)#3* "Q,-3

%&"()&,.C)(*)#4"4)B)#3* '%*$&"#4'#4*Q-3* 3&"3*$,B9"#')%*$,-.C*C)6).,9*Q)33)(*%3("3)4')%O*I&)1*$"..)C* S,(

'#C)9)#C)#3* C'()$3,(* B))3'#4%* 7'3&*%&"()&,.C)(%* 3,* Q)$,B)* "* (,-3'#)* 9"(3* ,S* "* Q,"(Ci%* "99(,"$&* 3,

,-3()"$&*7'3&*'3%*%&"()&,.C)(%_*("3&)(*3&"#*,#.1*'#*)0$)93',#".*$'($-B%3"#$)%*,(*'#*3'B)%*,S*$('%'%O

L*1<#$%&'#G;(&*;%6?*&#&*,%6)

E)6)(".* %&"()&,.C)(* 4(,-9%* &"6)* S'.)C* 37,* ()%,.-3',#%* $"..'#4* S,(* "#*'#C)9)#C)#3* $&"'(B"#* "#C* 3&)

).'B'#"3',#*,S*j)7%*+,(9,("3',#*C-".]$."%%*%&"()*%3(-$3-()O

A#* X"1_* C'%%'C)#3* %&"()&,.C)(%* S(,B* 3&)* TU_* TE* "#C* +"#"C"* S'.)C* "*()%,.-3',#* C)B"#C'#4

"99,'#3B)#3*,S*"#*'#C)9)#C)#3*$&"'(B"#O*[)B"#C%*S,(*3&)*B)C'"*B,4-.*5-9)(3*X-(C,$&*3,*%3)9*C,7#*"%

$&"'(B"#* ,S* j)7%* +,(9*"33("$3)C* %3(,#4* %-99,(3* "3* ."%3* 1)"(i%* 8VX_* 7&)#* 37,* 3&'(C%* ,S*'#C)9)#C)#3

%&"()&,.C)(%* %-99,(3)C* "* %'B'."(* ()%,.-3',#O* I&'%* 1)"(* 3&)*a,'#3* %&"()&,.C)(* 9(,9,%".* 7"%* S'..)C* Q1* 3&)

+&('%3'"#* e(,3&)(%*A#6)%3B)#3* E)(6'$)%* "#C* 3&)* e('3'%&* +,.-BQ'"* A#6)%3B)#3* X"#"4)B)#3*+,(9,("3',#O

I&)*()%,.-3',#*4,3*".%,*%-99,(3*S(,B*3&)*!,$".*8-3&,('31*/)#%',#*M-#C*M,(-BO

I&)*B)C'"*$,B9"#1*S"$)%*9()%%-()*S(,B*"*%)9"("3)*()%,.-3',#*S'..)C*Q1*3&)*)3&'$".* '#6)%3B)#3*4(,-9

j"3&"#*+-BB'#4%*M,-#C"3',#*'#*7&'$&*'3*9(,9,%)%*3,*)#C*3&)*C-".*$."%%*%&"()*%3(-$3-()O*I&'%*"..,7%*3&)

X-(C,$&*S"B'.1* 3,* )0)($'%)* C)* S"$3,* $,#3(,.* ,S* '3%*B)C'"* )B9'()* C)%9'3)* ,7#'#4*,#.1* <L* 9)(* $)#3* ,S* 3&)

$,B9"#1i%*)`-'31O*84"'#_*"*%'B'."(*()%,.-3',#*."%3*1)"(*4,3*Y:*9)(*$)#3*%-99,(3*,S*3&)*9-Q.'$*%&"()&,.C)(%O

E&"()&,.C)(%* Q).')6)* 3&"3* Q1* ()%9,#C'#4* 9,%'3'6).1* 3,* 3&)%)* $,(9,("3)*4,6)(#"#$)* '%%-)%_* j)7%

+,(9,("3',#* $"#* 'B9(,6)* ,6)(%'4&3* ,S*B"#"4)B)#3_* ()C-$)* Q-%'#)%%* ('%P* "#C* Q)33)(* ()9()%)#3* 3&)

'#3)()%3%* ,S*"..* %&"()&,.C)(%O* /()%%-()* S,(* $,(9,("3)* 4,6)(#"#$)* ()S,(B%* &"%* Q))#*'#$()"%'#4* %'#$)* 3&)

9&,#)]&"$P'#4*%$"#C".*"3*j)7%*+,(9i%*TU*#)7%9"9)(%O
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P58#&0<4#.%HH0))**#)(4*<#);*#;0)

A#* 3&)* )#C_* 3&)* 6,3)* 3,* %9.'3* 3&)* (,.)%* ,S* $&"'(* "#C* $&')S* )0)$-3'6)*"3* ?/*X,(4"#_* $-(()#3.1* Q,3&* &).C* Q1

?"B')*['B,#_*7"%*.,7)(*3&"#*)09)$3)CO*e-3*3&)*%$".)*,S*%&"()&,.C)(*9()%%-()*,#*B)BQ)(%*,S*3&)*Q,"(Ci%

('%P*$,BB'33))*'%*.'P).1*3,*&)(".C*"*%&"P)]-9O

I&)* 6,3)* '#* S"6,-(* ,S* 3&)* ()%,.-3',#_* S'.)C* Q1*TE* -#',#*8ME+XF_* 3&)*+,##)$3'$-3* 5)3'()B)#3* /."#%

"#C*I(-%3*M-#C%_*h)(B)%_*"#C*3&)*jm+*/)#%',#*M-#C%*7"%*=:c_*.,7)(*3&"#*."%3*1)"(i%*()%-.3O*h,7)6)(

3&)* B)C'"*%3,(B* "(,-#C* 3&)* 8VX* "#C* 3&)* &'4&* 6,3)%* "4"'#%3* %)6)(".* B)BQ)(%* ,S* 3&)*Q"#Pi%* ('%P

$,BB'33))*"()*.'P).1*3,*()%-.3*'#*$&"#4)%*3,*3&)*Q,"(CO

E&"()&,.C)(%* $"%3* LKc* 6,3)%* "4"'#%3* F..)#* M-33)(_* "#C* L=c* "#C* L<c*"4"'#%3* ?"B)%* +(,7#* "#C

["6'C*+,3)*()%9)$3'6).1O*83*."%3*1)"(i%*B))3'#4*3&)*()%9)$3'6)*6,3)%*"4"'#%3*7)()*+,3)*=c_*+(,7#*=c*"#C

M-33)(* <LcO* I&)*C'()$3,(%*7)()* 3"(4)3)C* Q1* %&"()&,.C)(%*7&,*7)()* %))P'#4* $&"#4)%* 3,* 3&)*Q"#Pi%* ('%P

B"#"4)B)#3O

I&)* ()%-.3%* .,,P* 3,* &"6)* ".()"C1* &"C* "#* 'B9"$3* ,#* ?/*X,(4"#i%*3&'#P'#4_*7'3&* .)"C* C'()$3,(* !))*5O

5"1B,#C*()9,(3)C.1*3)..'#4*3&)*8VXJ*fA#*3)(B%*,S*3&)*$,B9,%'3',#*,S*3&)*('%P*$,BB'33))_*1,-*%&,-.C*%3"1

3-#)COg* e.,,BQ)(4* ".%,* %9)$-."3)%* 3&"3* 3&)* Q"#P* B'4&3* $&,,%)* 3,*%3()#43&)#* 5"1B,#Ci%* ,7#* (,.)_

9()%-B"Q.1*'#*"#*)SS,(3*3,*$,-#3)(]"$3*$,#$)(#%*"Q,-3*$,#$)#3("3',#*,S*9,7)(O*A3*&"%*".%,*Q))#*%-44)%3)C

3&"3*3&)*$&"'(*"#C*$&')S*)0)$-3'6)*(,.)%*$,-.C*Q)*%9.'3*,#$)*['B,#*.)"6)%*3&)*Q,"(CO

R(6H(&)#;0)#K=#&(&*#2+8#'&%)*<)

E&"()&,.C)(%*,S*b".]X"(3*E3,()%* A#$*)09()%%)C*%'4#'S'$"#3*,99,%'3',#* 3,* 3&)*$,B9"#1i%*B"#"4)B)#3*"3

'3%*"##-".*B))3'#4O

83* '3%*8VX* <:c* ,S* 6,3'#4* %&"()%* 7)()* $"%3* "4"'#%3* +&')S* F0)$-3'6)*X'P)* [-P)O* e,"(C* $&"'(B"#

5,Q%,#*b".3,#_*%,#*,S*3&)*S,-#C)(*E"B*b".3,#_*()$)'6)C*"*<;c*6,3)*"4"'#%3O*+&('%3,9&)(*b'..'"B%_*$&"'(

,S* 3&)* "-C'3*$,BB'33))_* ()$)'6)C*"* <:c*6,3)* "4"'#%3O* I&)* 6,3)%* ()S.)$3* %&"()&,.C)(%*C'%%"3'%S"$3',#* 7'3&

b".]X"(3i%* ()%9,#%)* 3,* "..)4"3',#%* ,S* 6',."3',#%* ,S*TOEO* ."7* 9(,&'Q'3'#4* Q('Q)(1* '#* S,()'4#* $,-#3(')%_* '3%

3()"3B)#3*,S*7,(P)(%*"#C*'3%*%"S)4-"(C%*3,*)#%-()*3&"3*'3%*9(,C-$3%*"()*B"C)*'#*&-B"#)*$,#C'3',#%O*I&)()

7"%*".%,*"*6,3)*,S*B,()*3&"#*<Kc*'#* S"6,-(*,S*"*%&"()&,.C)(*9(,9,%".* 3,*)B9,7)(* 3&)*Q,"(C* 3,*$"..* S,(*"

%9)$'".*%&"(),7#)(* B))3'#4* '#* ,(C)(* 3,* 6,3)* ,#* 'B9,(3"#3* B"33)(%O* I&)* ()`-)%3*S,(* 3&'%* "(,%)* '#* 3&)

%&"C,7*,S*3&)*()$)#3*C'%"%3)(%*"3*3)03'.)*S"$3,(')%*'#*e"#4."C)%&_*7&'$&*%-99.1*".%,*b".]X"(3O

8%&*#L*1<#$%&'#-*1<

j)7%*+,(9i%*%9.'3*'#3,*37,*%)9"("3)*Q-%'#)%%)%*7"%*"99(,6)C*'#*?-#)O*I&)()i%*"#*'#3)()%3'#4*3&),(1*"Q,-3

,#)*()"%,#*Q)&'#C*3&)*%9.'3O

A#*"*9')$)*S,(*j)7*5)9-Q.'$*3&'%*7))P_*/)3)(*?-P)%*\7&,*&"%*7('33)#*"*Q,,P*,#*3&)*&"$P'#4*%$"#C".^

%-44)%3*3&"3*%9.'33'#4*#)7*j)7%*+,(9*,SS*S(,B*M,0*"..,7%*3&)*."33)(*3,*()B"'#*$.)"(*,S*"#1*.)4".*,(*S'#"#$'".

.'"Q'.'3')%* ()."3'#4* 3,* 3&)* 9-Q.'%&'#4* Q-%'#)%%O* E9)$'S'$"..1_* &)*%-44)%3%* 3&'%* B"1* '#* 9"(3* Q)* '#3)#C)C* 3,

C)".*7'3&*"*9,%%'Q.)*%)33.)B)#3*7'3&*3&)*[)9"(3B)#3*,S*?-%3'$)*()."3'#4*3,*Q()"$&)%*,S*3&)*M,()'4#*+,((-93

/("$3'$)%*8$3O*V'6)#*7)..]C,$-B)#3)C*$"%)%*,S*j)7%*+,(9*3'3.)%*9"1'#4* S,(* '#S,(B"3',#_*"$3',#*-#C)(* 3&)

M+/8*&"%*.,#4*Q))#*$,#%'C)()C*"*9,%%'Q'.'31O

E)9"("3).1_*P)1*S'4-()%* '#*3&)*&"$P'#4*%$"#C".*%,,#*S"$)*3&)'(*C"1* '#*$,-(3O*I&)* 3('".*,S* S,(B)(*j)7%

A#3)(#"3',#".*$&')S*)0)$-3'6)*5)Q)P"&*e(,,P%*7'..*3"P)*9."$)*'#*E)93)BQ)(O*e(,,P%*S"$)%*$&"(4)%*()."3'#4

3,*&"$P'#4* 9&,#)%_* 9"1'#4* 9-Q.'$* ,SS'$'".%* S,(* '#S,(B"3',#* "#C* $,#%9'('#4*7'3&* ,3&)(%* 3,* &'C)* '#S,(B"3',#

()."3'#4* 3,* &"$P'#4* S(,B* 3&)* 9,.'$)O* I&)*/('B)* X'#'%3)(i%* S,(B)(* C'()$3,(* ,S* $,BB-#'$"3',#%_* 8#C1

+,-.%,#_*".%,*S"$)%*"*$&"(4)*,S*9&,#)*&"$P'#4O

:;*,S*=Y
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!G#S%)0-3#$;(&)<

I&)%)*4("9&%* '#$.-C)*B))3'#4%*7&)()*3&)*$.')#3*&).C*"*6,3'#4*)#3'3.)B)#3*)0)($'%"Q.)*Q1*/A5+*"$$,(C'#4

3,*9,(3S,.',*C)3"'.%*$,BB-#'$"3)C*3,*/A5+*9(',(*3,*)0)$-3',#*,S*3&)*6,3)O

T%)(6#/*<%6@)0%-<

M,( NY<

R99,%) =LY

8Q%3"'# NN

b'3&&,.C YG

b'3&C("7# ;

I,3". <;=;

8**)0-3< 2+8 J+8 T%)(6

I,3".*X))3'#4% G< ; G<

<*\,(*B,()^*,99,%)*,(*"Q%3"'#*6,3) G< ; G<

!G#S%)0-3#/*.%&?

!G#2+8#/*.%&?

!G#J+8#/*.%&?

I&)()*7&)()*#,*FVX%*C-('#4*3&)*."%3*9)(',C*'#*3&)*$.')#3%*9,(3S,.',O

:<*,S*=Y
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!G#S%)0-3#T0H*)(K6*#WA#9XAY

!'%3*,S*B))3'#4%*&).C*3&(,-4&,-3*3&)*9)(',C*'#*3&)*S-#CZ%*9,(3S,.',O

S%)*?#8**)0-3<

I"Q.)*KJ*X))3'#4%*6,3)C*'#*3&)*`-"(3)(

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='* U()*#S%)*?

< e8jU*RM*jFb*mR5U*XF!!Rj*+R5/O ;D*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]:N

: XRR[mZE*+R5/O <Y*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<;

= EhF5bAj]bA!!A8XE*+R <K*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L];:

L )e8m*Aj+O <G*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<<

N IFo8E*AjEI5TXFjIE*Aj+O <G*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<;

Y hRjFmbF!!*AjIF5j8IARj8!*Aj+O ::*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<N

K 8XF5Fj*+R5/R58IARj :=*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<N

G /58o8A5*Aj+O :=*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<N

D 8XF5A+8j*F!F+I5A+*/RbF5*+R*Aj+ :=*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<N

<; !AMF*IF+hjR!RVAFE*+R5/ :L*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<N

<< 8I@I*Aj+O :L*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<: h+/*Aj+ :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<= ?RhjERj*@*?RhjERj :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<L AjITAIA2F*ET5VA+8!*Aj+ :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<N Ej8/]Rj*Aj+O :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<Y +FjIF5/RAjI*FjF5Vm :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<K /MAHF5*Aj+O :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<G M!A5*EmEIFXE*Aj+O :Y*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<K

<D +Aj+Ajj8IA*MAj8j+A8!*+R5/O :K*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<G

:; h85!Fm][82A[ERj*Aj+ :K*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<G

:< TjAIF[*IF+hjR!RVAFE*+R5/ :D*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<D

:: IF58[8I8*+R5/ =;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]::

:= AjIF5j8IARj8!*M!82pM58V*Aj+O =;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]::

:L !]=*+RXXTjA+8IARjE*hR![AjVE*Aj+ =;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]::

:N IhF*hF5EhFm*+RX/8jm =;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]::

:Y XF8[*?RhjERj*jTI5AIARj*+R =;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]::

:K /F/EA+R*Aj+O ;<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:=

:G [IF*FjF5Vm*+RO ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:=

:D UAXeF5!m*+!85U*+R5/ ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:L

=; bAE+RjEAj*FjF5Vm*+R5/O ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:=

=< 2F5AHRj*+RXXTjA+8IARjE*Aj+ ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:=

=: TjAIF[*/85+F!*EF52A+F*Aj+ ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:=

== FRV*5FERT5+FE*Aj+ ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:=

=L FWTAM8o*Aj+O ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:L

=N IFjFI*hF8!Ih+85F*+R5/O ;=*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:L

=Y FjIF5Vm*+R5/O ;=*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:L

=K !A!!m*\F!A^*@*+R ;Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:L

=G 8!IF58*+R5/O ;Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:N

::*,S*=Y
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=D /hA!A/*XR55AE*AjIF5j8IARj8!*Aj+O ;G*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];<

L; !8eR58IR5m*+R5/O*RM*8XF5A+8 ;G*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];:

L< b8IF5E*+R5/R58IARj ;D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];=

L: 5FmjR![E*8XF5A+8j*Aj+ ;D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];K

L= X8IIF!*Aj+O <;*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];K

LL =X*+RX/8jm <L*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];:

LN jAERT5+F*Aj+O <L*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];K

LY [AE+R2F5m*+RXXTjA+8IARjE*Aj+ <L*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];K

LK /Ajj8+!F*bFEI*+8/AI8!*+R5/ <N*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];D

LG jR5Ih5R/*V5TXX8j*+R5/O <N*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];D

LD //!*+R5/O <N*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<;

N; bF!!/RAjI*Aj+ <N*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<;

N< AjIF!*+R5/ <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];=

N: [5*/F//F5*Ej8//!F*V5RT/*Aj+O <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];D

N= 8!I5A8*V5RT/*Aj+O <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<;

NL TjARj*/8+AMA+*+R5/O <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<=

NN /5RV5FEEA2F*+R5/O <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<=

NY +RjER!A[8IF[*F[AERj*Aj+ :;*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<L

NK 8!!EI8IF*+R5/O :<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<=

NG V8/*Aj+ :<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<L

ND RXjA+RX*V5RT/*Aj+ :<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<N

Y; XRj[F!FH*AjIF5j8IARj8!*Aj+ :<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<N

Y< IF58[mjF*Aj+O :<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<N

Y: 8XVFj*Aj+O ::*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y

Y= o+F!*FjF5Vm*Aj+O ::*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y

YL +FjIT5m!AjU*Aj+ ::*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y

YN j8IARj8!*RA!bF!!*285+R*Aj+ ::*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y

YY ERTIhF5j*+RO ::*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y

YK U58MI*MRR[E*V5RT/*Aj+ ::*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y

YG IhF5XR*MAEhF5*E+AFjIAMA+*Aj+O ::*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y

YD hRXF*[F/RI*Aj+ :=*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y

K; jFoIF58*FjF5Vm*Aj+ :=*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y

K< 8X8HRj*+RX*Aj+O :=*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y

K: [F2Rj*FjF5Vm*+R5/O ;N*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];N]::

K= V,,4.)*A#$O ;Y*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];N]:=

KL b8!*X85I*EIR5FE*Aj+ ;K*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];N]:G

KN I?o*+RE*Aj+ <<*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];N]=;

KY X8EIF5+85[*Aj+ <G*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<;

KK +85X8o*Aj+ :L*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<G

KG m8hRR*Aj+O :N*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<G

KD eF[*e8Ih*@*eFmRj[*Aj+ :G*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<G

G; I5A/8[2AER5*Aj+*]E/j :G*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<G

L%)#S%)*?#8**)0-3<

I"Q.)*GJ*X))3'#4%*#,3*6,3)C*'#*`-"(3)(

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='* /*(<%-#L%)#S%)*?

< X++R5XA+U*@*+R ;=*89(*<= 8VX j,#*2,3'#4*E&"()%O

:=*,S*=Y
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!G#!'.%H0-3#8**)0-3<#WY#9XAY

!'%3* ,S* B))3'#4%* %$&)C-.)C* 3,* Q)* &).C* 3&(,-4&,-3* 3&)* 9)(',C* Q1*TE*$,B9"#')%* $-(()#3.1* '#* 3&)* S-#CZ%

9,(3S,.',O

I"Q.)*DJ*T9$,B'#4*X))3'#4%

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='*

< EXT+UF5*\?X^*+RO <L*8-4*<= 8VX

: oA!Ajo*Aj+O <L*8-4*<= 8VX

= XF[I5RjA+*Aj+ :=*8-4*<= 8VX

L h@5*e!R+U*Aj+O <=*E)9*<= 8VX

N jAUF*Aj+O :;*E)9*<= 8VX

Y +Rj8V58*MRR[E*Aj+O :<*E)9*<= 8VX

K MF[Fo*+R5/R58IARj :L*E)9*<= 8VX

:L*,S*=Y
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P('(-*<*#S%)0-3#$;(&)<

I&)%)*4("9&%* '#$.-C)*B))3'#4%*7&)()*3&)*$.')#3*&).C*"*6,3'#4*)#3'3.)B)#3*)0)($'%"Q.)*Q1*/A5+*"$$,(C'#4

3,*9,(3S,.',*C)3"'.%*$,BB-#'$"3)C*3,*/A5+*9(',(*3,*)0)$-3',#*,S*3&)*6,3)O

T%)(6#/*<%6@)0%-<

M,( :KL

R99,%) L;

8Q%3"'# <

b'3&C("7# ;

I,3". =<N

8**)0-3< 2+8 J+8 T%)(6

I,3".*X))3'#4% :N ; :N

<*\,(*B,()^*,99,%)*,(*"Q%3"'#*6,3) :; ; :;

P('(-*<*#S%)0-3#/*.%&?

P('(-*<*#2+8#/*.%&?

P('(-*<*#J+8#/*.%&?

I&)()*7&)()*#,*FVX%*C-('#4*3&)*."%3*9)(',C*'#*3&)*$.')#3%*9,(3S,.',O

:N*,S*=Y
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P('(-*<*#S%)0-3#T0H*)(K6*#WA#9XAY

!'%3*,S*B))3'#4%*&).C*3&(,-4&,-3*3&)*9)(',C*'#*3&)*S-#CZ%*9,(3S,.',O

S%)*?#8**)0-3<

I"Q.)*<;J*X))3'#4%*6,3)C*'#*3&)*`-"(3)(

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='* U()*#S%)*?

< !8bERj*Aj+ :<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];D

: UFmFj+F*+R5/ <=*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];=

= IRmRI8*XRIR5*+R5/ <L*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];L

L jII*[R+RXR*Aj+ <G*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];L

N 8EIF!!8E*/h85X8*Aj+ <D*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];Y

Y AIR+hT*IF+hjR]ER!TIARjE*+R5/ :;*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];Y

K RX5Rj*+R5/ :;*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<;

G IRUmR*F!F+I5Rj*!I[ :<*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];K

D FAE8A*+R*!I[ :<*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<;

<; UmRb8*FoFR*+R5/ :<*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<=

<< j8X+R*e8j[8A*h![VE*Aj+ :L*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<:

<: E8jIFj*/h85X8+FTIA+8! :N*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<:

<= Aj/Fo*+R5/ :N*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<=

<L EWT85F*FjAo*h![VE*+R*!I[ :N*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<:

<N I8UF[8*/h85X8+FTIA+8!*+R :Y*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<L

<Y RjR*/h85X8+FTIA+8!*+R*!I[ :Y*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<L

<K [8Ab8*EF+T5AIAFE*V5RT/*Aj+ :Y*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<L

<G R!mX/TE*+R5/ :Y*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<L

<D EhARjRVA*@*+R*!I[ :Y*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<L

:; hA5REF*F!F+I5A+*+R*!I[ :K*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<K

:< U8UFj*/h85X8+FTIA+8!*+R*!I[ :K*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<K

:: U8jE8A*/8AjI*+R*!I[ :K*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<K

:= 5RhX*+R*!I[ :K*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<G

L%)#S%)*?#8**)0-3<

I"Q.)*<<J*X))3'#4%*#,3*6,3)C*'#*`-"(3)(

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='* /*(<%-#L%)#S%)*?

< IhU*+R*!I[ <N*?-#*<= 8VX E&"()%*#,3*&).C*"3*()$,(C*C"3)O

: EX+*+R5/ :K*?-#*<= 8VX j,*&,.C'#4%*"3*()$,(C*C"3)

P('(-*<*#!'.%H0-3#8**)0-3<#WY#9XAY

!'%3* ,S* B))3'#4%* %$&)C-.)C* 3,* Q)* &).C* 3&(,-4&,-3* 3&)* 9)(',C* Q1*?"9"#)%)*$,B9"#')%* $-(()#3.1* '#* 3&)

S-#CZ%*9,(3S,.',O

I"Q.)*<:J*T9$,B'#4*X))3'#4%

:Y*,S*=Y
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$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='*

< R58+!F*+R5/*?8/8j :L*8-4*<= 8VX

:K*,S*=Y
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7(,#4O* E,_* 'S* "#1* 4,,C* '%* 3,* $,B)*,-3* ,S* 3&)* C'%"%3)(* '#*e"#4."C)%&_* 4()"3)(* '#6)%3,(* %$(-3'#1* ,S* 3&)%)

'%%-)%*%&,-.C*Q)*9"(3*,S*'3O

E(&&0.4#K%-@<*<#K(?6=#K())*&*?

AS* 3&)*TU* %"7* #,* ()9)"3* ,S* '3%* l%&"()&,.C)(* %9('#4i* '#* :;<=_*89('.*C'C* %))* "* 3(-.1* 'B9()%%'6)* %&"()&,.C)(

()6,.3*,6)(*9"1*'#*+"#"C"O

83*e"(('$P*V,.C*"*%3"44)('#4*GNc*,S*6,3)%*7)()*$"%3*"4"'#%3*3&)*$,B9"#1*,#*3&)*()%,.-3',#*%))P'#4

"99(,6".*S,(*'3%*)0)$-3'6)*$,B9)#%"3',#*9,.'$1O*I&)()*7"%*$,#%'C)("Q.)*%&"()&,.C)(*C'%%)#3*"%*"*()%-.3*,S

3&)* s<<OD* B'..',#* %'4#'#4],#* Q,#-%* ?,&#* I&,(#3,#* ()$)'6)C* "%*9"(3* ,S* &'%* "99,'#3B)#3* "%* )0)$-3'6)* $,]

$&"'(B"#O*/A5+*&"C*()$,BB)#C)C*,99,%'3',#O

O0&<)#O*H(6*#$JF#()#T*'.%

5')P,*E"3,*Q)$"B)*3&)*S'(%3*S)B".)*$,(9,("3)*,SS'$)(*"3*I,P1,*F.)$3('$*/,7)(*+,B9"#1*\I)9$,^O

V)#C)(* Q"."#$)* "3* ?"9"#i%* $,B9"#1* Q,"(C%* '%* %3'..* "* S"(* $(1_* 7'3&*.)%%* 3&)#* N* 9)(* $)#3* ,S* .'%3)C

$,B9"#1*Q,"(C%*'#$.-C'#4*S)B".)*C'()$3,(%O*I&)*4)#C)(*9"1*4"9*,S*L;*9)(*$)#3*'#*3&)*7,(P9."$)*'%*,#)*,S

3&)*&'4&)%3*'#*3&)*7,(.CO

X%O* E"3,i%* $".B* B"##)(* "#C* 9)(S)$3* 9,%3-()* '%* 6)(1* B-$&* '#* ,99,%'3',#*3,* ,3&)(* B".)* %)#',(
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I&)*S)B".)*+FR*()B)BQ)(%*3&"3*"3*3&)*Q)4'##'#4*,S*&)(*$"())(*%&)*7,-.C*#)6)(*4)3*$&"..)#4'#4*(,.)%
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7,B)#*%3"(3* 3&)'(* $"())(* 7'3&* 3&)* %"B)* B)#3".'31* "%* B)#* Q-3* "%* 3&)1* ()".'%)*3&"3* $,B9"#')%* C,* #,3

)09)$3*%,*B-$&*S(,B*3&)B*3&)1*,S3)#*.,,%)*3&)'(*%)#%)*,S*"BQ'3',#O

A#*X%O* E"P,i%* 6')7*7,B)#* "()* ()%9,#%'Q.)* S,(* 3&)* 9)(%'%3)#$)* ,S* 3&)*%"."(1B"#* $-.3-()O* E&)* %"1%

f7,B)#*#))C*3,*Q)*Q,.C*"#C*3"P)*()%9,#%'Q'.'31*"#C*%"1_*lA*$"#*C,*3&'%i*"#C*%&,7*3&)*Q,%%*7&"3*3&)1*$"#

C,g*'S*3&)1*7"#3*3,*"6,'C*3&"3*B)#*7'..*P))9*4)33'#4*"..*3&)*(,.)%O

$;0-(]<#.(&K%-#)&(?0-3#<.;*H*

+&'#"i%* S'(%3* 9'.,3* $"(Q,#]3("C'#4* %$&)B)*7'..* Q)* ."-#$&)C* #)03*B,#3&O* e-3* 3&)* ()%-.3'#4* $"(Q,#*B"(P)3
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I,P1,* F.)$3('$* /,7)(* +,* A#$* \IF/+R^* "#C*%)6)#* )"$&* "3* +&-Q-* F.)$3('$* /,7)(* +,* A#$* "#C* U1-%&-

F.)$3('$*/,7)(*+,*A#$O*I&)*,93'$".*4."%%*B"#-S"$3-()(*hRm8*+,(9*()$)'6)C*D*%&"()&,.C)(*()%,.-3',#%O* A3%

'#6)%3,(%* 9(,9,%)_* "B,#4* ,3&)(%_* '#C'6'C-".* C'%$.,%-()*,S* ()B-#)("3',#%* 3,* C'()$3,(%* "#C* )0)$-3'6)
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+6%K(6#S%)0-3#$;(&)<

I&)%)*4("9&%* '#$.-C)*B))3'#4%*7&)()*3&)*$.')#3*&).C*"*6,3'#4*)#3'3.)B)#3*)0)($'%"Q.)*Q1*/A5+*"$$,(C'#4

3,*9,(3S,.',*C)3"'.%*$,BB-#'$"3)C*3,*/A5+*9(',(*3,*)0)$-3',#*,S*3&)*6,3)O

T%)(6#/*<%6@)0%-<

M,( =;L

R99,%) <L:

8Q%3"'# <L

b'3&&,.C <<<

b'3&C("7# ;

I,3". NK<

8**)0-3< 2+8 J+8 T%)(6

I,3".*X))3'#4% NK : ND

<*\,(*B,()^*,99,%)*,(*"Q%3"'#*6,3) NY : NG

+6%K(6#S%)0-3#/*.%&?

+6%K(6#2+8#/*.%&?

+6%K(6#J+8#/*.%&?
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+6%K(6#S%)0-3#T0H*)(K6*#WA#9XAY

!'%3*,S*B))3'#4%*&).C*3&(,-4&,-3*3&)*9)(',C*'#*3&)*S-#CZ%*9,(3S,.',O

S%)*?#8**)0-3<

I"Q.)*<=J*X))3'#4%*6,3)C*'#*3&)*`-"(3)(

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='* U()*#S%)*?

< R[RjIR/5F2*E8 ;:*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]<D

: EmjR/EmE*Aj+ ;=*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]<D

= e8jU*RM*XRjI5F8! <;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]:N

L M8A5M8o*MAj8j+A8!*hR![AjVE <<*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]:Y

N eX@M*eR2FE/8*E8 <N*89(*<= J+8 :;<=];L];G

Y eX@M*eR2FE/8*E8 <N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L];G

K 8XF5A+8*XR2A!*E8*[F*+2 ::*89(*<= J+8 :;<=];L]<N

G 8XF5A+8*XR2A!*E8*[F*+2 ::*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<N

D +8j8[A8j*j8IARj8!*58A!b8m*+R :=*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<N

<; j8IARj8!*e8jU*+8j8[8 :L*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<< +8j8[A8j*AX/F5A8!*e8jU :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<: 5AI+hAF*e5RE*8T+IARjFF5E*Aj+ :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<Y

<= hF5e8!AMF*!I[ :N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]::

<L j8IARj8!*hF8!Ih*Aj2FEIR5E :D*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:=

<N /FI5Re58E]/FI5R!FR*e58EA!AF5 :D*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:=

<Y IT5UAmF*V858jIA*e8jU8EA*8E =;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]::

<K E+hAeEIF[*8E8 =;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]::

<G [82A[F*+8X/85A*E/8 =;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]::

<D [58VRj*RA!*/!+ =;*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:=

:; eF!!*8!A8jI*Aj+ ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:N

:< V/I*V5RT/ ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]:N

:: +hT5+h*@*[bAVhI*Aj+ ;:*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]=;

:= +R+8]+R!8*8X8IA!*!I[ ;K*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];L]=;

:L XRh8bU*Aj[TEI5AFE*Aj+ ;G*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];K

:N +8!!Rb8m*5F8!*FEI8IF*Aj2I*I5 ;D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];Y

:Y X8jAIRe8*IF!F+RX*E2+E*Aj+ ;D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];Y

:K XT!!Fj*V5RT/*!I[ ;D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];Y

:G e+F*Aj+ ;D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];G

:D X85UF!*+R5/ <=*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<;

=; 5hFAjXFI8!!*8V <L*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];Y

=< 8AXA8*Aj+ <L*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];D

=: MA5EI*5F/Te!A+*e8jU <L*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<=

== eAX*eA5!FEAU*X8V8H8!85 <N*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];<

=L eA+*ER+AFIF <N*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];:

=N +AX85Fo*FjF5Vm*+R <N*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<=

=Y ?85[AjF*X8IhFERj*h![VE*!I[ <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];Y

=K Em[jFm*8A5/R5I <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N];D

=G /85IjF55F*!I[ <K*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<Y
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=D T!I58*/FI5R!FTX*+R5/ :<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<N

L; 5Rm8!*+85AeeF8j*+5TAEFE*!I[ ::*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<N

L< j8IARj8!*5FI8A!*/5R/F5IAFE :=*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]:<

L: hF8!Ih*jFI*Aj+ :=*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]:<

L= 2F+IR5*V5RT/*!I[ :G*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]::

LL bFEIMAF![*V5RT/ :D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]::

LN A!!TXAj8*Aj+ :D*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]:L

LY EeF5e8jU*RM*5TEEA8*R?E+ =<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]:;

LK 85FE*+8/AI8!*+R5/ ;L*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];N]=<

LG IFE!8*XRIR5E*Aj+ ;L*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];N]=<

LD jFb*mR5U*+RXXTjAIm*e8j+R5/*Aj+ ;Y*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];L

N; !A2F*j8IARj*FjIF5I8AjXFjI ;Y*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];L

N< RXFV8*hF8!Ih+85F*Aj2E*Aj+ ;Y*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];L

N: M8+FeRRU*Aj+ <<*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];K

N= +A*MAj8j+A8!*+R5/ <=*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];L

NL X8Aj*EI5FFI*+8/AI8!*+R5/ <=*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<:

NN WA8VFj*j2 :Y*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<:

L%)#S%)*?#8**)0-3<

I"Q.)*<LJ*X))3'#4%*#,3*6,3)C*'#*`-"(3)(

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='* /*(<%-#L%)#S%)*?

< bFAVhI*b8I+hF5E*AjI!*Aj+ ;K*X"1*<= 8VX j,*%&"()%*"6"'."Q.)*3,*6,3)

: 8XF5A+8j*b8IF5*bR5UE*+R*Aj+ <=*X"1*<= 8VX 8CB'#*)((,(

= XM8*MAj8j+A8!*Aj+ ::*X"1*<= 8VX E&"()%*Q,-4&3*"S3)(*()$,(C*C"3)O

L VFjF58!*XRIR5E*+R ;Y*?-#*<= 8VX E&"()%*#,3*&).C*"3*()$,(C*C"3)O

+6%K(6#!'.%H0-3#8**)0-3<#WY#9XAY

!'%3*,S*B))3'#4%*%$&)C-.)C* 3,*Q)*&).C* 3&(,-4&,-3* 3&)*9)(',C*Q1*V.,Q".*$,B9"#')%*$-(()#3.1* '#* 3&)* S-#CZ%

9,(3S,.',O

I"Q.)*<NJ*T9$,B'#4*X))3'#4%

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='*

< e8A[T*Aj+*]8[5 ;<*8-4*<= 8VX

: FXE]+hFXAF*hR![AjV*8V <<*8-4*<= 8VX

= j8E/F5E*!I[ =<*8-4*<= 8VX
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2<0(-#S%)0-3#$;(&)<

I&)%)*4("9&%* '#$.-C)*B))3'#4%*7&)()*3&)*$.')#3*&).C*"*6,3'#4*)#3'3.)B)#3*)0)($'%"Q.)*Q1*/A5+*"$$,(C'#4

3,*9,(3S,.',*C)3"'.%*$,BB-#'$"3)C*3,*/A5+*9(',(*3,*)0)$-3',#*,S*3&)*6,3)O

T%)(6#/*<%6@)0%-<

M,( KY

R99,%) N;

8Q%3"'# D

b'3&C("7# ;

I,3". <=N

8**)0-3< 2+8 J+8 T%)(6

I,3".*X))3'#4% <: = <N

<*\,(*B,()^*,99,%)*,(*"Q%3"'#*6,3) << : <=

2<0(-#S%)0-3#/*.%&?

2<0(-#2+8#/*.%&?

2<0(-#J+8#/*.%&?
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2<0(-#S%)0-3#T0H*)(K6*#WA#9XAY

!'%3*,S*B))3'#4%*&).C*3&(,-4&,-3*3&)*9)(',C*'#*3&)*S-#CZ%*9,(3S,.',O

S%)*?#8**)0-3<

I"Q.)*<YJ*X))3'#4%*6,3)C*'#*3&)*`-"(3)(

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='* U()*#S%)*?

< X*<*!I[ ;N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];=]:G

: EI85hTe*!I[ <N*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L];D

= EI85hTe*!I[ <N*89(*<= J+8 :;<=];L];D

L +RXMR5I[F!V5R*+R5/*!I[ :Y*89(*<= 8VX :;<=];L]<K

N h8jV*EFjV*e8jU*!I[ <Y*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<=

Y IF!F2AEARj*e5R8[+8EIE*!I[ ::*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<L

K +hAj8*5FERT5+FE*FjIF5/5AEFE :L*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]:<

G +hAj8*XReA!F*!I[ =;*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]<K

D Eh8j[RjV*bFAV8R*V/*XF[*/Rm! =<*X"1*<= 8VX :;<=];N]:L

<; I8Ab8j*EFXA+Rj[T+IR5*XMV*+R <<*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y];L

<< EAjV8/R5F*/5FEE*hR![AjVE*!I[ <G*?-#*<= J+8 :;<=];Y]<;

<: IEAjVI8R*e5FbF5m*+R*!I[ :N*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<G

<= EAjV8/R5F*/REI*!I[ :G*?-#*<= 8VX :;<=];Y]<D

<L EAjV8/R5F*/REI*!I[ :G*?-#*<= J+8 :;<=];Y]<G

L%)#S%)*?#8**)0-3<

I"Q.)*<KJ*X))3'#4%*#,3*6,3)C*'#*`-"(3)(

$%H'(-= 8**)0-3#U()* T='* /*(<%-#L%)#S%)*?

< A+A+A*e8jU*!I[ :L*?-#*<= 8VX j,*Q"..,3

2<0(-#!'.%H0-3#8**)0-3<#WY#9XAY

I&)()*"()*#,*-9$,B'#4*B))3'#4%*S,(*3&'%*()4',#O
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!"

8#".1%'%*"#C*S'#".*9(,01*()%-.3%*,#*rR99,%)r*"#C*r8Q%3"'#r*6,3)%*S,(*()%,.-3',#%*"3*TU*B))3'#4%*S,(

$,B9"#')%*&).C*Q1*3&)*S-#C*C-('#4*3&)*9)(',CO

J@&%'*(-

8#".1%'%*S,(*rR99,%)r*"#C*r8Q%3"'#r*6,3)%*S,(*()%,.-3',#%*"3*F-(,9)"#*B))3'#4%*S,(*$,B9"#')%*&).C*Q1
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 Local Authority Pension Fund Forum 

 

LAPFF exists to promote the investment interests of local authority 

pension funds, and to maximise their influence as shareholders 

whilst promoting social responsibility and corporate governance at 

the companies in which they invest. Formed in 1990, the Forum 

brings together a diverse range of local authority pension funds in 

the UK with combined assets of over £115 billion. 
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ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY 
A P R I L  T O  J U N E  2 0 1 3  

 

 

  

 

Topics 

Remuneration 

Board Composition 

Social Risk 

Employment Standards 

Finance & Accounting 

Environmental Risk 

Reputational Risk 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

Sent Letter 

Received Letter 

Alert Issued 

Meeting 

Conference Call 

Attended AGM 

Activities 

Company Contact 

Chairperson 

Specialist Staff 

Non-Exec Director 

Exec Director or CEO 

Outcomes 
Substantial Improvement 

Satisfactory Response 

Moderate Improvement 

Change in Process 

Dialogue 

Awaiting Response 

No Improvement 
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ACHIEVEMENTS 
· Issued 14 voting alerts in the proxy season on a number of issues including on 

executive pay, joint Chair/CEO and carbon management: Carnival, AstraZeneca, 
Barclays, National Express, BAE Systems, Aviva, Royal Bank of Scotland, 
Prudential, Comcast, JP Morgan, ExxonMobil, WPP, Marks & Spencer, and 
Freeport McMoRan.   

· Attended the AGMs of Barclays and National Express. 

· Met with the Chair of Associated British Foods regarding supplier employment 
standards following the Bangladesh factory tragedy. LAPFF also signed an investor 
statement calling for improvements to factory standards for workers’ safety. 

· Sent LAPFF’s new Expectations on Executive Pay to the FTSE 350 seeking feedback 
from a list of 16 companies in advance of their AGMs. 

· Held meetings with Société Générale, WM Morrison Supermarkets, and Legal & 
General on executive pay. 

· Met with Imperial Tobacco to discuss the health risks of tobacco products and the 
company’s harm-reduction strategy. 

· Discussed carbon management strategy with representatives of Rio Tinto. Received 
feedback from Centrica regarding opportunities and risks in the UK shale gas market. 

· Met with the Chairman of Standard Chartered regarding Board structure and renewal. 

  

THE FORUM IN THE NEWS 

Pension funds call for review of accounting standards 
The Telegraph, Bloomberg, Reuters, Washington Post, The Guardian 

LAPFF questions RBS’ accounts  
The Times, Financial News, Bloomberg, The Scotsman 

Investors push for independent Chair at News Corp 
Professional Pensions, The Guardian  

LAPFF opposes Barclays’ accounts 
The Independent, The Wall Street Journal, Fox Business, Bloomberg 

LAPFF recommends against AstraZeneca’s pay 
The Telegraph, Financial Times, Reuters, The Independent, Bloomberg 

View more press coverage: http://lapfforum.org/TTx2/press/in-the-news  
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COMPANY ENGAGEMENT 

LEADERSHIP ON KEY CAMPAIGNS 

In response to member concerns regarding the social and public health concerns associated 

with tobacco companies, LAPFF met with representatives of Imperial Tobacco. The issues 

discussed included harm reduction initiatives, regulatory risks, marketing and advertising 

practices, and global supply chain standards.  

LAPFF also met with the Chairman of Standard Chartered at the Company’s request to 

discuss ongoing changes at the Board level. Increasingly, companies are approaching LAPFF 

to initiate proactive discussions regarding governance, which demonstrates the progress 

LAPFF has made in terms of developing mutually beneficial relationships with the companies 

our members invest in.  

We also held a meeting with Trinity Mirror to discuss ongoing investigations into phone 

hacking and the reputational consequences for the media industry. 

PROMOTING GOOD GOVERNANCE 

Global Focus List Engagement  

Engagement with our focus list of companies on governance 

issues continued this quarter. Our activities focused more on 

issuing voting alerts in the run up to company annual meetings. 

We issued an alert on JP Morgan, recommending members 

vote for a shareholder proposal to appoint an independent Chair, 

and to vote against the re-election of Jamie Dimon, the 

Company’s Chairman and CEO. The shareholder proposal 

received support from 32% of shareholders. LAPFF first initiated 

engagement with JP Morgan in 2012 in relation to the joint 

Chair/CEO role and on executive pay. 

LAPFF issued a similar alert on the joint Chair/CEO role at Comcast Corporation, a 2013 

Global Focus List company. In this case, LAPFF recommended a vote against the Chairman 

and CEO, and against the Chairman of the Nomination Committee.  

  

© Steve Jervetson  
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Financial Reporting & Audit  

The Forum continues to be one of the leading advocates on the need for accounting standards 

to properly reflect a true and fair view of companies’ financial position. The Forum is concerned 

that the true and fair view has been misrepresented, equating it to proper reporting against the 

accounting standards, rather proper reporting in line with the spirit of the law.  

This quarter, we issued voting alerts at Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) and Barclays, 

recommending members vote against the report and accounts on the basis that the 

companies’ true financial position is not accurately reflected in their reports due to the use of 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The Forum is concerned that the banks’ 

reporting has implications for capital adequacy, noting that the Financial Policy Committee is 

making material adjustments to the public accounts. Press reports on the true capital positions 

of the banks are very similar to numbers LAPFF published in its Bank Post Mortem in 2011. 

RBS, which has the largest capital gap by both LAPFF’s calculations and press reports, has 

not made any public disclosure of the company’s estimate of the size of the gap.  

LAPFF submitted evidence to the Commission to the Parliamentary Commission on 

Banking Standards, which reported in June. The QC opinion commissioned by LAPFF and 

several other investors raises significant concerns regarding the legal position of IFRS 

adoption and endorsement. The findings of the QC opinion have serious implications for all 

companies, the Financial Reporting Council, and the International Accounting Standards 

Board. As a result, the Forum has written to Standard Chartered, Barclays, HSBC and Lloyds 

seeking the Boards’ views on the Opinion. You can view the full text of the QC opinion on the 

LAPFF website. 

Executive Pay 

In April, LAPFF launched its “Expectations for Executive Pay” 

document, which outlines LAPFF’s new strategy on executive pay. 

There are a total of fifteen “expectations” set out for companies, some 

of which reference several long-standing LAPFF policies, such as “no 

golden hellos,” the provision of fair pension arrangements, and 

exercising “reasonableness” with regard to the quantum of pay. The 

document also sets out several new policy positions, including the 

phase out of long-term incentive plans, the consideration of employee 

views, transparency in the executive recruitment process, and the 

publication of pay ratios.  

Copies of the document were sent to the Chairmen of the FTSE 350 for their information, and 

a subset of 16 companies was asked for their specific response to our new proposals. Thirteen 

companies from the FTSE 350 list responded to indicate they had circulated the document to 

their Remuneration Committees, with two companies (Centrica and Dunelm Mill) indicating 

their Committees would specifically consider the document at upcoming Board meetings. 
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Four voting alerts recommending a vote against companies’ remuneration reports were issued 

on the back of the launch of the Expectations document. At AstraZeneca, concerns were 

raised regarding a golden hello payment to the incoming CEO. For Aviva, BAE Systems and 

Prudential, LAPFF had concerns regarding the overall quantum of awards. On Barclays, 

LAPFF recommended an abstain vote on the remuneration report, in recognition of the 

Company’s intention to review pay practices next year with a mind to simplifying the bank’s 

pay.  

LAPFF also held meetings with WM Morrisons Supermarkets and Legal & General to 

receive feedback on the Forum’s new approach to pay. 

MANAGING ENVIRONMENTAL RISK 

Climate Change  

LAPFF was joined by the Church Commissioners and 

the Church of England at a meeting with Rio Tinto to 

discuss the company’s approach to carbon 

management. This is part of a wider investor initiative, 

‘Aiming for A’ which aims to support companies working 

towards a transition to low-carbon production and to 

encourage improvement in CDP (carbon disclosure 

project) scorings. Rio Tinto agreed to continue 

communications regarding its business strategy for 

long-term sustainability.  

In keeping with previous years, LAPFF issued a voting alert at ExxonMobil recommending a 

vote in favour of a shareholder proposal asking the Company to set out greenhouse gas 

emissions reduction goals. The proposal has been filed at the Company for several 

consecutive years, and last year received 27% shareholder support. A recommendation was 

also made to vote for a proposal asking Exxon to appoint an independent Chair. 

Environmental Risk Management 

LAPFF met with Centrica this quarter to develop a better understanding of the Company’s 

views on the potential risks and benefits of developing a UK shale gas market. The discovery 

of shale gas in the UK has the potential to provide a stable source of energy that will help bring 

energy prices down and supply the UK with energy for 40 years or more. However there are a 

number of risks associated with the extraction process, which uses hydraulic fracturing. 

Centrica shared its views on the potential for large scale shale gas development in the UK, and 

how it believes the environmental and social risks can be managed. 

  

“Adopt quantitative goals, based 
on current technologies, for 

reducing total greenhouse gas 
emissions from the Company’s 
products and operations and 
report to shareholders…on its 
plans to achieve these goals” 

- Shareholder Resolution at 

ExxonMobil 
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TARGETING SOCIAL ISSUES 

Employment Standards  

Following the tragic factory collapse in Bangladesh, LAPFF wrote to Associated British 

Foods (ABF) to seek a meeting to discuss the Company’s response. ABF and LAPFF have a 

history of engagement concerning overseas supply chains, and had discussions on this issue 

several times between 2005 and 2011. After several improvements in the Company’s reporting 

and disclosure, LAPFF determined it was satisfied with the Company’s progress. However 

following the tragedy in Bangladesh, clearly there was a need to re-initiate discussions in an 

effort to support the Company as it works collaboratively with other companies to improve 

overseas factory standards.  

In response to a complaint about labour practices filed by 

unions under the OECD multinational enterprises 

guidelines, LAPFF held a conference call with the head of 

investor relations at Deutsche Post DHL. The company 

agreed that employment practices in some markets, such 

as Turkey, had fallen short of its expectations, and it was 

looking to roll out global standards across the group. 

Dialogue will continue once the response to the OECD is 

clear. 

As part of its continuing engagement with National Express over employment issues in its US 

schoolsbus business, LAPFF signed a statement calling on the company to improve oversight 

and reporting of human capital issues. LAPFF issued an Alert ahead of the AGM, and vice-

chair Ian Greenwood attended and spoke at the meeting. The company continues to defend its 

stance and has offered a further meeting with the LAPFF chair.  

The Forum held a meeting with Tesco to discuss the announced review of its US business 

Fresh & Easy. LAPFF had previously engaged with Tesco over employment issues, and the 

former chair met with Fresh & Easy employees in the US, at which point it became clear that 

the business was in difficulties and a further meeting was sought. LAPFF asked whether the 

company had learned lessons from the US experience and could have engaged with employee 

concerns earlier. The company agreed that earlier engagement may have been beneficial and 

said that lessons had been learned, but that there had also been benefits to the US 

experience. 

 

  

© ILO RCOMM 
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CONSULTATIONS & PUBLIC POLICY 

CONSULTATION RESPONSES  

The Forum submitted several consultation responses this quarter. We expressed support for 

the Financial Reporting Council’s (FRC) proposed reforms to require the auditor’s report to 

address risks of material misstatement, materiality and a summary of the audit scope. LAPFF 

also issued a response to The Sharman Inquiry on Going Concern. In its paper, LAPFF 

highlighted that assessing going concern requires prudent accounting policies, and that this 

assessment is not consistent with IFRS in several material respects. LAPFF co-signed a paper 

to the UK Competition Commission to advocate in favour of mandatory audit rotation, and 

backed a letter to the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) raising concerns regarding the 

failure of the listing regime to provide basic corporate governance protections for investors.  

NETWORKS & EVENTS 
Representatives of LAPFF regularly attend conferences and events on behalf of members. A 

list of recent events is listed below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

§ Barclays annual meeting  

§ National Express annual meeting 

§ Unburnable carbon  - UKSIF sponsored event 

§ Commodities trading – UKSIF sponsored event 

§ 30% Club Seminar – hosted by Bloomberg 

§ RI Europe Conference – hosted by responsible-investor.com 

§ Investors and Diversity Panel – hosted by BNY Mellon 

§ Board effectiveness - Centre for Financial Innovation  
roundtable 

§ Access to Nutrition Index – hosted by F&C 
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COMPANY PROGRESS REPORT  
Company Topics Outcome 

Anglo American Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

Associated British Foods Employment Standards, Social Risk Satisfactory Response 

AstraZeneca Remuneration No Improvement 

Aviva plc Remuneration No Improvement 

BAE Systems Remuneration No Improvement 

Barclays Finance & Accounting Awaiting Response 

British American Tobacco Social Risk Satisfactory Response 

British Sky Broadcasting Remuneration Awaiting Response 

Burberry Remuneration, Board Composition Dialogue 

Carnival Corp Remuneration Awaiting Response 

Centrica Environmental Risk, Social Risk Satisfactory Response 

Comcast Corp Board Composition No Improvement 

Deutsche Post Employment Standards Dialogue 

Dunelm Mill Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

Enterprise Inns Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

ExxonMobil Environmental Risk, Board Composition No Improvement 

Freeport McMoran Board Composition Moderate Improvement 

Fresnillo Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

Glencore International Remuneration Awaiting Response 

Hays  Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

HSBC Finance & Accounting Awaiting Response 

Imagination Technologies Remuneration Awaiting Response 

Imperial Tobacco Social Risk, Reputational Risk Satisfactory Response 

JP Morgan Board Composition No Improvement 

Laird PLC  Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

Land Securities Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

Legal & General Remuneration Substantial Improvement 

Lloyds Finance & Accounting Awaiting Response 

Meggitt Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

Melrose plc Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

National Express Employment Standards No Improvement 

National Grid Remuneration Dialogue 

Petra Diamonds Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

Prudential  Remuneration No Improvement 

Resolution Ltd Remuneration Awaiting Response 

Rio Tinto Environmental Risk Change in Process 

Royal Bank of Scotland Finance & Accounting No Improvement 

SABMiller Remuneration Awaiting Response 

Smith & Nephew Remuneration Awaiting Response 

Société Générale Remuneration Substantial Improvement 
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Company Topics Outcome 

Standard Chartered Board Composition, Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

Tesco Employment Standards Change in Process 

Trinity Mirror Reputational Risk, Social risk Dialogue 

Vesuvius (formerly Cookson) Remuneration Awaiting Response 

Weir Group Remuneration Satisfactory Response 

WM Morrison Supermarkets Remuneration Substantial Improvement 

WPP  Remuneration No Improvement 
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The Local Authority Pension Fund Forum was 

established in 1991 and is a voluntary 

association of local authority pension funds 

based in the UK. It exists to promote the 

investment interests of local authority pension 

funds, and to maximise their influence as 

shareholders to promote corporate social 

responsibility and high standards of corporate 

governance amongst the companies in which its 

members invest. The Forum’s members currently 

have combined assets of over £115 billion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aberdeen City Council 

Avon Pension Fund 

Bedfordshire Pension Fund 

Camden LB 

Cheshire Pension Fund 

City of London Corporation 

Clwyd Pension Fund 

Croydon LB 

Derbyshire CC 

Devon CC 

Dorset County Pension Fund 

Dyfed Pension Fund 

Ealing LB 

East Riding of Yorkshire Council 

Enfield 

Falkirk Council 

Greater Gwent Fund 

Greater Manchester Pension Fund 

Greenwich Pension Fund 

Gwynedd Pension Fund 

Hackney LB 

Haringey LB 

Harrow LB 

Hillingdon LB 

Hounslow LB 

Islington LB 

Lancashire County Pension Fund 

Lewisham LB 

Lincolnshire CC 

London Pension Fund Authority 

Lothian Pension Fund 

Merseyside Pension Fund 

Newham LB 

Norfolk Pension Fund 

North East Scotland Pension Fund 

North Yorkshire CC Pension Fund 

Northamptonshire CC 

NILGOSC 

Nottinghamshire CC 

Rhondda Cynon Taf 

Shropshire Council 

Somerset CC 

South Yorkshire Integrated Transport 

Authority 

South Yorkshire Pensions Authority 

Southwark LB 

Staffordshire Pension Fund 

Surrey CC 

Teesside Pension Fund 

Tower Hamlets LB 

Tyne and Wear Pension Fund 

Waltham Forest LB 

Warwickshire Pension Fund 

West Midlands Pension Fund 

West Yorkshire Pension Fund 

Wiltshire CC 

Worcestershire CC 

Report prepared by PIRC Ltd. for the 

Local Authority Pension Fund Forum 

 

www.lapfforum.org  
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